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Abstract 

Information and Communication Technologies for Development (ICT4D) 
deals with understanding the relationship between modern technology 
use and social and economic development. While play may not appear as 
an immediate concern to the field, a recent body of work has emerged 
questioning the role of play in ICT4D and the reasons behind its apparent 
dismissal. Some have even argued that aspects of pleasure and enjoyment 
get only marginal treatment within academic studies of technology more 
generally. In ICT4D however, concerns over lack of resources and a sense 
of urgency in addressing more pressing needs, creates in itself an added 
set of boundaries which may further restrict both the playful activities 
themselves, as well as their recognition in academic work. In this work I 
will revisit the work done in ICT4D with regards to play in order to frame 
the contributions that lie herein. 

I will revisit in this work two distinct projects I have worked in during 
my PhD: the first an ethnographic fieldwork in Rah Island, Vanuatu, 
where I documented the first weeks of mobile phone usage; the second 
project took place during an internship at Microsoft Research India, 
where I participated in the design, development and deployment of 
KrishiPustak, a social networking system for low-literate users in rural 
areas around Hunsur district. To understand and unpack my reflections 
around play in both these projects, I propose a framing of play as a 
freedom, inspired by Amartya Sen’s work, discussing three of its roles: its 
instrumental role, in that play serves as a vehicle for achieving secondary 
outcomes, such as with educational games; its constructive role, in that 
play in itself unleashes an attitude of deliberation over the boundaries 
that surround play, questioning and reshaping those boundaries. I draw 
on Christena Nippert-Eng’s notion of boundary play and boundary work 
to explore the contributions that play has in constructively determining 
and reshaping values, goals and priorities in ICT4D work.  

But most importantly, this thesis emphasizes play’s third role, its 
intrinsic role to be the starting point of any understanding: i.e. play is 
important because people have reasons to value play. This urges us to 
consider the intrinsic importance, not only to observe play as it unfolds, 
but to actively design for, and open up opportunities for play to occur. 





 

 

Sammanfattning 

Forskningsområdet Information and Communication Technologies for 
Development (ICT4D) utforskar användningen av modern IKT teknologi 
för social och ekonomisk utveckling. Lek har hittills inte setts som en 
viktig fråga inom området, men på senare tid har detta ifrågasatts. Vissa 
hävdar att lek och nöje får lite uppmärksamhet inom forskning generellt. 
Inom ICT4D slits man dessutom mellan vikten av att använda de 
begränsade resurser som finns att tillgå så effektivt som möjligt å ena 
sidan och att våga erkänna lek som en viktig fråga å andra sidan. I 
avhandlingen så undersöker jag hur ICT4D har arbetat med lek för att 
rama in avhandlingens bidrag 

Avhandlingen bygger på två projekt. Det första är en etnografisk studie 
som genomfördes på ön Rah i Vanuatu, där jag var med om och 
dokumenterade mobiltelefonins ankomst till ön. Det andra projektet 
genomfördes under ett praktikarbete på Microsoft Research i Indien där 
jag deltog i utformning, utveckling och studier av KrishiPustak, ett socialt 
nätverk för människor med låg läskunnighet i landsbygden runt Hunsur 
distriktet. För att förstå och utveckla mina reflektioner runt lek i båda 
projekten föreslår jag en inramning av spel som en frihet, inspirerad av 
Amartya Sens arbete. Jag diskuterar tre av lekens roller. Dess 
instrumentella roll handlar om lek som verktyg för att uppnå sekundära 
mål som t.ex. i pedagogiska spel. Lekens konstruktiva roll handlar om hur 
lek i sig kan bidra till tankeprocesser som ifrågasätter och tänjer på lekens 
gränser. Här tar jag avstamp i Christena Nippert-Engs tankar kring 
gränslek och gränsarbete för att utforska hur lek kan bidra till att skapa 
och förändra värderingar, målsättningar och prioriteringar i ICT4D 
arbete.  

Slutligen handlar lekens tredje roll, dess inneboende roll, om lekens 
egenvärde. Avhandlingen betonar vikten av denna roll: lek är viktigt för 
att människor har anledning att uppskatta den för dess egen skull. 
Således bör vi aktivt utforma teknologi som främjar och skapar 
möjligheter för lek istället för att bara studera den. 
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1 Introduction 

In order to get to Rah Island, in Vanuatu’s northern Torba province, one 
has to take a small dugout canoe across a rather narrow body of water 
from the larger island of Motalava, where the airstrip is located. During 
one of my first crossings, I witnessed a moment of playfulness between 
two brothers: Brian and Suva, who were jokingly ‘sabotaging’ each other’s 
crossing. At one point Suva threw one of his Crocs (the famous brand of 
rubber sandals) in Brian’s direction, hitting close to Brian’s canoe. Brian 
laughingly reached out to pick up the sandal at which point Suva 
screamed warning him that his mobile phone, which was attached to a 
lanyard from Brian’s neck, was almost dipping into the water because of 
his efforts to reach the sandal. Brian quickly retracted and both laughed 
at how close Brian got to damage his phone (more details of this 
encounter in paper I, included in this thesis). At the time of writing the 
first paper included in this thesis, this encounter was intended to 
illustrate some of the ways in which these fragile technologies we carry 
around with us at all times, force us to reconsider our bodily orientations.  
But what the encounter also illustrates is how these technologies make 
their ways into, and influence, everyday playful behaviors. Such behaviors 
are mundane and may remain undetected and unappreciated at first, 
unless a specific focus is cast on them. Brian and Suva’s play shows us 
how, everyday aspects of technology use, such as its location on one’s 
body and fragility vis-à-vis the environment, are negotiated, explored and 
eventually find their place in our lives through playful behaviors. 

Play is an essential aspect of life. Children and adults alike play to 
explore the world around them, to distract from less than pleasant 
aspects of everyday life, or simply to derive enjoyment. Watching movies, 
playing games or engaging in creative activities, are all different forms of 
play requiring various levels of skill, focus or even aggression which 
fundamentally shape the play activities. While there are differences 
between playing the final of the world cup in football in front of a large 
crowd, and watching a romantic comedy alone on the couch, 
fundamentally these are activities people pursue for the intrinsic value 
they add to their lives. Sometimes we are urged to win, and feel terrible 
when we do not, other times we seek to relax with minor engagement. 
Regardless of the specifics, these activities are more often than not 
irreducible to any other purpose than enriching people’s lives, providing 
fun, laughter, excitement or relaxation. While academics may disagree on 
the exact nature of play, we all appreciate and recognize instances of play 
as they occur around us in everyday life. It is essentially on this everyday 
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appreciation, recognition and understanding of play, which this thesis 
builds on. 

While play is all around us, and in many cases we accept playful 
behaviors as legitimate and important to everyday life, there are many 
cases where play has been met with resistance. Aesop’s fable of the ant 
and the grasshopper (Calder 2001) is just one of the many moral fables 
that struggles with the notion of play, opposing the grasshopper’s 
playfulness, eventually leading to its death come winter, to the ants’ 
diligence. This is merely one of the many stories the reader may 
remember dealing with the idea of play’s triviality and the need to contain 
it within appropriate boundaries. Despite the many nuances in academic 
discussions of play, the idea of a play as an activity which occurs within 
boundaries of time, space, rules and other forms of negotiated boundaries 
is present ever since Huizinga’s seminal work on play: Homo Ludens, and 
his famous concept of the magic circle (Huizinga 1955). While at times 
these boundaries may impose limits to the play activity itself, they are not 
to be seen solely as such, since these boundaries are precisely that which 
creates the conditions for the play activity to emerge and set it apart from 
“ordinary life”. The duration of a soccer match, maximum number of 
players allowed on each team, or the size of the pitch are not limitations 
one simply wants to do away with in order to enjoy unrestricted play, 
these boundaries are precisely what makes the play possible and, in most 
cases, enjoyable. Boundaries set these activities apart, creating the 
conditions for the specific form of play to emerge.  

These boundaries evolve, the rules of different games or play activities 
change, more or less explicitly, often in attempts to improve the play 
activity. But boundaries are not merely the rules of the games or the size 
of the pitch, often they stem from wider social and cultural arrangements 
that go unspoken. In most countries, there are no laws or explicit rules to 
prevent someone from screaming, laughing and playing outside of a 
funeral service for instance, yet most of us would refrain from such 
behavior. The boundaries between what is morally, culturally or societally 
acceptable guide us in that situation. Such boundaries are, however, not 
set in stone, one may feel tempted to challenge that particular boundary 
most likely to find a reaction of condemnation. Christena Nippert-Eng 
uses the terms “boundary play” and “boundary work” respectively to 
reflect on, the ways in which play unfolds within existing boundaries and 
how those boundaries become visible, reshaped or reinforced through the 
play itself (Nippert-Eng 2008). Brian and Suva, in the opening paragraph 
of this introduction are, in a way, playfully establishing the boundaries 
within which their playfulness does not incur damage to the new device 
they have acquired. This thesis focuses primarily on the appreciation of 
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playfulness as it occurs in two specific moments of my work: fieldwork in 
Rah Island, Vanuatu, and the design and deployment of a social 
networking system for low-literate rural users, while on an internship at 
Microsoft Research India. This latter work resulted in the KrishiPustak 
application, done at the Technology for Emerging Markets group, which 
conducts research within the field of Information and Communications 
Technologies for Development (ICT4D). 

ICT4D as a field focuses on the relationship between technology and 
socio-economic development. Sometimes through documenting the 
correlation between the two, while other times designing specific 
technological interventions aimed at addressing issues of poverty, or 
other socio-economic constraints. ICT4D work is guided by the United 
Nation’s (UN) Millennium Development Goals (MDG), which include the 
achievement of a broad set of goals from universal education to gender 
equal opportunities (United Nations 2015). While none of the defined 
goals include issues of play, entertainment or enjoyment directly, the 
underlying idea behind the MDG is that of the development of 
capabilities, introduced by Martha Nussbaum and Amartya Sen 
(Nussbaum, Sen, and Sugden 1993). Enhancing individual capabilities, or 
freedoms1, such as democratic or economic ones, is, according to Sen, 
valuable in three different ways: firstly, enhancing capabilities has a 
positive correlation with improved socio-economic conditions; this is the 
instrumental (or consequential) value. However, secondly and most 
importantly, they have an intrinsic (or constitutive) value, in that, in and 
off themselves, they represent legitimate aspirations people have reasons 
to value. Thirdly, they have a constructive value in that they open up for a 
more inclusive deliberation over joint values (Sen 1999). Nussbaum, in 
her later work includes play as an essential capability which is often 
severely hindered in developing contexts, particularly in regards to 
women “lacking opportunities for play” (Nussbaum 2001). In this thesis 
I will discuss play from these three perspectives: I will present some of 
the instrumental ways in which play has been harnessed within ICT4D, 
and I will introduce what I see as a positive contribution to understanding 
play in ICT4D, play’s constructive importance. But most importantly, this 
thesis stems from an understanding that enjoyment, pleasure or, more 
broadly, play is one of those intrinsically valuable components of people’s 
lives, regardless of socio-economic considerations. Recently, a focus on 
play, and the relationship between private/professional or work/leisure, 
is one which seems to be gaining attention within ICT4D work (Arora 
2012; Sey and Ortoleva 2014; Smyth et al. 2010; Donner 2009; 

                                                             

1 While capabilities refer to a person’s ability to (i.e. “being capable of”) achieve certain 
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Chirumamilla and Pal 2013; Ratan and Bailur 2007; Ferreira and Höök 
2012; Ferreira 2015). 

People’s socio-economic situation, as Nussbaum suggests, may 
severely condition the ability to play, creating a rather restrictive set of 
boundaries around play. While setting the conditions for play, some 
boundaries may indeed turn out to be too restrictive, or even totally 
restrictive, preventing play from happening at all. They may relegate and 
delegitimize certain forms of play to the realm of triviality, or even 
deviousness. Setting boundaries around the legitimacy, or not, of certain 
forms of play is important work. This is a discussion to be encouraged 
and relevant in any context and situation, at the penalty of bearing a 
priori judgments over people’s priorities and values, becoming a 
conservative project (Gauntlett 1996). By acknowledging, examining and 
opening opportunities for play within ICT4D work, the community is in 
itself performing (or stimulating) a type of boundary work around 
dichotomies of needs vs. wants or urgent vs. trivial, and it is on the 
stimulation of this debate that this thesis aims to contribute in. I draw 
here on my fieldwork in Rah Island, Vanuatu during the first weeks of 
mobile telephony, as well as on a project called KrishiPustak where we 
developed and deployed an application to, among other things, explore 
play within an ICT4D deployment. In both these projects I reflect on 
some of the important boundaries, which emerged in regards to 
technological play, discussing their importance and relevance to both the 
particular understandings as well as to a broad ICT4D understanding of 
play. By drawing on a fluid understanding of play as an assemblage 
(Taylor 2009), one can elicit and reflect upon a great number of different 
conceptual and physical boundaries around the different play 
experiences. Here I will examine a selective few to illustrate my 
understanding of play’s constructive value, all while arguing that an 
analysis of play must first begin from the perspective that play as a 
freedom, has an intrinsic value to be promoted and developed. 

1.1 Research questions 

The papers included in this thesis explore two distinct moments of my 
PhD. First, my fieldwork in Vanuatu and secondly the design and 
deployment of a Social Networking (SN) system for low-literate rural 
users in Hunsur district, India, while on an internship at Microsoft 
Research India (MSRI). While different insights from the fieldwork in 
Vanuatu have already been reported, such as implications for thinking 
about bodily interaction or persistence of digital information, the 
discussion on play in the second paper included here, became the 
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overarching theme for the thesis overall. The first research question to be 
tackled then is the significance of play in ICT4D: 

1) How does playfulness around new technologies unfold in 
developing settings? What are the issues/tensions it raises 
within the communities? Which of these connect to, and should 
be a concern for ICT4D? 

This led me to question the role that someone like me, with a 
technology oriented background, working in a Human-Computer 
Interaction (HCI) context, interested in ICT4D, could have in addressing 
those concerns.  What design opportunities and challenges arose around 
play in these settings? 

2) How can we address these issues in ICT4D design and 
deployments? What is the role of design in opening up 
opportunities for play? 

During my internship in India, at the Technology for Emerging 
Markets (TEM) group, I had the opportunity to take part in an ICT4D 
research project, and explore these issues. Finally, the issue, which runs 
through the whole work and these questions, has to do with the relevance 
of play for ICT4D work.  While based in ICT4D, this project also raised 
issues for the broader research field of human computer interaction 
(HCI), where much of the work of this thesis has been published: 

3) Why should ICT4D (and HCI) engage more closely with 
designing for play? 

1.2 Context and method 

These questions, and the focus of the work, did not emerge disconnected 
from their context. The school I was enrolled in during this journey, my 
involvement in the Mobile Life Centre, in Kista, Sweden, and later my 
internship at Microsoft Research India during the last months of 2013, 
influenced and shaped this work in different ways. To understand this 
work a little better, I describe briefly these different research 
environments. 
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1.2.1 Mobile Life Centre and the Re-mobiling project 

The Mobile Life VINN Excellence Centre2 was formed in 2007 and was 
where I spent most of my time as a PhD student. It is officially a part of 
Stockholm University, but its physical location is close to one of its other 
partners, the Swedish Institute for Computer Science (SICS). The Royal 
Institute of Technology (KTH3), where I did the second half of my 
doctoral studies, is also associated with Mobile Life. There are also 
several companies in the centre, such as IKEA, Microsoft or Ericsson, to 
name a few. Mobile Life’s mission statement is worth taking a look at, and 
particularly this excerpt: 

 “The Mobile Life Centre provides a view into 
our future life with digital technology; an 
enjoyment society where happiness, 
pleasure and play are adopted into all 
aspects of our lives. […] the Mobile Life 
Centre has grown to be about 35 researchers, 
exploring experiential, leisure and playful 
mobile and ubiquitous interactions. […] The 
Centre’s competitive edge lies in making 
serious research on what we might 
normally portray as “unserious” 
activities in collaboration with our industry 
partners […] We get inspired by doing studies 
on people's mundane leisure and creative 
activities such as horseback riding, hunting, 
parkour, dancing or role-playing.” 

This commitment to enjoyment has been a major driving force at 
Mobile Life, with two of its current leaders, Barry Brown and Oskar 
Juhlin, recently coauthoring a book titled “Enjoying machines” (Brown 
and Juhlin 2015). As a young researcher, this defiance of the boundaries 
between serious, unserious, pleasure and enjoyment was an important 
inspiration for me.  Especially as I ended up writing about play in 
developing settings where serious purposes and goals are at the core for 
all involved parties. But the early days of this journey did not really point 
in any way to ICT4D. In fact we started by creating the “re-mobiling 

                                                             

2 http://www.mobilelifecentre.org/ 
3 KTH referring to the Swedish name: Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan. 
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project”, currently headed by my colleague Elsa Kosmack Vaara.  This 
project is framed in the following terms:  

 “Currently mobile phones are monolithic 
devices where all functions are stuffed into a 
single package. Furthermore, they have 
become a centralized and persistent log of 
certain aspects of users' lives, through e.g. call 
and sms logs. The re-mobiling project aims to 
challenge the design of such core features, but 
also mobile phones themselves” 

As stated, we felt that having accompanied closely the evolution of 
mobile devices over the years, many metaphors drawing on the previous 
generation in that family of devices (with smartphones we see ancestry in 
regular mobile phones, the landline, but also other technologies such as 
organizers or address books) remained present in the device’s design, well 
beyond a necessity for organizing our interaction in that way. This 
attempt to “deconstruct the mobile” was an important step to take. Not by 
assuming that there was something fundamentally wrong with how the 
current devices were designed, but by assuming that things could be 
different, perhaps better, perhaps more fun. As we were tracing back the 
history of mobiles, we came up with the idea of discussing the design of 
these devices with people who had not participated in that history, and 
thus had a clean slate when it came to digital mobile technologies. 
Inspired by my colleague (who I also share my name with) Pedro Ferreira 
and his PhD supervisor Akira Kaneko, I was encouraged to take Vanuatu 
as a good place to organize such a project. In fact, and perhaps more as a 
curiosity than an absolute necessity for understanding this thesis, the 
inspiration came from Kaneko’s malaria eradication efforts in Vanuatu 
(Kaneko et al. 2000). Kaneko suggested that islands in Vanuatu were 
isolated from one another, with very different realities when it came to 
modern technologies. This made Vanuatu a prime spot to explore 
people’s perceptions of mobile technologies at different levels. While, in 
hindsight, this ‘clean slate’ idea was a rather naïve understanding of the 
relationship between humans and technology, it was the beginning of the 
work here, and shaped it in important ways. 

The idea that we would somehow find people who were in a sort of 
mobile technology clean slate did not correspond to reality. Even in the 
islands where there were no mobile phones or connectivity, such as the 
Torres islands in the North, it was clear that people already knew much 
about mobile phones. They in fact eagerly waited for the technology to 
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arrive, and had high expectations as to what they would do, and so their 
knowledge of mobile interaction was certainly up to date to some extent, 
even if lacking the first hand experience. What became more interesting 
to us happened in Rah Island, where mobile connectivity was 
coincidentally launched the day of our arrival to the island. My goal was 
then to use an ethnographic approach to get a better understanding of 
these first weeks of use, collecting different insights into important 
aspects of mobile interaction I felt were important to consider in, namely 
playfulness and bodily orientations around mobiles.  This work led to the 
first three papers in this thesis. 

1.2.2 Ethnographic methods 

The use of ethnographic methodology became the main approach to deal 
with the observation and documentation of ongoing change in Vanuatu, 
particularly in the island Rah. While ethnography has been gaining 
prominence as a means to gathering insight on fast changing practices 
around technology, both within HCI and ICT4D (Burrell and Toyama 
2009; Hughes et al. 1994), its use in such ways, from the more traditional 
thick descriptions that used to characterize ethnographic fieldwork 
(Geertz 1994), has been meet with some debate (Crabtree et al. 2009) 
over its appropriateness, particularly when used in its “rapid” (Millen 
2000) or “quick and dirty” (Hughes et al. 1994) forms. In short, it is 
difficult to gain insight into practices, which, as mentioned, change 
rapidly, as in mobile adoption. We witnessed a moment of particular 
disruption of such practices, given the somewhat abrupt entry of mobiles 
into everyday life in Rah Island. This research was inspired by similar 
studies in HCI around the observation of technological change, similar to 
the one we observed in Rah (Palen, Salzman, and Youngs 2000), or in the 
case of residential mobility (Shklovski and Mainwaring 2005), another 
instance of technological disruption. An ethnographic approach was 
appropriate in eliciting some of those behaviors, particularly those which 
were not obvious, and emerged more prominently through the contrast 
between us, the observers with many years of mobile technology 
experience, but without an understanding of the local culture, and them, 
the locals of Rah, inexperienced with mobile technologies, struggling to fit 
these into their everyday lives. This dual contrast proved most important 
to make evident the ways in which people incorporated these technologies 
into their everyday practices, as well as the parallels between our own 
modes of adoption and ways in which mobiles have configured, and 
continue to configure, our everyday lives back home. 
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My work in Vanuatu was my first ethnographic endeavor and so I was 
advised and helped by two students in anthropology, Daniela Kraemer, a 
PhD student from London School of Economics with a vast experience in 
Vanuatu, including a book on the topic of house girls (Rodman et al. 
2007), and Janette Lindberg, a MSc student in digital ethnography from 
Stockholm University, who obtained a travel stipend to conduct this work 
together with me. Our interest at the time, and as it will probably become 
obvious from the published material, was on how to elicit a design 
understanding of mobile technologies, through the observations, rather 
than providing a deep, documented understanding of cultural practices in 
Rah (in the classic Geertzian sense (Geertz 1994)). In this way, the work is 
much more design-centered rather than a pure ethnography. However 
our observations concerning play brought back to the foreground the 
importance of the observations, and ethnographic, descriptive character 
of the fieldwork.  

Our way of analyzing the data, both through workshops done at Mobile 
Life, and later in developing the concepts proposed in the publications as 
well as in the thesis, we relied on these contrasts described above as an 
inspiration for both making sense of the data collected in Rah, as well as 
its implications for mobile technology in the broader sense. Issues around 
bodily orientations around mobiles (Paper I in this work) and the privacy 
inspired design insights of awareness, transience and temporality (Paper 
III), which we already published on and are included in this text. As one 
would expect from an ethnographic piece we relied heavily on qualitative 
methodologies for coding and interpreting the data. 

1.2.3 Technology for Emerging Markets, Microsoft 
Research India 

Following the Vanuatu work I had the opportunity to undertake an 
internship at the Technology for Emerging Markets (TEM) group at 
Microsoft Research India (MSRI), arranged with the group’s manager, Ed 
Cutrell. I was offered the possibility to collaborate in a variety of ongoing, 
and ready to start, projects. The one, which caught my interest, was 
headed by Indrani Medhi-Thies, research leader at TEM, and focused on 
working with Digital Green, an NGO devoted to the dissemination of 
agricultural practices in India, which had spurred from MSRI initially, 
and had grown into a large operation all over India, collaborating with 
various local NGOs throughout the country (Gandhi et al. 2007). 

Indrani’s research focus had been on the development of low-literacy 
interfaces for users within resource constrained settings, on which she 
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has done, and published, an abundance of influential work (Medhi, Sagar, 
and Toyama 2006; Medhi, Gautama, and Toyama 2009). My own 
background in Computer Science had taken the back seat during the 
previous years, mainly given my renewed focus with ethnographic 
fieldwork and qualitative data analysis. This background in designing and 
implementing systems was something that I wanted to return to and 
contribute to this project. Given my interest in play within ICT4D, I also 
wanted this project to have a playful focus, less work oriented. Social 
Networking (SN) systems are prevalent in most of the globe. They remain 
however relatively inaccessible to low literate, resource-constrained, 
communities, due to the lack of devices, often less than sufficient 
technological expertise to handle such devices, as well as the rather text-
heavy nature of modern SNS. The system we designed during my 
internship, KrishiPustak, was an attempt to explore Social Networking 
use amongst low-literate users in rural Karnataka. We had identified an 
interesting gap in the ICT4D literature and KrishiPustak was thus 
interestingly positioned to explore SN use, widely enjoyed throughout the 
world, in a new context. We will discuss SNS later on in this work, but 
these are powerful systems for appropriation by users. While many times 
they are ascribed societal functions, for instance during protests, they 
typically spur plentiful personal, fun, enjoyable, sometimes harmful, but 
broadly speaking: playful engagements, resisting typical instrumental 
framings (Ellison and Boyd 2013; B. Kolko et al. 2014). 

1.3 Contributions 

The main contribution of this thesis lies in exploring further the role of 
play in ICT4D. The findings presented here which build both on 
ethnographic fieldwork as well as on the design and deployment of a 
Social Networking System in rural India, KrishiPustak, are all analyzed 
under the lens of play, and in particular boundary play (C. Nippert-Eng 
2005). There are two levels of contributions I would like to put forward in 
this thesis. First, the theoretical contributions and secondly my own 
personal contributions to the work presented. The main theoretical 
contributions are then: 

• A framing of play as a freedom, inspired by Amartya Sen’s and 
Martha Nussbaum’s capability theory (Nussbaum, Sen, and 
Sugden 1993; Sen 1999): particularly the understanding of 
certain capabilities as being valuable both from a constitutive 
(intrinsic), instrumental and constructive perspectives 

• While acknowledging its instrumental role, we propose an 
unapologetic understanding of play, as constitutively valuable, 
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one that can, and should, inspire the design and deployment of 
ICT4D interventions 

• Proposing a constructive understanding of play, as yet another 
way play can feed in eliciting and deliberating over values and 
goals in ICT4D, building on Nippert-Eng’s notion of boundary 
play (Nippert-Eng 2005) as a guiding analytical concept 

• Connecting locally expressed concerns (or tensions) around 
playfulness with technologies, to wider concerns within ICT4D 
and technology studies 

The work on which these theoretical contributions are based on: the 
fieldwork in Rah Island, as well as the design and deployment of 
KrishiPustak while at Microsoft Research India, was done in 
collaboration with different colleagues, and my particular contributions 
to the work being as follows: 

• Conducting the ethnographic fieldwork in Vanuatu, gathering 
and analyzing the data, although in the different papers 
presented here I did the latter with the help of the respective 
authors: Kristina Höök for papers I and II; Pedro Sanches and 
Alexandra Weilenmann for paper III 

• The working and reworking of the different concepts and 
proposals from the different papers, shaping them into a 
coherent research program 

• Designing KrishiPustak, together with the project leader, Indrani 
Medhi-Thies, this included field visits, and initial deployment 

• Full implementation of the KrishiPustak app, both on the mobile 
and the server side, all the way until the first deployment and the 
end of my internship period, at which point it was taken over by 
Nakull Gupta, who implemented the changes to the second 
version and supported the ongoing deployment 

• Evaluating, and understanding, KrishiPustak’s deployment under 
the lens of play, and particularly boundary play 

Shortly stated, my contribution lies in remaining focused on the playful 
aspects, and what they elicit. Play is not as researched, nor as 
controversial or as high status topic for academic discussion, such as for 
instance, gender or race. Yet in this work, its importance will be 
emphasized. By framing play as a freedom, I can acknowledge its 
instrumental importance in achieving ulterior goals, such as in 
educational games for instance. But on top of that, I suggest an 
alternative way under which we can appreciate play within ICT4D work: 
its constructive role. One which both legitimizes play, does not reduce it 
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to a simple means towards other goals and which suggests a more open, 
honest way of engaging with those targeted in ICT4D work, opening up 
for less tense dialogues between the parties involved. Neither of these 
should detract however, from the main underlying assumption 
throughout this work: play is important because people value play. It has 
an intrinsic value and importance. 

1.4 Summary of papers 

The second part of this thesis includes 5 papers, of which the first 4 are 
published and the last one has been submitted and is under review. 
Below, these papers will be shortly revisited, their main contributions as 
well as my specific contributions to the work. 

1.4.1 Paper I: Bodily Orientations Around Mobiles: 
Lessons learnt in Vanuatu 

Ferreira, P. and Höök, K. 2011. Bodily orientations around mobiles: 
Lessons learnt in Vanuatu. Proceedings of the 2011 annual conference on 
Human factors in computing systems (New York, NY, USA, 2012). 

This is the first paper that was written on the fieldwork conducted in 
Rah Island, Vanuatu. The focus of this paper, on bodily reorientations 
and somaesthetic experiences, stems from the mutual interests of my 
supervisor and co-author, Professor Kristina Höök, and myself. The goal 
of the paper is to highlight ways in which a shift in the technological 
landscape forces us to reconsider and reorient our bodies to 
accommodate the technology. The contribution of this paper is intended 
as a characterization of shifting bodily practices in Rah in that moment of 
technological disruption. We have generalized from Rah to propose 
further investigation into how, even once these technologies become 
habitual, we constantly orient our bodies around these technologies, 
potentially yielding undesirable situations. 

This paper is entirely based on my fieldwork in Vanuatu, thus I 
collected the data presented. Some of the themes presented emerged 
during a data analysis workshop conducted at Mobile Life, with further 
analysis, discussion and writing being done jointly with my supervisor, 
Kristina Höök. Kristina Höök had a fundamental role in articulating the 
higher level insights given her own expertise and intellectual attachment 
to the understanding of the interplays between bodies and technology. 
Some important lessons from this paper are as follows: 
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• An understanding of mobiles as part of an ecology of wearable 
technologies and artifacts, which are in competition with each 
other for our bodily space, and thus force us to rearrange between 
them constantly 

• The work we do in caring for fragile technologies, which often 
supersedes the care we take of our own bodies, and which goes 
well beyond the design intentions and purposes of such devices 

• The importance in taking wholesome approaches to 
understanding our bodies, such as somaesthetics, into account 
when designing these technologies we carry around with us. This 
complements ergonomic approaches by going beyond the more 
functionalist and occupational concerns 

1.4.2 Paper II: Appreciating plei-plei around mobiles: 
Playfulness in Rah Island 

Ferreira, P. and Höök, K. 2012. Appreciating plei-plei around mobiles: 
Playfulness in Rah Island. Proceedings of the 2012 annual conference on 
Human factors in computing systems (New York, NY, USA, 2012). 

This paper, which got an honorable mention at the 2012 CHI 
conference, provides a reflection on the playful ways the mobile phones 
were appropriated in Rah Island, but also what that tells us about 
designing for playfulness in ICT4D and HCI at large. After documenting 
instances of game playing, but also social play or playing with surface 
aesthetics, we reflect on the fact that while users manage to derive 
enjoyment from these rather limited devices, they should not have to 
work so hard to do so, and that playfulness should be more closely 
designed with the device itself. The main lessons of the paper are: 

• The creative ways, in which a rather simple phone is taken up in 
playful ways in the first days of use, highlighting the importance 
of play in technology use 

• Documentation around tensions, which occur around play. We 
connect discussions in Rah around frivolousness, wastefulness 
and even the dangers of play with the shortcomings in HCI and 
ICT4D to research on and design for play around technology as a 
primary concern 

• Suggestions on how to engage more broadly with playfulness in 
resource constrained settings, and help alleviate some of the 
previously documented tensions, namely: engaging with the 
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materials of inexpensive ICTs and a call for repurposing some of 
the insights around designing for play from HCI into ICT4D 

This paper touches close to home with the Mobile Life Centre’s mission 
statement, and some of the discussion points are inspired in the 
workshops around the data analysis. The term plei-plei in the title of the 
paper refers to a Bislama4 term pertaining to child-like play, often used to 
denote triviality, and has inspired the title of a book published around 
Mobile Life projects (Fernaeus et al. 2012). While the fieldwork and data 
gathering are mine, the writing and framing of the paper were divided 
evenly amongst my supervisor, Professor Kristina Höök, and myself. 

1.4.3 Paper III: Awareness, Transience and 
Temporality: Design Opportunities from Rah 
Island 

Ferreira, P, Sanches, P. and Weilenmann, A. 2013. Awareness, Transience 
and Temporality: Design Opportunities from Rah Island. In Human-
Computer Interaction–INTERACT 2013, 696–713. Springer. 

In this paper we focused on particular instances from the fieldwork in 
Rah, where different privacy concerns emerged: eavesdropping on phone 
messages or overhearing conversations. Our aim, rather than a study of 
privacy in itself, was to identify aspects of mobile interaction, such as the 
persistent nature of messages or call logs, and how they impact mobile 
phone use, to reflect more broadly on mobile interaction design. We 
suggest topics of interest to explore in design such as transience, 
awareness and temporality. These issues have fed directly into the agenda 
of the Remobiling project, such as the Delete By Haiku5 project. The main 
concepts in the paper, and most of the writing is mine, while my 
coauthors: Pedro Sanches and Alexandra Weilenmann contributed with a 
significant amount of writing, as well as the framing and background on 
privacy, and refining the arguments and discussion. The main lessons we 
suggest in this paper are: 

• Using a rather serious analytical lens such as privacy, not to 
directly address the complexity of the social issues at stake, but as 

                                                             

4 Bislama is the most widely spoken language in Vanuatu, and takes much of its structure 
from English and French. 
5 http://www.mobilelifecentre.org/content/delete-haiku  
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a way to elicit inspiration for interaction design, from a broader, 
more open, perspective. 

• Identifying aspects of mobile interaction such as persistent data 
logs, as resources for creative and playful mobile interaction 
design. Designing for transience and discussions of digital patina 
as a consequence. 

1.4.4 Paper IV: KrishiPustak: A Social Networking 
System for Low-Literate Farmers 

Medhi-Thies, I., Ferreira, P., Gupta, N., O’Neill, J., Cutrell, E. 2015. 
KrishiPustak: A Social Networking System for Low-Literate Farmers. 
Proc. of the 18th ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative 
Work & Social Computing (New York, NY, USA, 2015), 1670–1681 

In this paper, which also got an honorable mention this time at CSCW 
2015, we provide an in-depth account of the design, deployment and 
evaluation of KrishiPustak, work done at MSR India, during my 
internship. We describe in detail all the stages, as well as the general 
lessons learnt from deploying this social network amongst a low-literate 
farming population, being the first study of its kind. 

Indrani and myself co-designed the system, in collaboration with Ed 
Cutrell. I did the implementation of the system (i.e. the app and the 
server side), with Nakull Gupta taking on this work and implementing the 
changes for the second deployment after I left. Indrani, Deepti Deesai, a 
master student at MSRI, and myself conducted the interviews and 
fieldwork done prior to the deployment. We then conducted the 
deployment of the system and training of the mediators. Once my 
internship ended, and I left, Nakull took over my role in the project. 
Nakull, Indrani and Jacki O’Neill, who had since then joined the project 
as well, did the second deployment and interviews. 

Some of the main lessons from this paper are: 

• The closely knit social networks of our participants 
• The importance of mediator incentivization for the deployment 
• The importance of adding external, or third party content 
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1.4.5 Paper V: Designing Play in ICT4D: KrishiPustak, A 
Social Network for Rural Users 

Ferreira, P., Gupta, N., Medhi-Thies, I., O’Neill, J., Cutrell, E., Designing 
Play in ICT4D: KrishiPustak, A Social Network for Rural Users 
(submitted to CHI Play 2015) 

In this paper, we return to an analysis of KrishiPustak, this time 
focusing on the play aspect, how we designed the system and its 
deployment in order to open a play space within an ICT4D project. The 
description in paper IV regarding the division of the project work itself is 
thus the same here. As for the writing it has been essentially done by me, 
with some important help from Nakull Gupta in both writing specific 
parts as well as helping to tighten some of the discussion points. The idea 
for the paper and the framing around play was also my initiative, since it 
was one of my main interests in joining for the internship in the first 
place. 

The main lessons presented in this paper are: 

• How to design for play within an ICT4D project, by opening up 
opportunities and interactive spaces where play could happen 

• The role of the human infrastructure in such a deployment, and 
particularly how intermediation helped achieve reach, save costs 
and spur discussion around the system 

• The constructive aspect of play as a capability. Building on Sen’s 
notion of capabilities (Sen 1999), and Nussbaum’s understanding 
of play as a capability (Nussbaum 2001), we suggest that opening 
up for play also constructs a deliberative space around societal 
priorities and other issues 

• While designing is not a panacea for addressing the issue of play, 
carefully considering the design of interaction elements, can be 
an important asset in opening up for playful appropriations 

While awaiting publication, this paper is one of the most important 
pieces of work to my thesis (alongside paper II). It explores the 
implementation of some of the recommendations from paper II around 
designing for play, as well as a reflection on how we explored it within an 
ICT4D project. 
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1.5 Main related publications not included 

Ferreira, Pedro. 2015. “Why Play? Examining the Roles of Play in ICTD.” 
In Proceedings of the 5th Decennial Conference on Critical Computing: 
Between Sense and Sensibility. ACM. (Accepted) 

Ferreira, Pedro, Moira McGregor, and Airi Lampinen. 2015. “Caring for 
Batteries: Maintaing Infrastructures and Mobile Social Contexts.” In 
Proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Human-Computer 
Interaction with Mobile Devices and Services. ACM. (Accepted) 

Ferreira, Pedro and Höök, Kristina. “The Case for Play in the Developing 
World: Lessons from Rah Island, Vanuatu”. 2015. In Dyson, Laurel E., 
Grant, Stephen and Hendriks, Max (Ed.), “Indigenous people and mobile 
technologies”, Routledge (Soon published) 

1.6 Reading instructions 

This is a compilation thesis, and as such is divided into two parts: the first 
part is the summary (or ‘kappa’ in Swedish), and the second part consists 
of a selection of five papers produced during my doctoral studies. This 
first summary part will revisit aspects of those papers connecting them 
into a broader and coherent argument around the importance of play in 
ICT4D work. The arguments and discussion in this introduction are thus 
not the property of any single paper, but rather present an overarching 
theme connecting them.  

In this introduction, or kappa, I will begin by situating the concept of 
play, first broadly, then how it has been understood and discussed within 
ICT4D literature. The goal is to generate a common understanding of play 
that will be carried throughout this thesis. This section will be followed by 
a discussion on the methodological underpinnings of this work, focusing 
primarily on the ethnographic approach deployed during my fieldwork in 
Vanuatu, the first of the two projects introduced here. Regarding the 
second project, KrishiPustak, the methodology will be more briefly 
revisited, as it is in many ways a more classic case of deployment and trial 
of a technological solution. I will then revisit a selection of relevant results 
from the fieldwork in Vanuatu, framed under the notion of play, and 
more specifically boundary play. A section discussing the design and 
deployment of KrishiPustak, under the same lens of play will follow. I will 
end the first part of this thesis by discussing more broadly the roles of 
play within ICT4D work: what are the challenges in tackling the topic 
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explicitly within ICT4D deployments and some reflections on designing 
for play. I will conclude with an understanding of role of play according to 
Amartya Sen’s notions of capabilities (Sen 1999), framing play as an 
essential freedom. This allows for an acknowledgment of play’s 
instrumental importance, which has already been explored in ICT4D 
work, while starting from the more fundamental aspect of play, its 
intrinsic value in people’s lives. I propose that Sen’s take on freedoms’ 
constructive aspect provides yet another lens under which we can 
appreciate the role of play in ICT4D projects. 
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2 Play in ICT4D 

The study of play has gained some prominence within psychology, and in 
particular child development (Piaget and Cook 1952; Gray 2013), yet the 
interest in play has touched a variety of academic disciplines, rendering 
an understanding of the concept ever more fragmented (Henricks 2006). 
The importance of play in the healthy development of children became, in 
1989, inscribed in the article 31 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the 
Child: “That every child has the right to rest and leisure, to engage in 
play and recreational activities appropriate to the age of the child and to 
participate freely in cultural life and the arts” (UN General Assembly 
1989). While an important step in recognizing the centrality of play in 
life, the importance of play in children should not distract us from the 
importance of play in general, for adults and children alike.  

Play, however, cannot always be taken for granted. A number of 
debates exist across different cultures regarding when it is legitimate, or 
not, to play. The term is often used as an antonym of work or seriousness 
and while there are certainly times and places for it, to engage in play is 
one of the most important aspects of life, or as founder of the National 
Institute for Play, Stuart Brown, phrases it: “The opposite of play is not 
work. It is depression” (Brown 2009).  To take a break from the less than 
pleasant aspects, and the often harshness and plights of everyday life, to 
have a moment of distraction, laughing, being absorbed and engaged in a 
pleasurable activity, are all necessary for a balanced life, and are central 
to one’s happiness. More eloquently put: “Man’s playing is his greatest 
victory over his dependence and finiteness [...]. He can also play, i.e., 
detach himself from things and their demands and replace the world of 
given conditions with a playworld of his own mood, set himself rules 
and goals and thus defy the world of blind necessities, meaningless 
things, and stupid demands. Religious rites, festivities, social codes, 
language, music, art – even science – all contain at least an element of 
play. You can almost say that culture is play. In a self-made order of 
rules man enjoys his activities as the maker and master of his own 
means and ends. Take art. Man, liberated from what you call the real 
world or ordinary life, plays with a world of rhythms, sounds, words, 
colors, lines, enjoying the triumph of his freedom. This is his seriousness. 
There is no ‘merely’” (Riezler 1941, 513). 

And while in theory most of us may accept such premises, at least in 
principle, the reality of it is more complex. Particularly, “detaching 
himself from things and their demands”, as Riezler suggests, may prove 
to be quite a challenge depending on how easily one is able to detach 
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themselves from those “things” and “demands”. Possibilities for 
detachment from the circumstances around us, to enjoy or have fun, may 
be highly contingent on socio-economic status or gender, to name but a 
few factors. For instance, as Martha Nussbaum, one of the developers of 
capability theory (Nussbaum, Sen, and Sugden 1993), reminds us, the 
plight of women across the developing world can play a strong role in 
restricting such opportunities: “Burdened, often, with the ‘double day’ of 
taxing employment and full responsibility for housework and childcare, 
they [women] lack opportunities for play and the cultivation of their 
imaginative and cognitive faculties” (Nussbaum 2001). While not usually 
considered alongside other more frequently discussed capabilities to 
develop, such as those which inspired the United Nation’s (UN) 
Millenium Development Goals (MDG) (United Nations 2015), providing 
opportunities for play is essential in allowing people the space to express 
themselves and engage in what they take to be the enjoyable, fun and 
pleasurable aspects of life. 

Modern technology provides us with new and unique opportunities for 
play, and while computer games may represent the most obvious facet of 
this, they are but one of the many ways we derive pleasure from these 
technologies. Music, online vides, social networking, these are all, but not 
the only, ways in which those of us with access to modern technologies, 
including internet access, entertain ourselves and enhance our lives. 
ICT4D, as a field, deals both with understanding how these technologies 
make their ways into the lives of millions in the developing world, as well 
as with designing, deploying and evaluating technological solutions to 
address specific socio-economic concerns and improve livelihoods. In this 
work we consider the role of play within ICT4D, highlighting how play, 
while primarily an essential and legitimate aspiration in itself, can also 
fulfill additional roles within ICT4D work, namely a constructive role. 
This goes beyond the ways in which play has previously been explored, 
allowing the recipients of ICT4D interventions a fuller engagement in 
deliberation over needs, goals and values. 

Before we move on to the specific contributions in this work then, we 
should first understand how play has been previously discussed in ICT4D 
work. While this thesis builds on an everyday understanding of play, we 
will first look at how play has been discussed more broadly within 
academia. Building on this we move to describe boundary play and 
boundary work, which will frame the way play will be discussed here. We 
then proceed to describe the ways in which the concept has been used 
within ICT4D work, focusing on the some of the apprehension it has 
faced as well as some recent criticism on this matter, but also the ways in 
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which ICT4D researchers have acknowledged and even harnessed play 
within their practice.  

2.1 A brief history of play 

As mentioned, the proliferation of work around play, across distinct 
disciplines makes it very challenging, if at all possible, to draw a 
universally accepted definition and understanding of the term. Nor will 
we be able to cover the full breadth of influential authors and thinkers 
who have weighed in on this topic. But by drawing on early thinkers such 
as Johann Huizinga, who have approached the term from a broader 
perspective, I will run through some of the ways in which play has been 
discussed and understood within academia. I will retain some of the 
common aspects pervading these often very different takes on play, 
offering a more common, everyday understanding of play on which this 
work builds. 

Indeed, the earliest scholar with comprehensive work dedicated 
primarily to the study and understanding of play is Dutch historian 
Johann Huizinga in his book Homo Ludens (Huizinga 19556). Partly as a 
reaction to what he saw as a framing of play simply as a tool for personal 
development or an evolutionary mechanism within academic thought, 
Huizinga calls for a study of play as a centrally important topic: “All these 
[biological and psychological] hypotheses have one thing in common: 
they all start from the assumption that play must serve something which 
is not play, that it must have some kind of biological purpose. […] As a 
rule they leave the primary quality of play as such, virtually untouched. 
To each and every one of the above "explanations" it might well be 
objected: ‘So far so good, but what actually is the fun of playing? […]’ 
This intensity of, and absorption in, play finds no explanation in 
biological analysis. Yet in this intensity, this absorption, this power of 
maddening, lies the very essence, the primordial quality of play” 
(Huizinga 1955, 2). Within technology studies, Huizinga’s work is widely 
used within game studies (Salen and Zimmerman 2004; Deterding et al. 
2011), where the focus on the experience, fun, enjoyment and 
engagement usually precedes concerns around usefulness. The opposite is 
often taken up within what has been called serious games (Michael and 

                                                             

6 Originally published in Dutch in 1938. Here I am using the most commonly used reference 
within English language academic use, 1955, the date of one of the first, and most drawn 
upon, English translation. 
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Chen 2005), i.e. using the engaging and ludic aspects of games towards 
achieving a secondary set of goals such as education. 

Huizinga is also famous for coining the term magic circle, a somewhat 
mystical formulation to nonetheless express the particularity of the 
playground. Play does not occur in, or within, a vacuum: "Summing up 
the formal characteristic of play, we might call it a free activity standing 
quite consciously outside 'ordinary' life as being 'not serious' but at the 
same time absorbing the player intensely and utterly. It is an activity 
connected with no material interest, and no profit can be gained by it. It 
proceeds within its own proper boundaries of time and space according 
to fixed rules and in an orderly manner. It promotes the formation of 
social groupings that tend to surround themselves with secrecy and to 
stress the difference from the common world by disguise or other 
means" (Huizinga 1955). This magic circle, or playground more generally 
speaking, is not just a physical space where play occurs, but it is also 
bounded in time, it is bounded from seriousness and the ordinary life and 
bounded from purpose, i.e. it should, for Huizinga, have itself as sole 
purpose. This latter consideration brings us to another often-discussed 
characteristic of play: its autotelic nature (stemming from the Greek 
words auto for self, and telos for goal). Most scholars on play since 
Huizinga have emphasized this intrinsically engaging facet of the play 
experience as one of its essential features.  

While play is often associated with games, scholars like artist Allan 
Kaprow insist on a strict separation between the two activities: “This 
critical difference between gaming and playing cannot be ignored. Both 
involve free fantasy and apparent spontaneity, both may have clear 
structures, both may (but needn’t) require special skills that enhance the 
playing. Play, however, offers satisfaction, not in some stated practical 
outcome, some immediate accomplishment, but rather in continuous 
participation as its own end. Taking sides, victory, and defeat, all 
irrelevant in play, are the chief requisites of game. In play one is 
carefree; in a game one is anxious about winning” (Kaprow 2003). For 
Kaprow, the achievement of specific goals, removes that fundamental 
quality that is play’s intrinsically motivated engagement. For Kaprow the 
goals which games often have, such as scoring in a football match or 
reaching a certain score in a computer game, make the experience of 
gaming a distinct one from play, where there is no a priori goal to be 
achieved. These structural goals that constitute the game is what Bernard 
Suits has called prelusory goals (1978), and are what makes certain types 
of games, or play, possible: “the achievement of a specific state of affairs” 
(Suits 1978). In the case of playing a game, it could be indeed problematic 
to think of fun and enjoyment if, as Kaprow suggests, there is a strong 
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element of anxiety involved. Roger Caillois has discussed different types 
of games: Agon, referring to games of a competitive nature, Alea, 
pertaining to games of chance, such as casino games, Mimesis, referring 
to role playing and Ilinx, which encompass aspects of extreme sports that 
provide adrenaline rushes, as well as taking hallucinogenic substances or 
riding rollercoasters (Caillois 1961). And certainly the enjoyment aspect 
of game, which will follow us throughout this work, needs to be carefully 
considered in the cases of, for instance, casino games, often associated 
with problems of addiction and which may lead players into great, often 
life damaging, losses. We certainly must recognize that there are games, 
or play more generally, which may cause harm, and may have a negative 
impact on players’ lives. Those situations must be analyzed however 
individually and must not stand in for a default view on what play is. In 
this work, I do not build on the distinctions discussed above, but rather 
the similarities. All play occurs within limits and those limits both make 
the game possible, but also may present a threat. Having prelusory goals 
does not, for my purposes, preclude an activity from being enjoyable, fun 
and intrinsically engaging, and thus falling within the understanding of 
play presented here. The extent to which those goals may turn the 
experience into a negative play experience, is an aspect that needs to be 
considered on a case-to-case basis, since when adequately produced, 
those prelusory goals may actually enhance the experience itself. 

This academic work builds first and foremost on a common 
understanding of the term. The Oxford dictionary, defines play as to: 
“Engage in activity for enjoyment and recreation rather than a serious 
or practical purpose” (Oxford Dictionaries 2015). This definition is both 
sufficient and adequate for the discussion in this work, and we may 
complement it with other perspectives when needed. In addition I focus 
on the bounded nature of play, as something challenging the boundaries 
of seriousness or practicalities, and will discuss how those boundaries are 
themselves shaped. That is, how they are constantly challenged and 
mutating through play. To create spaces for play is partly to create safe 
boundaries that allow a demarcation from the seriousness which play can 
provide an escape from. In its most optimal state, play is intrinsically 
valued, carrying people into a state of flow (Csíkszentmihályi 2008), 
possibly one of the most manifest demonstrations of play (Fine 1987). 

2.2 Boundary play and boundary work 

As mentioned, play does not occur in a vacuum. Play is enabled by 
conditions, which form the playground, or magic circle, under which it 
occurs. Nippert-Eng uses the term boundary play, to discuss how play 
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occurs within these boundaries, for instance using the example of 
children playing with and around a dog crate (Nippert-Eng 2005). She 
describes how children inhabit the role of a dog, in their play in and 
around the crate, and how moving away from the crate breaks with the 
role-play. However, as one child persists with the play, the others react by 
censoring the play as being over and misplaced now that the crate is no 
longer present. Boundary play, for Nippert-Eng emerges from “the lines 
dividing such meaningful cultural pairings, as person-dog, owner-pet, 
ours-yours, inside-outside, confined-free, powerless-powerful, and real-
pretend” (C. Nippert-Eng 2005), and she says that apart from the desire 
to play itself, boundary play needs at least two more conditions to be met 
before it can occur: “First, players must possess a shared, normative 
expectation for where one draws the line between two semiotically 
related, categorical (classificatory) boundaries. Second, players must 
then decide that they do, in fact, wish to use that boundary as the source 
or focal point of their amusement” (Nippert-Eng 2005).  

While the conditions for boundary play focus on player awareness and 
intentionality with regards to their boundary play, she also gives 
examples that draw on the intentionality within designs themselves, 
rather than the players directly. One such example focuses on Dutch 
architect Rem Koolhaas’ design of the McCormick Tribune Campus 
Center (MTCC) at the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT). Nippert-Eng 
draws on three main examples of how the building’s design blurs 
boundaries and challenges certain dichotomies. One example has to do 
with semi-translucent walled bathrooms, called “amoeba”, challenging 
inside/outside dichotomies in a playful, and often disturbing, way. 
Another example has to do with the design of the main stairway, where a 
ramp for people with disability appears intertwined with the stairs, gently 
zigzagging across them. Nippert-Eng’s examples draw on the architect’s 
intention to blur those lines, and open opportunities for boundary play, 
around issues of disability. These illustrate how designing experiences by 
focusing on the blurring and questioning of certain boundaries, can 
encourage boundary play. 

By questioning the dichotomies of animal/human in the example of the 
children playing with the dog crate, questioning the boundaries between 
public and private as in the case of the amoeba bathrooms or questioning 
the boundaries between those who can and cannot use their legs in the 
case of the stairway, people are engaging in boundary work, according to 
Nippert-Eng (2005). This boundary work is important, since it allows us 
to playfully explore what is at the heart of those distinctions, which we 
often take for granted, challenging them and possibly reshaping how we 
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come to see them. Certainly discussions around architecture and its role 
vis-à-vis disability are very welcomed. 

2.2.1 A broad take on boundaries 

To some extent however, all play can be considered boundary play. We 
have seen how most takes on play reflect upon its bounded nature, both 
setting it apart from everyday life, as well as situated within a context 
which in itself allows for and shapes the play activity. Some of these 
boundaries may be more or less present and visible during the play 
activity, while others may remain obscured. In this work I would like to 
use a broad take on boundaries, which requires less awareness, or at least 
initial awareness, of the boundaries in question. Aspects that shape 
everyday life such as socio-economic conditions, available time for play or 
the characteristics of the physical space surrounding a person, are all 
boundaries in their own right. In the first and third papers included in 
this thesis, I have reflected respectively on implications for bodies and 
privacy, which stem from the overlaying of a new mobile infrastructure 
on top of the geographical and communicative spaces. In many ways 
mobile technologies have come to challenge some of the boundaries 
which were both set in the traditional ways of orienting one’s body in 
space, as well as how privacy was negotiated. We will revisit these 
reflections in section 4, but it is important to retain here that this 
boundary work is one of the focuses of this thesis, what does that 
boundary work and play tell us about play and technology use in ICT4D. 
The myriad of boundaries, which surround play, should not be seen 
necessarily as obstacles to do away with, limiting play. While in many 
situations that may be the case, I propose looking at those boundaries as 
the conditions for the emergence of specific types of play, which may in 
turn challenge and reshape those very boundaries. The dog crate is not a 
limitation to the role-playing; it represents precisely the conditions under 
which the role-playing emerges. Doing away with the crate would 
probably dissolve that particular play activity.  

Other boundaries, such as financial or time limitations to engage in 
play, may not immediately come across as enablers of play. In most cases, 
most of us would rather see them expanded, opening up more 
opportunities for play, which as Martha Nussbaum reminds us, is 
severely lacking amongst many in the developing world (Nussbaum 
2001). In many cases we would all like to help reduce these limitations, 
provide opportunities for play to those who severely lack them. However, 
those limitations, or boundaries, will spur very specific types of boundary 
play. These can then be highly informative about those same boundaries, 
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as well as the mechanisms by which they form, making them more visible 
for discussion. These boundaries are complex and any attempt at doing 
away with them without a deeper understanding of how they come to be 
may even backfire, for instance when certain types of play are perceived 
as damaging, and as a consequence censored by society. Rather we must 
understand play as a complex assemblage of social, cultural and material 
elements (Taylor 2009), which restrict but also shape play in that it 
would not make sense to discuss “unbounded” play. My focus here is in 
observing playfulness, and the deliberative boundary work, emerging 
around technology use. No general statement can be made regarding the 
necessity of inadequacy of most boundaries a priori. Indeed some 
boundaries are there for good reasons and may be better left 
unchallenged. Technology, and in particular technological disruption, has 
an interesting role when it comes to exploring certain cultural and social 
boundaries (Palen, Salzman, and Youngs 2000; Ling and Donner 2013; 
Eisenstein 1980; Shklovski and Mainwaring 2005). As Elisabeth 
Eisenstein writes about the impact of the printing press on society: “The 
joints of society become most visible at the point where it takes on a new 
technology” (Eisenstein 1980). It is from this starting point that I would 
like to approach my discussion here: observing play as it occurs, allows us 
to get a better understanding of the different boundaries involved, and 
provide a basis on which to design for and open up broader and more 
desirable spaces for play. Socio-economic constraints may spur particular 
debates around the boundaries between when it is appropriate to play or 
not, what is considered wasteful vs. legitimate resources spent on play, or 
around the different frames of practice (Goffman 1974; Nippert-Eng 
2008; Fine 1987) which partly determine people’s engagement with 
technology. These are some of the issues that I will argue play helps focus 
on and actively challenge.  

As a final note, I would like to emphasize that under dire or highly 
restrictive circumstances, the opportunities for fun and enjoyment will be 
severely restricted, and yet it is perhaps under those circumstances where 
these will be the most desirable and even needed. In the extreme 
circumstances of the holocaust for instance, George Eisen recounts the 
necessity of parents to provide opportunities for their children to play, as 
a means to try and attenuate to the extent possible their ordeal within 
their heavily bounded circumstances (Eisen 1990). The examples Eisen 
provides are often in the forms of rather violent play, unsurprisingly 
given the world surrounding them, as well as the creation of different 
boundaries to distract from the very real ones around them. While a 
rather dark example, it does urge us to reconsider how we conceive of 
play: it is not a luxury but rather a necessity, which occurs with material 
and social conditions, which fundamentally shape the play activity.  
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2.3 Play in ICT4D 

In order to understand the state of play within ICT4D, we begin by 
describing how it has been discussed within the field, thereafter turning 
to some of the ways in which the field has been criticized for 
underappreciating play. First and foremost, it is important to note that 
research within technology use amongst developing regions has 
documented to a great extent the importance of games and entertainment 
within technology use. Computer games, the most immediately 
recognizable form of technological play, has grown in developing nations 
(Sommer 2013; Hamilton 2011), with large scale surveys across computer 
users in cybercafés and other access points in Brazil, Bangladesh, Chile, 
Ghana and the Philippines showing consistent preference of recreational 
uses of computers rather than other activities (Sey et al. 2013). A more 
detailed breakdown of gaming uses in developing countries can be found 
in Sey and Ortoleva’s work (2014). But games are not the only form of 
technological play or entertainment. Social networking use in developing 
countries has been documented to form an important portion of mobile 
phone use (Horst and Miller 2006; Wyche, Schoenebeck, and Forte 
2013), and studies have illustrated other forms of playful use, such as 
social play via SMS in the Philippines (Ellwood-Clayton 2006). 

While play has been documented in terms of technology use, when it 
comes to ICT4D interventions of technology design and deployment, the 
presence of the play concept is somewhat sparser. But some instances 
exist, most notably harnessing the power of play towards achieving other 
goals. Perhaps the most famous and widely covered experiment with 
technology and education in development is Sugata Mitra’s Hole in the 
Wall (HiW) experiment. This experiment started with the carving of a 
literal Hole in The Wall between Mitra’s workplace, NIIT and an 
adjoining slum in New Delhi, known as Kalkaji (Mitra et al. 2005), where 
a computer was put to use freely. This experiment proved to be a widely 
mediatized success story of free learning and playing by the children in 
the slum, who with only “minimal guidance” derived multiple useful 
interactions from the computer, achieving a number of measurable 
educational outcomes (Mitra 2003; Mitra et al. 2005). This has then been 
scaled to hundreds locations and has reached thousands of children in 
India and Africa (Hole-in-the-Wall Education Ltd. 2011). Part of the 
project’s success is the emphasis on how entertaining and motivating 
content contributed to the successful educational experiment. 

The use of games has been lauded early on as a powerful tool for 
education, particularly due to its highly engaging potential (Gee 2003). 
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Within ICT4D, projects have built on this premise to design educational 
tools through providing a game-like experience. Possibly one of the most 
notable efforts has been led by Matthew Kam and colleagues in designing 
and deploying mobile applications for English language education in 
India (Kam et al. 2008). Long term evaluations have reported significant 
successes (Kam et al. 2009). Other studies in ICT4D have praised the 
potential for games and leisurely activities in supporting educational 
goals, from the literacy goals discussed, to mathematics (Banerjee et al. 
2005). Kolko and colleagues have observed and documented how games 
in many developing countries represent a “first touch” with computers, 
having an important informal role in ICT learning, amongst other 
benefits (B. E. Kolko and Putnam 2009; B. Kolko et al. 2014). 

Outside of the education scope, others have found useful applications 
that can benefit from the introduction of playful elements. Polly is a 
telephone based voice manipulation and forwarding system deployed in 
Pakistan by Raza and colleagues (Raza et al. 2012). It has had measurable 
impact during its large scale and long-term deployment with nearly half a 
million interactions and 85.000 registered users at the time, with 
considerable observable tendency in growth. The authors used 
entertainment to draw people to the service where other development 
services could be provided, in their own words: “(1) Is it possible to 
virally spread awareness of, and train people in, speech-based services, 
in a largely low-literate population, using entertainment as a 
motivation? (2) Is it possible to leverage the power of entertainment to 
reach a large number of people with other speech-based services?” (Raza 
et al. 2013) Their evaluations turned out largely positive with high rates of 
adoption, as well as effective job creation. They also report plentiful 
evidence that users were extracting significant entertainment and 
leisurely value from the service, beyond the more practical offer. 

One particularly interesting example which does not directly build on 
entertainment or play to design motivation for their systems has to do 
with “non-prescribed” uses of technology (Schwartz et al. 2013). Schwartz 
and colleagues worked in different health projects with the purposes of 
collecting health data in different locations in India. They worked with 
local health workers who were handed rather modern smartphones to 
conduct the data collection. The authors noted how many of the health 
workers were using the phones for their own personal use, rather than for 
the strict purposes of the project goals. Rather than seeing this as a 
negative aspect, or an issue to be avoided, the authors rather reflect on 
how explicitly allowing for these non-prescribed uses helped both to have 
a more honest and open engagement with the local health workers 
themselves, as they did not feel the need to conceal these behaviors, but 
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also served as an extra motivation, or reward, to participate in the project. 
While there is no explicit connection with play in this specific example, 
these uses are important to consider, since they provide an alternative 
perspective to thinking about technology solely in instrumental terms. In 
other words, they highlight the importance of personally motivated 
engagements with technology. 

It is important to underline that while this harnessing of play and 
entertainment towards other goals has been central in ICT4D, and 
laudable as it is, is not the main aspect of play discussed here. The focus 
here is on the fundamental characteristic of play, to do with a 
disconnection from practical purposes. We will focus on play, not as an 
alternative means towards achieving more work7, but rather explore that 
dichotomy and the implications of specifically designing and deploying 
for play in an ICT4D setting. 

2.4 Opportunities in ICT4D 

While I have discussed examples of how play, games and entertainment 
have been lauded within ICT4D work, recent work has pointed at a 
number of shortcomings (Chirumamilla and Pal 2013; Arora 2012; 
Ferreira and Höök 2012; Sey and Ortoleva 2014). There are numerous 
arguments, some drawing on paternalistic and postcolonial critiques of 
ICT4D work (Chirumamilla and Pal 2013; Arora 2012). Here I would 
rather like to highlight two aspects which are most important in outlining 
my own approach: the first has to do with the idea of play as subservient 
to social and economic goals and the second has to do with how ignoring 
play negatively affects dynamics in ICT4D work. 

While thinking about play as a means towards certain goals, such as 
education is certainly an important venue of research, it does somewhat 
undermine the nature of play itself. Within technology studies, this has 
been taken broadly within fields of persuasive computing or serious 
games, with the specifics behind using game mechanics to achieve 
alternate goals than the gaming experience itself being termed 
gamification (Groh 2012; Deterding et al. 2011). Much discussion has 

                                                             

7 As in other instances, the term work here is used in the sense of achieving certain pre-
defined goals, not associated with play. The opposition between play and work drawn here 
lies, as throughout the rest of this work, in the interpretative frames associated with the 
different tasks, and not in an inherent opposition between the two activities, which does not 
exist as such (C. Nippert-Eng 2005; Goffman 1974). 
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emerged around the benefits and problems around gamification, and 
without delving too deeply I would like to highlight two, which are 
particularly relevant for the way I am thinking about play in ICT4D. The 
first one has to do with the simplification of the tasks, which are to be 
accomplished, for instance learning mathematics. Framing these as if 
they were problems that could be disembodied from their social, cultural 
and material conditions, only to be turned into a pleasurable activity, has 
led technology critic Evgeny Morozov to term this approach as 
“solutionism” (2013). Others, like Linderoth, have argued how the 
experience of learning may not even be at all suitable to the way 
progression occurs within gaming environments (Linderoth 2012). The 
second aspect, which is more closely related to my own work, is that 
somewhat ironically, it also does not do a great service to the play, or 
gaming, activity neither, relegating these to the domain of tools, rather 
than intrinsically valued activities. Curiously, calls to take play seriously, 
such as Chirumamilla and Pal, cite examples, which are all using play in 
the service of alternative goals (2013). I would like to make clear here that 
gamification or serious games should not be a priori dismissed as a 
whole, since as Lieberman points out, at their worst (i.e. not achieving the 
intended ultimate outcomes), these are still games (2009). However, to 
take play truly seriously, there has to be an active and constant resistance 
towards subjugating its role as merely auxiliary, and consider it as 
centrally important. 

The second aspect, which this thesis builds on, is how ignoring the play 
dynamics affects ongoing ICT4D work. To illustrate this issue I turn to a 
community radio and telecentre project called Our Voices. For this 
project technology was deployed (four computers, a printer and, in the 
village of Bhairavi, India, to allow farmers access to “relevant 
information on crops, market prices and health” (Ratan and Bailur 
2007). Ratan and Bailur extensively discuss this project, which was 
initially lauded as a success, later on being labeled as a failure once it was 
deemed that farmers were mostly using the technology for entertainment 
purposes: “We can either approach community radio as what the 
community wants. If you make it that way, it will be music only. But at 
[the donor agency] we can’t justify all this equipment to play music all 
day. There has to be a development angle”, reports Ramesh, the project 
manager (Ratan and Bailur 2007). This resulted in a rollout of the 
technology, which had become highly desirable by the local population 
and causing great disappointment and inconvenience. Perhaps equally 
problematic, are the implications that this has for the evaluation of 
project itself, as Ramesh further discusses: “It is hard to know if people 
are really listening. In a survey, if we  …ask whether they watch TV or 
listen to us, they say yes. […] The minute they see us, they tell us what we 
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want to hear. They say yes, yes we listened. They feel guilty for choosing 
entertainment over development, like something which is good for them” 
(Ratan and Bailur 2007). While causing feelings of inadequacy amongst 
the target population is undesirable in any development project, this also 
creates a dynamic where users feel compelled to hide their usage, in order 
to be allowed to use the system in the ways they deem it brings value to 
their lives. The complex dynamics of such an episode, involving NGO 
goals, development goals, researchers understanding, the way the local 
population perceive the system, is beyond the scope of this work to 
unpack more thoroughly. Suffice it to say that these are undesirable 
dynamics within any project. 

Valuation and setting priorities are important for ICT4D work, and 
play has some of the characteristics that can enable a better environment 
for such deliberations. Both the previous examples point to how loss of 
deliberative abilities and power may stem from a priori setting of goals, 
left unchallenged by participants’ own attempts at adapting or shifting 
those goals. Morozov criticizes how simple gamification approaches hide 
the complexity of certain tasks resulting in decreased discussions and 
deliberation over the tasks themselves, after the goals had been 
determined and mechanized as a game experience (Morozov 2013). More 
broadly, Smyth and colleagues question: “Are needs really more urgent 
than desires? Who defines which is which? Do researchers exaggerate 
the urgency of ‘needs’ due to their own biases and preconceptions?” 
(Smyth et al. 2010). Apart from acknowledging play’s intrinsic 
importance, this thesis aims to contribute to an understanding of play as 
having deliberative, constructive potential, relevant to ICT4D work. 
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3 Methodology 

Starting the PhD program in late 2008, my concern with ICT4D began 
while conducting fieldwork in Vanuatu, in early 2010. Going to Vanuatu 
my orientation was somewhat like that of an anthropologist, albeit an 
untrained one, particularly with concerns over not finding my place, not 
being versed in the sensibilities that working across cultures requires, as 
well as the more practical concerns of data collection and conducting 
fieldwork in a distinct place from those I was familiar with. While these 
concerns are common in anthropological and ethnographic work (Van 
Maanen 2011; Duneier 1999), they are worth addressing again in this 
chapter. Discussing aspects of play was one such concern. One could ask: 
“Why am I focusing on play in developing contexts, when clearly there 
are other more pressing issues to attend to?” This is the central concern I 
hope to address in this thesis. Over time the importance of 
unapologetically addressing play as a matter for ICT4D and 
understanding technology use at large (Sey and Ortoleva 2014; Brown 
and Juhlin 2015) became then a motivation rather than a concern. 
Without wanting to misrepresent the community in Rah, and trivialize 
their everyday struggles, documenting play as it unfolds, and some of the 
consequences it entails, is the best way I found to honor my time there. 
Addressing play is addressing what it means to be a person and the value 
technology brings to our lives. 

In this chapter I discuss how addressing this drew on distinctive 
methodological approaches, from my initial approach towards the 
ethnographic fieldwork in Vanuatu, to the design work and intervention 
while at MSRI and finally the use of play as a concept to tie together the 
results and drive the analysis in this thesis.  I focus here on the methods 
deployed in Vanuatu, as these are most revealing of my developing 
concerns, but also more broadly my arguments concerning ICT4D.  There 
are extensive descriptions of the methods deployed in the MSRI studies in 
each paper and here I will only touch briefly on them. Moreover, the 
MSRI studies made use of more traditional interview based trial 
deployment.  Let me start therefore with my initial experiences in 
Vanuatu, which are at the origin of most of the thinking in all the 
subsequent work. 

3.1 Initial approach 

As briefly mentioned before, the initial ambition in going to Vanuatu was 
less ethnographically driven and more design oriented. I was hoping to 
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build on Scandinavian traditions in participatory design (Muller and 
Kuhn 1993), to involve locals in Vanuatu in designing novel mobile 
phones. Building on their somewhat uncorrupted views on mobiles, 
which as far as we knew were a technology they had not yet experienced, 
we would be able to look beyond our own biases in having witnessed first-
hand all the stages in the evolution of modern mobile phones.  This was 
an attempt to find inspiration, to design from scratch: the “re” in “Re-
mobiling”, the name of the project from where the Vanuatu fieldwork was 
born.  The situation in Vanuatu, and Rah, was however radically different 
from the clean slate I had assumed. The abstract nature of the initial 
proposal around these future design workshops was not the most useful 
of methods deployed during the fieldwork. However, the overall aim and 
motivation of that initial proposal was a potent driver for thinking about 
design, and highly influential in the remobiling project later on, as the 
first three papers included here illustrate. For instance, Delete By Haiku, 
an application we developed that transforms users’ text messages into 
Haiku poems, has been directly influenced by issues of transience 
highlighted in paper III. And another project looking at how people move 
around geographically and plan their lives with regards to their mobile 
phone batteries (Ferreira, McGregor, and Lampinen 2015) has stemmed 
from observations of how people in Rah reoriented bodily towards 
network coverage, discussed in paper I. 

We had practiced shortly before I set out to Vanuatu by conducting 
what we called “imaginary workshops”, focusing on designing technology 
and thinking about the consequences of designing technology, which was 
impossible, inexistent or highly impractical, such as a workshop to design 
a jetpack, and how it would fit into everyday life and mundane routines. 
While I did conduct some workshops in Vanuatu, the practicalities of 
running design workshops there showed this approach to be perhaps a 
little naïve. While participants in Vanuatu made many things, asking 
them to participate in these design workshops, as they were framed, was 
to misunderstand their engagement with the world, in particular the fact 
that most of them possessed ample second-hand knowledge of how 
mobiles worked.  What was much more productive, however, and what 
grew into the material for the papers here and this kappa, was the 
ethnographic fieldwork during my time there. This led me to pivot the 
thesis to take on a more ethnographic lens – an attempt to analyze and 
understand engagements with technology and ultimately to see this 
through the lens of play. The work with KrishiPustak in India 
complements this thesis with a probe-like (Hutchinson et al. 2003) 
approach into the same phenomena. 
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3.2 Setting, context and data 

Vanuatu is an independent Melanesian nation since 1980, when it got its 
independence from the joint colonial rule of France and the United 
Kingdom, in what was an unusual arrangement known as the French-
British Condominium (or what was humorously referred to 
“Pandemonium” given the inherent complexities of joint management 
and the confusion which often arose from it). Until independence the 
country was known as New Hebrides (Peck and Gregory 2005), and the 
inhabitants are called Ni-Vanuatu (or ni-Vans for short), a term that 
denotes the ethnic group which is most prevalent throughout the country. 
While officially one country, Vanuatu has elements of diversity which are 
striking, such as for instance, the highest number of languages per capita 
in the world, at over 100 documented languages (Crowley 2000), for its 
less than a quarter of a million inhabitants. These languages are not just 
small variations of each other, but rather completely distinct, often with 
very few elements in common. They are spread out over the 83 different 
islands that compose this South Pacific nation whose capital, Port Vila, is 
an urban area where roughly 70 thousand people live (Vanuatu National 
Statistics Office 2009), and is situated in the island of Efate, Shefa 
province (see Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Map of Vanuatu. At the top one can see the Banks Islands, where Rah is 
located, and near the middle one can see Efate, and the capital Port Vila. 
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At the time of the fieldwork, there were two network operators, TVL8, 
the state owned quasi-monopoly, responsible also for the landline 
infrastructure, and Digicell9, an international company that is known for 
setting up operations in developing nations (Nadkarni 2011), and which 
was trying to challenge TVL’s monopoly and omnipresence. Digicell has 
been mentioned in other ethnographic work, more notably in Jamaica 
discussed in Horst and Miller’s influential work (Horst and Miller 2006).  

I landed in Port Vila on the first days of January 2010 and stayed in 
Vanuatu until the end of March of that same year, a period of almost 3 
months. During that time I spent 2 periods of roughly 2/3 weeks each in 
the Torba province, the north most province in Vanuatu, composed by 
two groups of Islands: The Torres and The Banks (the name Torba 
stemming from the composition between the initials of both names), 
where we respectively spent each of the two periods. Other places we 
visited included the island of Tanna, over a weekend, and Luganville, the 
second largest urban area, in Espiritu Santo. While all these places 
informed the fieldwork in different ways, I will focus here in Rah Island, 
where most of the data and insights are taken from. 

3.2.1 Rah Island 

This is the site where most of the data discussed here originated from. 
There were many favorable conditions for that, the main one being the 
recently installed mobile communications infrastructure at the location, 
of which we were wholly unaware from the information we had gathered 
in Port Vila, and from Chief Chris. We were headed to Rah, first of all, as 
a way to get a different view of mobile technologies, from the one in Port 
Vila where mobiles were abundant. This came to us first as a shock when 
we saw the cover of that day’s paper, available at the airport before we 
boarded: “TVL Smiles on Motalava” (Figure 2). This was announcing that 
the company TVL had just inaugurated, that same day, the first mobile 
phone tower in the area. The “Smiles” was a pun, relating to the fact that 
the network’s name, which appeared on the phone when it was getting 
connection, was “Smile”. What was at first unexpected and even to some 
extent a disappointment, quickly became a unique opportunity to be 
present during these first days of mobile usage. 

                                                             

8 http://www.tvl.vu/ 
9 http://www.digicelvanuatu.com/ 
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notes as well as some pictures and video, which we analyzed back at the 
Mobile Life Centre. 

 

Figure 4: Map of Vanua Lava. Lalntak (or here Laingetak) and Mt Suremat 
(here Mt. Sere Ama), are some of the relevant locations. 

3.3 Ethnography 

The use of ethnography is not new in HCI (Brown and Chalmers 2003; 
Harper, Randall, and Rouncefield 2000; Star 1989; Bentley et al. 1992), 
and within ICT4D it has been an important mode of enquiry into the lives 
of people around technology (Horst and Miller 2006; Burrell 2012). Our 
goal all along, in conducting ethnographic research, as well as the limited 
time frame, was not so much to provide the kinds of “thick descriptions” 
(Geertz 1994), which are a common feature and goal of ethnographic 
work. The goal was rather to gather an understanding, which would 
inspire us about the future of mobile phone design, to understand some 
of the ways in which this new technology was being adopted in the 
different communities we engaged with, and generalizing these to provide 
us with insight that would be applicable elsewhere. While it describes a 
different context in some ways the work owes more to Hughes et.al. 
"quick and dirty ethnography", (Hughes et al. 1994) in the sense of 
attempting not to provide a book length account of a place or a people but 
more to communicate and understand the findings with an orientation to 
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design. I will frame the data by positioning my own presence in the field 
and relating my presence and interpretation to the results presented 
(Boehner et al. 2007). While these approaches to ethnography have been 
criticized in HCI (Crabtree et al. 2009), their use both in eliciting 
inspiration for design, which was my initial intention and the focus of the 
first three papers, as well as providing a window into the rapidly changing 
phenomena of mobile adoption proved very useful. 

Throughout our analysis of the field data, and our published work we 
were inspired by a disruptive view on technology adoption, in particular 
Shklovski and Mainwaring’s study on understanding the readjustment to 
technology occurring during residential mobility: “It is through this 
experience of being unsettled that we explore the processes of behavior 
adjustment and re-evaluation of old patterns of technology use” 
(Shklovski and Mainwaring 2005). This understanding of technology is 
shared by Elizabeth Eisenstein’s influential studies on the advent of the 
printing press and its impact in society (Eisenstein 1980). A fuller 
understanding of the implications mobile telephony had in Rah would 
have required a longer and deeper engagement in the community, and a 
study which would prolong itself until a time when the technology would 
have settled somewhat more. I have focused here on the actual moment of 
change itself, which made several of the aspects discussed in papers I, II 
and III, as well as in this thesis, all the more striking. To cite Ling and 
Donner, referring to the wider mobile phone boom: “Transitions such as 
this are rare, yet it is in such moments that the interaction – or should 
we say clash – between the technology and the accepted way of doing 
things gives us a chance to see the inner functioning of a society […] if 
we squander this chance to study mobile use, it will not come again” 
(2013, 3). While Ling and Donner focus on the global change at large, it is 
precisely this opportunity we identified in Rah. Ling and Donner compare 
this change with Garfinkel’s breaching experiments (1967), in which rules 
of society are changed to observe how people make sense of the new 
expectations and unforeseen situations. This is exactly the sentiment we 
had arriving in Rah, one of being almost in a controlled experiment. 

To distance myself from claims of life and society in Rah Island, our 
published work always refers to how these observations, of transition and 
change, show us more about our own (mobile mature societies) rather 
unremarkable ways of using mobile phones, rather than as unique aspects 
of mobile technology in Rah. By focusing on this period of transition, we 
were also able to convey a certain distance with regards to a 
characterization of the local culture and customs, but rather focusing on 
the struggles and change itself. For instance, in the first of the papers here 
included, we argue how the awkwardness around moving in space, and 
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bodily orientations more generally, was indicative of the ways we had 
ourselves disciplined our bodies to accommodate these technologies over 
the years. 

3.4 Language 

Given its shared colonial history, and an already existing rich variety in 
languages, communicating in Vanuatu was not always an easy task. As a 
fluent speaker of English and French, I could interact straight away with a 
significant amount of people in Port Vila, although many still preferred to 
communicate in Bislama, or other local languages. Outside Port Vila 
however, this proved more challenging, with even Bislama sometimes not 
being enough. Given Bislama’s extensive roots in English and French, I 
quickly picked up a basic understanding of the language, helpful in 
everyday interaction. Though far from fluent, it was functional and 
essential to much of the work, with Daniela helping me whenever needed. 
All the data presented here is translated into English by myself or with 
the help of the different people translating at specific times, from Daniela 
to other local informants. 

3.5 Working with the concepts 

In order to find themes in ethnographic data, data coding, often guided 
by structural methods such as grounded theory (Strauss and Corbin 
1990) are frequently used. Yet ethnographic method is a diverse field and 
many advise less formalistic approaches (Lofland, 2006). The approach 
to analyzing the day drew on a broadly interpretivist stance on the data 
attempting to "see the world through they eyes of its participants", with a 
focus on the in-depth understanding of the problems and practices of 
those being studied. Key characteristics of interpretivist positions are a 
reliance on the authority of the author, and thus a dependence on the 
personal insight of the researcher over and above the standardized 
deployment of fixed methods (Boehner et al. 2007).   

In analyzing the data we made use of group data analysis workshops at 
Mobile Life and presenting selected data, which I felt was either 
prominent or surprising/unexpected, discussing and engaging with the 
data as a group. We worked through a large amount of data with 
questions and long discussions spawning from my willing colleagues. 
These themes were iteratively developed, drawing not only on my field 
notes from Vanuatu but also from recollections of my different 
experiences during fieldwork, some that had proven difficult to verbalize 
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while in the field (such as my physical exhaustion from the relentless 
movement of life there) but experiences that came into later focus during 
the workshops. The topics discussed most prominently, were around 
physicality and play, which led directly to the themes of, respectively, the 
first and second papers included here. I worked with the concepts later by 
revisiting the data, coding and structuring the data, across the themes 
from the workshop. This led to both a refinement of the themes 
themselves, as well as a deeper engagement with the data from these 
particular perspectives. One aspect that became obvious was how my own 
presence in the field was present in the data, as well as the subsequent 
analysis, something I will now touch upon briefly.  

3.6 Personal boundaries 

As brought up earlier, this thesis builds strongly on the notion of 
boundary play (Nippert-Eng 2005). Understanding the boundaries within 
which play occurs, and the boundary work, which leads to an active 
reexamination of those boundaries, connects strongly with the idea of 
disruption and elicitation of the invisible aspects of interaction made 
visible. But it also reflects a concern with boundaries more generally. The 
previous discussion on our ethnographic approach and reservation builds 
on a fear of, as an outsider, to inadequately misrepresent and generalize 
observations from a culture of which I had only short contact with. This is 
not a novel concern with ethnographic research, particularly with regards 
to how our analysis and work will be interpreted once it is published 
(Brettell 1996). It also reflects strongly my role as an outsider in this 
community, and the constant awareness of that fact and how that shaped 
the fieldwork, my observations and analysis.  

Let me provide an example from an encounter at Rah Island. As we 
arrived in the island (we will return to this later when describing in depth 
the context under which the ethnographic fieldwork took place) we were 
received festively by a group of locals. While we were initially impressed 
with such a grand reception, we interpreted that as merely us having been 
recommended guests by a cherished figure in Rah, back when we were in 
the capital Port Vila. We quickly realized, given the recent developments 
around connectivity, that they were under the impression we were 
coming to build a second mobile phone tower. While we quickly clarified 
the misunderstanding this influenced strongly the remainder of our 
fieldwork with many, for instance, holding on to the idea that we could 
have significant impact in the improvement of the infrastructure, despite 
our efforts in clarifying that matter. This was obvious in many ways such 
as the constant requests and suggestions we got to improve the quality of 
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the signal as well as improving the calling and messaging rates. On the 
other hand, this reception as experts in mobile technology, provided me 
with privileged access to people’s mobile phone use, particularly given the 
abundant and frequent requests I got from people to discuss mobile 
phone issues, or to fix their mobiles. This allowed me engage in lengthy 
discussion and even directly observe some mobile phone usage. 

This situation made me increasingly aware of the ways in which my 
presence was configuring the fieldwork I intended to do (Taylor 2011). It 
led me to question for instance, the ethics of my presence, given the 
disappointment I had just caused, something that I feel we all eventually 
worked out in a rather positive way. To the best of my ability I tried to 
discuss issues regarding mobile telephony that worried people in Rah 
(and not only Rah, such as for instance whether mobiles caused cancer), 
but overall this contributed to the way I try to situate my presence in this 
work. Another issue was that of my lack of physical skills. I was not as 
agile or as physically skilled in an Island environment but this boundary 
(while at times personally embarrassing) productively revealed the 
importance of physicality with respect to technology, something which 
will be explored here briefly, and which is more thoroughly developed in 
paper I. But this also reveals other values I carried with me into the field, 
such as playfulness and privacy, namely in how difficult it was to discuss 
these issues, given their sensitivity. This was not just with regards to 
privacy but perhaps even more when it came to playfulness. It became 
increasingly obvious that grownups in particular were very reluctant to 
discuss their game playing with us, likely fearing we would dismiss their 
mobile phone usage as trivial. This relative awareness of my position 
within the field came with increasing responsibilities such as an answer to 
the inevitable question: Why write about play when there are other 
needs to be addressed? This work, and its framing around boundaries is 
an attempt to harness that awareness into a coherent argument around 
why I felt play was an important topic to address both from the data, as 
well as a contribution to ICT4D. 

3.7 Boundaries in Designing and deploying 
KrishiPustak 

I now move on to discussing how some of these same concerns came out 
in the second major project in this thesis – my internship at Microsoft 
India, working in the Technology for Emerging Markets (TEM) group. I 
joined a project led by Indrani Medhi-Thies and Ed Cutrell. This was 
largely a multidisciplinary project where Indrani and I co-designed the 
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interaction of what was to become KrishiPustak, a Social Networking 
system for low-literate rural users. After the end of my internship, Nakull 
Gupta took over the technical aspects of the system and Jackie O’Neill 
joined and directed the data collection and evaluation of the deployment. 
The goals of the project were multifaceted. For Ed and Indrani, who had 
the initial idea for the project, the goal was primarily to explore social 
network systems for low-literate rural populations, something which was 
lacking in the research literature, and which aligned well with their focus 
and work on designing interfaces for low-literate users more generally. 
For myself, this was an opportunity to get engaged in the design of a 
system, which had a strong potential for personal and playful 
appropriations, as is the case with modern social network usage in other 
contexts. From my perspective this was largely a technological probe 
(Hutchinson et al. 2003) to explore playfulness and boundary work in a 
resource constrained setting within an ICT4D deployment framing. 
KrishiPustak was built, and deployed in a partnership with Digital Green 
(DG), a large organization that works with different local organizations 
around agriculture to disseminate agricultural knowledge (Gandhi et al. 
2007). One such organization, which we worked closely with, was 
Bharatiya Agro Industries Foundation (BAIF), operating in the district of 
Hunsur. This partnership allowed us to reach our target group, essentially 
with no experience with SN systems.  

From the 12 weeks spent at MSRI, I spent a couple of hours each week 
with Indrani discussing the app’s design and deciding over different 
features. The rest of my time was dedicated developing both the 
application on the mobile as well as the synchronization mechanisms and 
the server side. We conducted 2 field visits prior to deployment, one to 
BAIF, to discuss the specifics of the intermediation mechanisms, as well 
as to get an initial idea over our target user group. The second visit was to 
one of the villages where the system was likely to be used. Then we all 
went to Hunsur for a third time to manage the deployment. During that 
time, Deepti Desai, a Master’s student who assisted us in the project, 
conducted several phone interviews with mediators and farmers alike, 
gathering demographics information. In total we worked with 8 
mediators from BAIF over a total deployment period of around 3 months. 
After 8 weeks of usage a second version was deployed with minor changes 
and improvements (paper IV contains more details). We collaborated in 
the deployment with 8 BAIF agricultural extension workers as 
intermediaries. Deployment occurred around villages within 100 km 
distance of BAIF headquarters in Hunsur, these villages were those the 
intermediaries visited as part of their work. During the total deployment 
period the system and its 8 mediators, gathered 340 users, who generated 
a total of 542 postings and 192 comments. The audio content was 
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transcribed and translated into English and, along with the pictures, 
classified according to recurrent themes. 

Two rounds of face-to-face interviews with end users and mediators 
(after each version of the system was deployed and used for a certain 
period of time) were conducted. All eight mediators were interviewed as 
well as eleven farmers (between 21-71 years of age, of which 8 were male 
and 3 female) after eight weeks, and with two more mediators and two 
more farmers (one 33 year old female and one 35 year old male) at the 
end of the whole deployment period. All the farmers had less than two 
years of schooling and the interviews were recorded after verbal consent. 
Given our lack of Kannada knowledge, we were assisted by translators 
during the interviews (as well as the coding and translation of the audio 
data from KrishiPustak). All the interviews were translated and 
transcribed into English. 

In section 5 I will discuss the design foundations as well as the 
evaluation of KrishiPustak along the dimensions of playfulness and 
boundary work in more detail. Here I will just note from a methodological 
perspective that deploying within an ICT4D research group led me to 
question how playful engagement could be encouraged, where the prior 
dynamics between Digital Green, BAIF and the farmers, were largely 
framed around work – in particular improving agricultural knowledge. 
Playfulness is situated within a multidimensional assemblage (Taylor 
2009) which comprises the different institutions and the existing 
dynamics, the socio-economic conditions of our target user group, and 
the application design and material infrastructure of KrishiPustak. In 
contrast to the fieldwork in Rah Island, we actively designed and 
deployed in order to precisely interfere with the existing boundaries. 

3.8 Methodological Limitations 

I would like to end this section by addressing one issue with the work 
presented here, which I see as one of the main shortcomings, and it has to 
do with the gender distribution in the different projects discussed here, or 
the lack of to be more exact. In Vanuatu and Rah Island, there were 
numerous reasons why I had little access to female participants. My 
access to male participants was on the contrary, very privileged in the 
sense that most were not only willing but many times very eager to 
engage with me, often appealing to a kind of male camaraderie, which at 
the time I was eager to seize. Part of the issue was that this meant in 
practice that my schedule in Rah was pretty much filled with requests for 
meeting and talking from the male participants. Another aspect of the 
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issue is that, as a male, it was not always obvious to engage with local 
women while making sure I am neither intruding nor being disrespectful. 
In Hunsur, during the deployment of KrishiPustak, we had access to 
exclusively male mediators. We feel this has led to an overall skewing in 
terms of gender distribution from the end users as well. While I have no 
answer or remedy to this at this point, it is an issue that I would not like 
to leave uncommented. As Nussbaum highlights, women are often the 
demographic most deprived of play opportunities (Nussbaum 2001), and 
while we certainly would like to see that changed, it was not something I 
managed to address properly in both these projects. This is arguably the 
most meaningful and pressing direction this line of thinking around 
designing for play, and its constructive importance for ICT4D, should 
take, and which I would personally like to participate in exploring in 
future work. 
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4 Boundary play and work in Rah Island 

As introduced earlier what I observed in Rah was that the arrival of 
mobile phones caused visible disruption with previously established, and 
more or less enforced, societal norms and behaviors, as with any 
technological shift (Shklovski and Mainwaring 2005; Eisenstein 1980; 
Ling and Donner 2013). There are many frames and boundaries at play 
here, not only between what is play, and what is not play, and perhaps 
serious, urgent and/or work, but also between what is accepted and what 
is not accepted in that context, at that specific time, and under those 
circumstances. In paper II in this thesis, I have described the 
disturbances caused by the blurring of that latter boundary under the 
term “tensions”, given the somewhat fluid character of the phenomena to 
which those boundaries were subjected. I will discuss here some of the 
play which threaded on those boundaries: acceptable behaviors vs. 
unacceptable and possible vs. impossible. I will select but a few instances 
to illustrate some of the ways in which an understanding of play as an 
assemblage constituted by mutating boundaries can be informative for 
ICT4D work, as well as how some of the issues raised can be addressed. 

4.1 Mobile games 

The most obvious association with play and mobile phones is 
undoubtedly that of mobile games, in the literal sense of digital game 
applications on the mobile. These were not modern smartphone apps 
downloaded from the online shops of the different mobile ecosystems, 
such as Google Play or the Apple Store, but rather the pre-installed games 
which early mobile phones typically came packaged with, in this case, the 
famous game of Tetris, which will likely be familiar to the reader at the 
very least as an historical milestone in digital gaming. It is worth noting 
that while connectivity emerged at the time of our arrival in Rah, the 
games on the mobiles were playable for a couple of months before that, at 
the time that they had purchased the mobiles. This was an activity which 
had thus been present for a lengthier period of time, and had a degree of 
maturity, both in the minds of players and others, which some of the 
other activities we will discuss had not. 

This new activity, and the distinct new space it created, was not 
without its criticisms as one of our informants, Fajo, pointed out: “The 
pikinini [Bislama term for children] spend the whole day playing on the 
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mobiles… they don’t want to work10 anymore…” The criticism, or 
concerns around, children and game playing is most definitely not a 
distinctive feature of Rah and has been a recurring topic of discussion 
around games in particular the addiction to game playing (Grüsser, 
Thalemann, and Griffiths 2006), loss of concentration and attention span 
as well as distraction from other obligations such as studying (Brown 
2000). Ironically, this is one of the situations in which educational games 
could possibly deliver enjoyable experiences while staving off some of 
these concerns, with a recent Pew Research Report highlighting how 
internet is seen as morally dangerous, but with positive educational 
benefits, in most of the developing world (Pew Research Center 2015). 
The point here is in how digital games create this distinct space, bounded 
from the other activities of life, mainly in the time spent playing. Those 
boundaries will, to a certain extent, always be under negotiation, as they 
have been until this day in societies where digital gaming has existed for 
longer periods of time, for instance debates around digital natives 
(Bennett, Maton, and Kervin 2008; Grüsser, Thalemann, and Griffiths 
2006; Chen 2007).  

There are many boundaries at play here. There are time constraints, 
there are boundaries between what the children should be doing vs. what 
they are doing and ultimately there are boundaries around the legitimacy 
or not of play. These boundaries can rapidly shift if Fajo’s concerns 
become echoed throughout the community and assume greater relevance. 
It is also interesting to note how Fajo isolates the children as the ones 
engaged in the gaming activity, implicitly excluding adults, whereas that 
was visibly not the case in Rah Island, where many were enjoying playing 
on their mobiles regardless of age. Perhaps given the trivial nature 
associated with plei-plei, it is understandable that Fajo would rather 
point his criticism at the children rather than grownups. It is this view of 
play as frivolous which strengthens positions disapproving of those play 
activities, and further restricts the boundaries where play is allowed. 

4.2 Social and Informational Play 

While the previous two sections involve mostly solitary types of 
playfulness, play also interacted with the complex social dynamics of the 
islands. Technologies which allow for novel forms of communication and 

                                                             

10 While the expectation that children should be working is contrary to notions about 
childhood, the reader may take for granted, it should be pointed out that Fajo’s use of the 
term, is mainly directed at school chores and other forms of child ‘work’. 
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interaction between people can cause disruptions in society which touch 
on sensitivities, issues, norms or, to frame it under the terms we have 
been using in this work, boundaries that are all the more complex and 
sensitive. Social dynamics are inherently complex to disentangle and 
analyze in their entirety, as they deal strongly with personal sensibilities, 
particularly as we are observing and understanding them through our 
lens, which is largely that of an outsider with relatively little 
understanding of deeper implications. Some of these instances illustrate 
how mobile playfulness can disrupts, form and challenges different 
boundaries.   

4.2.1 Playing and information 

The exchange of information is certainly one of the main ways under 
which we frame and justify the existence of modern communication 
technologies. The framing of communication as information exchange, 
implies a value of efficiency that is, however, not always present. Two 
instances in Rah led us to reflect on this issue. The first, came in the form 
of an SMS, which many, including us, received as part of chains, and 
which read: “One boy is drinking the blood from a young girl in 
Freswota Park. Come and share with your friends”. “Freswota Park” 
referring to a park situated in the area of Freswota, in Port Vila. We were 
asked by many in Rah (who not all had acquaintances in Port Vila they 
could easily reach out to) to confirm the story, and while we tried to make 
phone calls to confirm or disconfirm this, we had little success since no 
one seemed to be able to attest the veracity of the story. 

The second instance, relates to how the mobile was used extensively for 
short range, everyday communications, such as calling people over for 
kava11, as Fajo tells us in a critical tone: “They [Jorege and his brother in 
law, present during our talk] call each other all the time, just to say: The 
kava is ready’”. This contrasted strongly with previous accounts Jorege 
told us about how the mobile was fundamental for conducting his 
business. While Fajo’s concerns, which regarded the superfluous nature 
of the interactions, which incurred unnecessary costs, were certainly 
legitimate, it is for us interesting to note the entertainment value in the 
social interactions that these communications spurred. These were done 

                                                             

11 Kava is a drink made from the root of the plant of the same name. Historically consumed 
during special, commemorative, occasions (MacClancy 1981), it became a common 
everyday ritual. In many places, people gather around the nakamal (i.e. kava bar) at the end 
of the day, sit and chat over a couple of kava shells (the coconut shell being the measure of 
one drink). 
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despite cost and an apparent ‘superfluous’ nature, their value being hard 
to quantify and measure against those costs. It is also interesting to note 
how Fajo is quick to attribute superfluity to Jorege’s use of mobile 
telephony, when it was clear that Jorege was also using the phone to 
manage his business. 

The boundaries here between expectations that modern 
communication systems help disseminate useful information faster and 
more efficiently are blurred with other, arguably more playful, facets of 
information exchange. We see the disruption caused when this type of 
information reaches Rah, and there is no practical way of verifying that 
same information. There is a boundary between serious and non-serious 
information exchange which seems to be under negotiation and quite 
hard to distinguish from each other at the moment. While these types of 
interaction were, for most, certainly a welcomed addition to the social life 
in Rah, fueling social dynamics in new ways, we see that for some, this 
represents a wasteful behavior, and should be negotiated. 

4.2.2 Flirting and romantic encounters 

Flirting, sexting or technology mediated romantic encounters are an 
important part of modern communication technologies. After we 
acquired a local phone number, we experienced numerous messages and 
calls, which seemed at first to be misdirected. We later understood that it 
had become common practice in Vanuatu to message and call random 
phone numbers in order to make acquaintances. Some complained that 
this was often a means to ask money from people, perhaps similar to e-
mail scams common in other parts of the world (the most notorious being 
the famous “Nigerian Prince” scheme). Others described them as a form 
of casual encounters and a way to meet new people: “I met many girls 
this way [laughter].  Young boys and girls do this a lot to meet new 
people”, said one of our informants in Rah who had lived in Port Vila 
before. This enabled a sort of random encounters dating service, before 
the advent of smartphones and dating apps. This was such a prevalent 
phenomenon around Vanuatu that we even heard radio debates around 
this issue while driving around buses in Port Vila. While Internet access, 
or access to modern digital technologies, was still a minor phenomena at 
the time of our fieldwork in Vanuatu, this represented a sort of ad-hoc 
social network, and even dating service, allowing people to play with 
extending their social networks beyond those in their immediate vicinity. 
It is not surprising that this would be an important appeal factor provided 
by modern communication, and illustrates how playfulness spurs a 
negotiation between social and private boundaries, once the mobile 
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becomes an integral part of the individual, rupturing with traditional 
boundary formations around the person. 

There was an appeal to text messaging in Rah, which at times 
surpassed the benefits of a regular voice call, and that was partly due to 
the intermittent nature of the network connectivity, which made voice 
calls often unreliable, but also as a way of preserving some degree of 
privacy in the communication. Jorege explains why text messaging is a 
preferred means for him to conduct his business, which involved kava 
plantations in Vanua Lava, in land he owned, but which was far away 
from home and he had to manage at a distance: “No one listens to what I 
say”, expressing how some expectation of boundaries around the privacy 
of running his business was preserved through the use of messaging, 
rather than having to talk aloud on the phone, which could have been 
overheard. But messaging, and its persistent nature also betray and 
challenge those boundaries in other unexpected ways. 

The troubles of one young couple in Rah, Lisa and Robert, illustrate 
this. Lisa and Robert had been engaged in a secret and unsanctioned 
relationship for around eight months prior to our arrival in Rah Island. 
Given the sensitivity of this situation I will only describe the essential 
aspects in order to both preserve and safeguard the privacy of the people 
involved in this situation, as well as to avoid judgment making in what 
was a very fracturing and complex series of events. When their 
relationship began, well before the mobile telephony started operating in 
Rah, they would rely mainly on friends to pass on messages to each other, 
allowing them to arrange private meetings between the two. One night 
Lisa was intercepted by her parents on the way to one of these meetings, 
despite their precautions, exposing their relationship to the community 
who reacted very negatively. To avoid further problems they announced 
they would terminate their relationship, which they did not. Instead, 
embodied by mobile telephony, they pursued their communication 
without the need to involve anyone else in the communication. For the 
next couple of days, they would communicate extensively using SMS: “I 
text him every morning to wish him a good day”, Lisa told us. While they 
were now arguable better able to maintain communication directly, i.e. 
without involving anyone else, and beyond the limited amount of times 
they would actually be able to meet face to face, this system turned out to 
have its own weaknesses. While we were there, one day that Lisa left her 
phone home, her father looked through her messages and their 
relationship was once again exposed spurring many tensions across Rah. 
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4.2.3 Working the boundaries 

We see here how a number of boundaries are being playfully reshaped 
through the disruption caused with the arrival of mobile technologies to 
Rah (and Vanuatu more generally). On the one hand we see how this 
allows people to expand and explore sociality beyond their more 
restricted geographical proximities. This reshapes boundaries and 
notions of proximity through play, challenging norms of proximity in the 
same ways modern social networks such as Facebook do. It also 
challenges boundaries of privacy. As we argued in one of the papers, the 
traditional landline phone had a specific place, which had been 
negotiated for a longer period of time within Rah, guaranteeing to most 
an acceptable level of privacy for communication. Voice communication 
in Rah through the mobile, was however far from acceptable given the 
poor signal, forcing people to wander around chatting and thus 
challenging their personal boundaries and possibly betraying 
expectations of privacy. Messaging creates another set of boundaries 
extends personal and social boundaries which some, like Jorege, saw as 
an advantage, but aspects of it, such as the persistent nature of its 
content, also created disruptions in Lisa and Robert’s case which through 
their romantic play, betrayed the secrecy of their intimate connection. 

Unsurprisingly these rearrangements of personal/social boundaries, 
and the playful ways in which these were now challenged through flirting, 
making friends and conducting relationships, provoked reactions from 
the community, such as Fajo who expressed concerns that “boys are 
meeting girls in secret”. Along the same lines, Fali worried that “[Mobiles 
provide] easy access for boys to call girls”. Interpersonal relationships 
are heavily regulated within different communities, and Rah was no 
exception, borrowing the words of Ling and Donner: “This transition 
from a world of landlines to a world of mobiles provides us with a 
unique chance to gain insight into how personal technology affects 
social organization, both for the better and for the worse” (2013, 4). 
More broadly a disruption in the traditional ways in which 
communication is regulated and overseen is likely to be meet with various 
shifts in communicative strategies (e.g. (March and Fleuriot 2006)) and a 
certain level of conservatism. What Lisa and Robert saw as an increase in 
their personal, playful space, others saw as a promiscuity, which was to 
be, at the very least looked upon with a certain level of control. 

Albeit a primary source of enjoyment, the lines between what 
constitute legitimate relationships or excessive promiscuity, to be avoided 
and constrained are changing and different across places and contexts, 
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and Jorege explains the impact that mobile phones have had within 
families in this regard: “mobiles have been causing problems inside the 
family […] already five mobile phones went to the toilet for causing 
conjugal disturbances”. These concerns were echoed by others, such as 
Fajo: “it is recent [the arrival of the mobile] but already causing 
disturbances […] maybe someday will cause divorce […] married people 
are calling other married people and arranging meetings like that”. 
Again, these are not situations unique to Rah, by any means, research 
shows how these new types of mobile communication represent the 
primary ways in which individuals engage in extra-marital affairs 
(Mattingly et al. 2011), with other studies pointing to the role of SMS 
messaging in initiating romantic relationships (Byrne and Findlay 2004) 
and also some of the issues we describe here (Ellwood-Clayton 2006). We 
describe this again in terms of the mobile opening up opportunities for 
playful social interactions, which reframe boundaries around legitimate 
and illegitimate relationships, as well as personal and private. Through 
these playful interactions these boundaries emerge more clearly through 
the voices of conferenced residents, and become evident for everyone to 
see. This may imply strengthening of the control measures utilized to 
enforce certain norms, or perhaps a renegotiation of these boundaries. 
But it is again the playfulness itself, which, conducted because of its 
intrinsic, and desirable value, makes deliberation and demarcation of 
these boundaries more prominent. 

4.3 Bodily play 

So far we have discussed situations in which the physicality of the devices, 
as well as that of the participants was in the background. But mobiles are 
devices, which we grow used to carrying with us all the time, in our 
pockets, bags, and hands or around our necks, as was often the case in 
Rah Island. They accompany us wherever we go and become an integral 
part of ourselves in similar ways as clothes or prescription glasses. In 
paper I of this thesis we discuss exclusively and more extensively issues 
around bodies and mobiles in Rah. Here I will discuss these in order to 
understand what were some of the boundaries and frames, which were 
involved here, and how play, became a way of exploring, understanding, 
making them evident, as well as challenging them in new ways. 

4.3.1 Exploring the network landscape 

In Rah and Motalava (and The Banks group of islands at large) coverage 
was far from ubiquitous. Connectivity varied wildly depending on 
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location, for instance if there was a mountain or dense bush between the 
mobile and the telecommunications tower, but also on weather 
conditions, as Frelal pointed out: “Sometimes, if it’s cloudy, we don’t get 
reception at all, for days”. It was indeed very common to have people 
going around looking for reception in the most varied ways. One such 
example happened when Jorege got a call. He was playing cards at the 
time with some friends and stood up while reaching for his phone. He 
then proceeded to pick up the call, but given the poor quality in reception, 
he starts wandering about shouting: “Hello…? Hello…? […] Yes! Kaspa 
[His brother in Port Vila]? Hello…?”. Eventually, Jorege and Kaspa 
proceed with their call, with frequent interruptions. From my perspective 
I could see Jorege walking back and forth by the water, sometimes 
speaking fluidly (in local language, Motlav), sometimes screaming as if to 
establish a connection. He would wander further and closer depending on 
the quality of the communication, and the call had to be reestablished 
more than once. He eventually hung up and came straight towards me, 
explaining that it was his brother calling, and insisting on complaints that 
he had made before regarding the poor quality of the reception, partly 
just blowing off some steam, partly hoping that we would have some sort 
of solution or leverage with TVL to address this issue: “You see? I call and 
‘Hello! Hello!’ then nothing […] I call again, and again... sometimes I call 
ten times just to say ‘how are you’, but then I spend ten calls”, 
complained Jorege. 

This walking around behavior was very common and was a direct 
result of the heterogeneous coverage throughout the islands (also 
resulting in spending extra credits, repeating the call over and over 
again). For some, the work of finding connectivity was an even harder 
task. On the neighboring island of Vanua Lava, which managed, in 
strategic places, to benefit from the tower installed in Motalava, Jimmy, a 
local of Vanua Lava, claimed that the reception was not such a big issue: 
“Here we are very lucky, we get reception not far from here [...] in some 
places people do not get reception at all”. As we got no network anywhere 
even near his village we inquired as to what he meant, to which he 
explained: “Well, on top of the hill [pointing to the direction] we can get 
very good reception, we just walk there and make our calls from up 
there [...] we go there almost every day”. As we asked about the distance 
to that hill, to which he replied: “Oh, just about 2-3 hours walk”. 

Here, our presence and interpretation becomes all the more evident 
since I, as an outsider, found that physical barrier for coverage an 
extremely impractical one, and we report this with a slight note of humor 
as we felt that Jimmy’s exclamation that they were lucky to have 
connectivity just a 2-3 hour walk away, was rather unexpected. Even for 
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those in Motalava who had come with us to Vanua Lava this spurred 
some laughter, as they were now very privileged by comparison. Other 
physically demanding tasks which were executed to gain some coverage 
was for instance climbing a coconut tree as Brian explained: “Me, I do not 
climb so much anymore, the ‘pikinini’ oooh [making a gesture of 
admiration] they do it all the time, with no problem […] if you want to 
take a picture, I can do it, but since I am older [he was around 28] I 
don’t do it so much, I am more heavy”. While this was a task children 
engaged in rather fluently and often, these were still very tall trees with 
very little to hold on to. Sometimes they had to climb with an object such 
as a bush-knife to cut leaves for instance, which required even more 
expertise, and having to carry the mobile on top of that, rendered those 
activities even more interesting from our perspective, as rather 
incompetent navigators of the local landscape. What is also relevant here 
is how this exploration was done in playful ways, to the enjoyment of both 
observers as well as those engaged actively in those explorations. Jorege 
tells us about this: “They climb the coconut tree just to talk on the phone 
[…] when they are up there they can talk, but they cannot drop the 
phone”. Jorege’s account was received with laughter and general 
amusement by those listening, illustrating how mobile exploration of 
space, and connectivity, both spurs interesting new forms of storytelling, 
but also becomes itself a playful activity. Limited coverage was a reality 
throughout and exploring the landscape for coverage a constant reality. 

A more illustrative encounter took place in Vanua Lava, as we were 
being led up to the Mount Suretamate volcano near the locality of 
Lalntak. As we wandered deeper into the bush and up the mountain, we 
got further and more hidden from the TVL tower back in Motalava. Not 
only were we sometimes behind the mountain as we went round and 
round, but there were innumerous irregularities along the way such as 
small hills and rocks or denser vegetation. Rob, one of our informants 
from Rah who came with us, had brought his mobile phone with him. As 
we progressed he would climb trees and rocks, holding his mobile in the 
air, looking for some reception. When he did manage to find some 
coverage, he would announce it jokingly and others, including ourselves, 
would often laugh and acquiesce out of surprise and some praise. This 
was not the only instance of such playfulness around coverage. In other 
places we witnessed, similarly to Rob in the example above, people 
looking for coverage in unexpected places, and doing so as a sort of game. 
The pleasure in this type of interaction was present even in everyday 
activities with a constant monitoring of connectivity: “Look, now I have 
no network again […] Here I have one stick”, Jorege, one of our 
informants, would say at times when confronted with no signal, or 
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referring to newly found reception (‘stick’ referring to the connectivity 
bars displayed on the phone’s screen). 

4.3.2 Superposition and boundary exploration 

The landscape, which is available, differs from person to person (climbing 
up trees or walking uphill for 3 hours in order to execute a phone call is 
clearly not something in the reach of all), as mobile telephony settles in, it 
is not necessarily the case that people stop moving or become 
constrained, but rather that there is a reorientation of bodily practices to 
these new superimposed landscapes which now have new meanings. 
Better coverage will certainly address some of the issues presented, but 
will not change the fact that there is no one way mapping between mobile 
telephony and movement, and we find rather complex interplays. Indeed 
what we are seeing here once again is the playful exploration of other 
types of boundaries, in the complex superposition of landscapes. There is 
a distinct landscape related to the network coverage, which changes and 
users adapt to, and there are physical landscapes with their own distinct 
sets of boundaries, which change dramatically from person to person. As 
with the more extreme example of the hike up the volcano, where this 
search for landscape became part of the expedition itself, this playful 
boundary work, added a pervasive gaming dimension to daily life. 
Understanding these different seams in network coverage have been 
discussed extensively in the HCI literature, with some research turning 
some of these apparent limitations (such as irregular network reception, 
GPS coverage, among others) as resources to use in design. This has been 
called seamful design (Chalmers et al. 2004) with the argument that 
exposing such seams can be used to create novel, interesting and even 
playful functionality, which, in a way, is already being done, to some 
extent, in Rah. Seamful design principles can help us both harness some 
of these limitations and turn them around into something playful in 
themselves, but can also help us understand the ways in which this 
complex interplay of physical, electromagnetic and bodily boundaries are 
being played with. Other studies in HCI have explored how these seams 
are played with by the users (Sundström et al. 2011; Benford et al. 2006). 

Indeed, the disruptions created by the mobiles, and the awkwardness 
they created in Rah in relation to those boundaries were themselves met 
with some amusement as evidenced by Brian’s telling of the following 
story:  “One day, a fat woman was crossing with a bag of rice, and when 
she was coming out, the canoe tipped over [everyone started to laugh] 
and her phone and rice got full of water [...] the phone was not working 
anymore”. It will take some time before some of these adversities are 
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dealt with and the mobile is integrated more smoothly into some of the 
everyday livelihoods. These encounters illustrate many aspects of mobile 
phones and their impact on bodily orientations. It is a rather apparent 
how the mobile is not particularly adapted to, for instance, a life around 
water. Nor would it be adapted to a whole range of situations that many 
encounter daily, raising issues over how these technologies and for whom 
(probably having in mind rather Western, urban, middle class, lifestyles), 
but it is also interesting to note how these boundary explorations were 
done playfully or, perhaps in the latter case described, regarded upon in a 
playful lens, despite in all honesty not likely having been particularly 
enjoyable to the person affected, probably more worried about the 
damaged phone, which would have cost her a significant investment. 

Indeed, affordability was yet another boundary, which, highlighted 
through the physicality of some of the boundary play, came to clash 
heavily with the legitimacy of the play activities themselves. As discussed 
before in the instance of Jorege being criticized for a superfluous and 
costly usage of mobile calls for frivolous information exchange, it is not 
hard to understand how cost becomes a serious matter, to be taken into 
consideration, and made to clash with a playful mindset. As we have been 
mentioning before, disturbing existing boundaries, which are arguably 
more stable than the new ones, which are being negotiated since the 
introduction of mobile phones, is likely to be met with resistance from 
many fronts. As we discussed earlier, there existed concerns regarding the 
laziness mobile technologies somewhat promoted: “The mobile phones 
are making people lazy […] The young ones do not want to help their 
parents in the garden anymore, all they want to do is make ‘plei-plei’ 
with their mobile phones”, claimed Father Robert corroborating earlier 
concerns. But we see here how it actually seems to promote a number of 
different, strenuous, activities such as looking for coverage. These 
conflicts which are taking place at the borders between work and play, 
between frivolousness and useful, and seem to express even deeper 
conflicts such as generational conflicts, are better understood under the 
lens of boundary negotiations rather than as promoting laziness or not. 
By looking at them as such, we can better appreciate the boundary work 
taking place, and having a more deliberative discussion over how ICT4D 
and HCI may learn from, as well as play a role in influencing this debate 
and helping in conducting this boundary work. 

4.4 Summary 

What the second paper included in this thesis aims at is emphasizing, or 
reminding us of, the importance of play as a fundamental activity 
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regardless of socio-economic circumstances. Here we have revisited some 
of those instances, as well as others from papers I and III, discussing 
them under the light of what that play is doing in terms of highlighting 
some of the existing boundaries around play, both cultural, moral 
boundaries, but also physical one, in the space, showing how play occurs 
in space, and how playing with the devices serves to explore those 
boundaries as they are now multilayered with other digital landscapes. 

The fieldwork in Vanuatu illustrates how technology is explored 
through play, how that is a welcomed addition in the community but also 
how it spurs resistances, and more broadly, the emergence of boundaries. 
First, it makes visible the boundaries between researcher and 
participants, for instance given my role as an expert, which heavily 
framed the fieldwork. Secondly, it brings up several societal values 
holding a more skeptical take on technological change, even deeming it as 
dangerous as we saw. These norms and values are not simply “in the way 
of play”, as obstacles to remove, but rather as concerns to be taken 
seriously, that should be dealt with, partly through design. The issues 
presented, such as child addiction to games or fear of technology 
promoting adulterous behavior should be addressed, as they are topics of 
discussion in the community. Perhaps by demystifying these or creating 
safer playgrounds could appease some of the concerns. 

It also shows us how careful consideration of play as it unfolds, inspires 
us to think of technology in ways beyond the utilitarian perspectives. For 
instance, Paper I, which focuses around bodies, urges us to reconsider the 
role of bodies in relation to technology use, beyond issues of ergonomics, 
as important as these are. To discuss bodies in technology not just as 
elements to keep safe and not harm, but also to think about bodies in a 
fuller sense, how to cultivate aesthetic appreciation, and enhance our 
bodily experiences, for instance by turning to disciplines which cultivate 
more holistic forms of bodily appreciation and cultivation such as 
somaesthetics (Shusterman 2008). The exploration of these bodily 
boundaries through play is a reminder of how rich that relationship is. 
But even more broadly they show us how technology is actually used, how 
it makes its way into people’s everyday lives. Rah was an unique 
opportunity to observe this unfolding and emergence of societal 
structures (Ling and Donner 2013; Eisenstein 1980), or boundaries. 
Approaching this through play, while a selective lens, is also to 
acknowledge that this was not a marginal aspect of the technology, but 
one, which undoubtedly stimulated many to spend hefty amounts of 
resources. It reminds us that opening up opportunities for play should 
not be a burden placed solely on the users, but should be engaged with 
directly in the design of new technologies. 
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5 Designing opportunities for play: 
KrishiPustak 

Moving now from Rah to my work in South India designing, building and 
deplying the KrishiPustak system.  This mobile social networking system 
was designed for low-literate, rural populations in Hunsur district. I will 
not delve into all aspects of design, deployment and evaluation, which can 
be found described in more detail in paper IV. Rather the focus will be on 
understanding how the design and deployment of KrishiPustak were 
conceived and carried out in order to open opportunities for play within 
the target communities. While here my role was more active than in Rah, 
where I was mostly observing, similarly to the previous discussion of Rah, 
I focus on the emergent playful aspects of boundary play and boundary 
work exposed by the use of KrishiPustak. 

5.1 A rich mobile Social Networking experience for 
low-literate rural users 

Modern social network (SN) systems are known to open up for unique 
opportunities for play, personal expression and entertainment (Donner 
2009; Ellison and Boyd 2013; Wyche, Schoenebeck, and Forte 2013). 
While most research on SNS use has been done in Western contexts, 
there is an emerging body of work outside these contexts as well (Donner 
2009; B. Kolko et al. 2014; Rangaswamy and Nair 2010; Wyche, 
Schoenebeck, and Forte 2013) suggesting the highly desirable nature of 
such systems for personal and entertainment purposes (Wyche, 
Schoenebeck, and Forte 2013). In their modern forms, they are often 
characterized by rich media, attractive visual interface and interaction, 
and this was an important requirement to provide our target group with a 
modern, attractive experience. We thus developed the application for a 
modern smartphone, the Windows Mobile Lumia 820.  

This presented us with a series of challenges, such as lack of available 
technology for a wide deployment, low data connectivity, as well as 
required technological skills from our users, previously unaccustomed to 
modern smartphones. By involving BAIF extension workers, and 
compensating them as technology intermediaries (Sambasivan et al. 
2010), to reach a greater amount of users with a limited number of 
devices. This also circumvented issues regarding technological skills from 
our target group, as we were able to train the intermediaries to then, in 
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turn, assist the end users with the technology. Finally, this helped address 
the fact that most of these villages did not have data connectivity, or very 
weak, the mediators mobility meant they would often times come to 
Hunsur, or other places, where connectivity was present. We thus 
implemented KrishiPustak to work in an offline, cached mode, with 
synchronization occurring whenever possible (i.e. available connectivity), 
similar to the approach explored by Zhao and colleagues to implement an 
offline Facebook (Zhao et al. 2013). 

The use of a pre-existing modern SN system was inadequate for 
multiple reasons, the first of which that they are heavily text based. Given 
that our target population was low literate, we designed all aspects to 
completely eradicate the presence of text. Voice, as an interaction 
modality for low-literate users has been used before in projects like Avaaj 
Otalo (Patel et al. 2010). In terms of pictorial forms, previous work has 
shown how hand-drawn like representations (Figure 5), have been known 
to be more comprehensive than photographs and abstract iconography 
(Medhi, Sagar, and Toyama 2006). Finally, the whole navigation in 
KrishiPustak was done through icons, again building on previous work in 
the field (Medhi, Sagar, and Toyama 2006; Patel et al. 2008). The profiles 
in KrishiPustak were thus designed to register and identify users based on 
name (via audio) and the typical profile picture, as shown in (Figure 5 
(c)), and the content and comment generation was possible also via audio 
or picture, as can be seen in (Figure 5 (b)). Again, this is just a brief 
overview for the purposes of following the discussion around play, which 
will be the core focus here. More details are found in paper IV. 

Another common feature of most SN systems is to allow users to top 
into streams of user-generated (Ellison and Boyd 2013), which we 
addressed in two ways: (1) the implementation of a consolidated view of 
all the existing content along a vertical timeline (Figure 5 (a)), as well as 
(2) a more selective browsing of content from a specific user as seen in 
(Figure 5 (c)). A final aspect that is also common in SN systems is the 
ability to comment on generated content, something we wanted, in order 
to increase interaction between users, and which is shown in (Figure 5 
(b)). Finally an SN system needs to provide a uniquely identifiable profile 
consisting of user-supplied content (Ellison and Boyd 2013), such a 
profile was implemented in our application as seen in (Figure 5 (c)).  For 
registration, users were required to take a picture and record an audio 
introduction. To login, users would select their picture from the user list. 
Authentication was not implemented due mainly to complexity, and while 
certainly important in a final product, we relied on the intermediaries to 
control adequate authentication to some extent. 
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Figure 5: KrishiPustak’s screens: (From left to Right) a) consolidated page, b) 
Detailed post view, c) Profile page and d) Page with list of users 

5.2 Designing play 

Play is not a feature one can simply design into a system. While openness 
in the system’s design and purpose may help provide opportunities for 
play (Höök 2006; Sengers and Gaver 2006), play is also the feature of 
finely crafting for specific opportunities, perhaps most obviously in the 
case of complex modern gaming experiences. As with any design 
intention, there are limits as to how much we can expect those intentions 
to be fulfilled, as the system will inhabit a context, which will itself 
determine the ways in which it is used. Open designs, in a way, are more 
likely to be inscribed with meanings and uses that already prevail, rather 
than in and of themselves challenging the users to use them in novel 
ways. In the context of a research project, users are also likely to perform 
in ways they feel are expected of them (Brown, Reeves, and Sherwood 
2011), and so understanding the context of deployment is important if we 
are to effectively encourage and open up opportunities for play. We will 
thus discuss first the context of deployment, and then describing our 
strategy to design for playful usage. 

5.2.1 Setting and institutional framing 

In order to gain access to a large user group we build on previous 
collaborations with an organization known as Digital Green (DG). DG is 
an independent NGO that focuses on training farmers in different 
agricultural techniques, through the production and showing of different 
instructional videos (Gandhi et al. 2007). Digital Green collaborates with 
a wide network of different regional partners, to get access to farming 
populations across India. The way DG goes about producing and 
disseminating the instructional videos is, roughly, as follows: potentially 
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interesting techniques that DG wants to disseminate, say a natural way of 
fertilizing a certain crop without the use of strong chemicals, are enacted 
and recorded by farmers at a chosen location. Once that video is 
produced, it should be shown to relevant populations elsewhere. The way 
DG goes about achieving this is working with a wide network of partners, 
who are engaged in local activities regarding farming. By providing pico-
projectors and incentives, to the different organizations’ field workers, 
these can display the videos in the different communities they have access 
to, as well as collecting feedback over the success and adoption rates of 
the techniques, for evaluation purposes. This has been termed 
intermediation (Sambasivan et al. 2010), and has been used in other 
ICT4D projects such as DakNet (Pentland, Fletcher, and Hasson 2004) or 
MOSES (Smyth, Etherton, and Best 2010). Through DG, we connected 
with one partner, Bharatiya Agro Industries Foundation (BAIF), a 
reputed voluntary organization established to promote sustainable 
livelihood in Rural India. BAIF has a center at Hunsur, a convenient 
location from our research institution, in which they employ agricultural 
extension workers who perform cattle insemination. Like with other 
organizations in DG’s network, they are trained to support DG’s goals by 
becoming mediators of DG’s technology. 

5.2.2 Making room for play 

Part of the challenge then, from the beginning and given the 
configurations and decisions made above, was how to then provide for a 
playful interaction with this environment. The relationship between the 
farmers, the mediators, BAIF and DG was ultimately one around farming 
practices. The mediators, albeit often having a close personal relationship 
with the farmers, were first and foremost engaged in a work relationship: 
BAIF was their employer, the farmers were to some extent their clients, 
and DG compensated them financially for their intermediation work. This 
meant that we were deploying this system within a structure already 
configured, and bounded, to accommodate work dynamics. In a way we 
our proposing a new activity within this existing context, and as Van 
Mannen notes: “Given a degree of similarity between an old and a new 
activity, the new will be approached in much the same way as the old” 
(Van Maanen 1983, 283). While building on the intermediation network 
which was pre-existing, providing us with much of the infrastructure 
needed for this deployment, we also needed to provide and encourage 
explicit and actionable opportunities for users to challenge that existing 
genre (Orlikowski and Yates 1994). 
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One obvious risk would be that farmers restrict their usage of the 
system to, say, generate content solely around what we could perceive as 
useful within these dynamics, and not taking advantage of the more ludic 
sides of KrishiPustak. Adding to that was the fact that we were twice 
removed from the end users themselves, mostly interacting with them via 
the mediators. This meant that while we asked the mediators to 
encourage the farmers to inhabit the system in ways they saw as fun, 
personal or entertaining, the pre-existing dynamics (or boundaries) could 
certainly play a role in partly restricting that sort of openings. Our 
challenge was thus to explicitly open a space that encouraged this type of 
appropriation and system usage, to make that boundary between farming 
and ‘something else’ visible and possible to transgress, an explicit 
invitation to do something else. The users were already fulfilling 
multitude of roles in their lives, they already engage in as family 
members, as farmers, but also within DG and as participants and 
benefactors to DG’s goals, and as customers to BAIF. We then added an 
extra role as participants of our system, which we intend to be an 
enjoyable experience, but which still required them to yet do something 
else. While we wanted the participants to not worry about our 
expectations as researchers, this is something that is almost antithetical 
to the nature of a research project where participants are aware of their 
role as participants (Brown, Reeves, and Sherwood 2011).  

In order to invite them into that playful space, we needed to make its 
presence and boundaries more obvious. Rather than making the system 
more open, at the risk of the system being used according to previous 
genres of interaction, we needed to challenge those boundaries explicitly 
in the design of the application and the way the deployment was designed 
and carried out. We thus created a tagging system, in that each generated 
post, needed to be tagged as “farming” or “personal”, as exemplified by 
the picture of wheat and the representation of a person, respectively at 
the top left of Figure 5 (a) and (c). Of course personal is not equivalent to 
play, nor is it necessarily antithetical to farming, specially in a community 
where the that distinction is not as strict, given that their place of work, is 
also their home. In fact, whether things are personal, playful or farming, 
are not clear attributes of the activities themselves, but rather frames of 
mind under which people engage in the different activities (Goffman 
1974; Nippert-Eng 2008). Our intention was to move away from the 
farming goals, and to inspire users to appropriate the system more 
openly. We worried that play carried negative connotations as previous 
ICT4D work has discussed (Ratan and Bailur 2007; Sey and Ortoleva 
2014), or a too strong ludic connotation which may lead users to hesitate 
in characterizing activities as playful for fear of appearing frivolous. The 
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personal tagging provided a reasonable move away from the previous 
goals and into boundaries inviting a more intrinsically motivated usage.  

5.3 Boundary play 

The system was used in many different ways over the deployment period 
with a more broad and general account being available in paper IV. Here 
we focus on the playful aspects of the system’s uptake. A large portion of 
the 542 posts generated, during the 3-month trial period, was of cattle 
and fields (respectively 92 and 23). There was also a number of pictures 
posted of people (3), village fairs (35), home interiors and exteriors (39) 
and a variety of other subjects such as pictures of children, flowers, street 
vendors, shops, streets, motorcycles, trees or gods (1), amongst others. 
The audio posts were a bit more difficult to code since many of them were 
not clear to transcribe (5) or were actually comments to other posts, 
rather than posts themselves, making it difficult to place them in their 
context (25). But there were some songs (18), as well as a few daily social 
activities (4). Reporting problems and requesting assistance amounted to 
15 postings. Apart from this latter aspect, which appeared more 
frequently in the audio posts, overall, we note that a significant amount of 
posts that appear to be non-instrumental. 

5.3.1 Understanding personal use 

The tagging system that was built into the posting of content, and which 
had to be explicitly used, reveals that most of the content, 70%, was 
tagged as personal, rather than farming despite the fact that many of the 
personal-posts had pictures of cattle or fields. To put it in numbers, 
pictures of cattle or fields consisted of 7% of the total data generated. 
While the users of the system lived and worked on farms, so this is not 
completely surprising, it was still a high number. It is curious to note that 
a study around the study of SMS messaging in Rwanda in the context of 
small and medium enterprises, documented by Donner and colleagues 
(Donner 2009), yielded a similar proportion of two thirds vs. one third, 
between personal vs. business (rather than farming) messages. 

While we have discussed in paper IV that this could represent a 
misunderstanding by the users of the tagging system (given that content 
tagged as personal conveyed content which could be interpreted as 
farming), what seems more prominent here is the blurring between 
personal and farming livelihoods. No dichotomy between activities, being 
it work/play, personal/work or, in this case, personal/farming can 
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accurately categorize activities disembodied from users’ intentions, as the 
frame of mind in which they engage in the activities ultimately 
determines its nature (Nippert-Eng 2005). In a rural context as we found 
in Hunsur, where users were also farmers residing where they work, this 
distinction is likely to be even more blurred. Another way to understand 
why the data tagged as personal conveyed pictures of cattle and crops is 
to see these ongoing conversations as situated in peoples’ everyday lives, 
and specific to those contexts. Along those lines, one can expect that, at a 
first interaction with a SN system, users will want to use the materials 
available in their everyday life for conversation – the line between 
professional and practice is blurred. In fact, it would perhaps be 
counterintuitive to expect that the topics diverged strongly from their 
lives as farmers in rather geographically isolated communities. 

But this is very different from saying that people are not using these 
topics in diverse ways. It was noticeable in the interviews the amount of 
judgment that farmers and mediators had regarding crops, cattle and 
practices, whether they were good, bad, reprehensible, laudable and so 
on. This shows the centrality of those topics to their everyday lives, 
constituting ultra-rich topics as discussed by Harvey Sacks (Sacks 1995). 
These represent inexhaustible topics for conversation and, as Sacks 
discusses based on Evan-Pritchard’s field studies with The Nuer people 
(and specifically their conversations around cows), are far from limited. 
These are pervasive and connect to multiple facets of people’s lives, 
providing rich providing an abundance in topics which may be related to 
farming or personal intentions, depending on the frame of mind of, in our 
case, the user posting the picture. As a comparison, a recent study on 
farming communities in the US, which is of course very distinct from the 
kinds of farming communities where this system was deployed, has 
nonetheless revealed similar types or recurring topics for conversation 
(Leshed, Håkansson, and Kaye 2014). More generally, Michael Wood’s 
anthology of studies around different rural communities around the 
world, both in the developing and developed world, echoes this 
understanding of the situatedness and richness of contextual topics 
(Woods 2012). 

It is of course difficult to know the full extent of motivations behind the 
generated data, and the corresponding tags. But given that the prior 
interactions with BAIF and DG were framed around farming activities, 
and specifically improving farming practices, we see this move away from 
the farming tag as encouraging. While personal tagging cannot (nor 
should it) be linearly correlated with playful usage, we are encouraged by 
the willingness of users to engage in personal generation of content, as an 
indication that they are willing to inhabit these boundaries which this 
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new system and deployment arrangements has provided for them. These 
new boundaries, while difficult to fully understand in meaning, represent 
a more free and open form of engagement away from more narrowly 
defined goals. 

5.3.2 Suggestions and long term usage 

It should be noted that a 3-month use of a new technological platform 
such as A SN system is not necessarily representative of longer-term use. 
We have seen in most SN systems that have longer histories of use, that 
direct experience and aspects of personal life, are important aspects of the 
content generation (Ellison and Boyd 2013), with the possible exception 
of explicitly professional ones such as LinkedIn. Overtime, habits and 
practices around SNS use evolve, building on previous practices and 
experiences. With KrishiPushtak, we could not observe such long-term 
effects, instead we see SNS-use in its infancy. We are encouraged by the 
populating of the personal tag, as well as users’ expressed desires for 
more and richer media, namely around entertainment.  

In fact, when the farmers were asked about what they would like to see 
more of, replies revolved strongly around the possibilities of viewing 
Kannada (main language spoken in the region) films or songs. As one 
user suggests he would like more: “Film, songs from films […] I can post 
every crop that I grow, like tobacco, poultry, even my dogs”. Others 
wanted to expand he reach of the system allowing them to explore places 
beyond their everyday reach: “I joined the system as I have not travelled 
and maybe I will come to know about other places through this.” These 
provide further evidence that users saw potential in the system to fulfill 
entertaining needs, as well as the more typical goals associated with social 
sharing, and consumption, of personal information for playful purposes.  

This desire to inhabit the boundaries provided by this new playful 
space, is further reinforced by frequent mentions during our interviews 
that users would like to see their “good friends” posts coming up first on 
the top of the general feed (which we ordered chronologically). This 
highlights again, a common feature of SN systems, which we had decided 
not to implement, related to having circles, or friend lists which one 
draws from (Ellison and Boyd 2013), suggesting an understanding of the 
system beyond instrumental goals. 
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5.3.3 Mediators as unexpected users 

Although we did not explicitly encourage the mediators to consume or 
produce content in the system (and actually emphasized that the system 
was meant to be used by the farmers) they saw some personal value to the 
system. While some reported that they did not produce content, such as 
Shivaraj: “If had known I would have done. I thought we should do only 
farmers’ posts.” Others posted personal content of their own, like 
Beeregowda who posted: “[About] agriculture, because I am very 
interested in it.” But the aspect of their participation, which was most 
notable, was their consumption of content. Not only were the mediators 
actively consuming content, as part of their intermediation with the 
farmers, they weighed in on the posts: “A post with a papaya tree, I like 
it, because it is a very short tree but has so many fruits”, said 
Mithrakumar regarding one of his favorite posts.  

Given that we were in many ways removed from the system’s usage (in 
the sense that the intermediaries mediated most of the interaction 
between the users and BAIF and as a consequence us as researchers) it is 
important that the mediators themselves found the system engaging and 
enjoyable. While we asked mediators to emphasize the system should be 
used for whatever purposes people had: music, sharing photos, and other 
personal uses, we were worried that the institutional framing, and the 
intermediaries double function as BAIF employees and DG collaborators, 
could in some ways condition use. That they were willing to explore 
together with the users these new boundaries was quite possibly an 
important aspect of the system’s success. 

5.4 Boundary work 

Part of the interest in boundary play is how it sheds lights on those 
boundaries themselves, resulting in discussion, reflection and reshaping 
of those boundaries, which Nippert-Eng calls boundary work (Nippert-
Eng 2005). As with the general use of play and work, the distinction here 
is not in the activity itself, but rather the frame of mind under which 
people engage with it. We deployed the system, as described, within 
arrangements that were previously geared towards very functional 
relationships towards agricultural improvement. As researchers we also 
exerted an unavoidable influence that comes with those dynamics as well 
(Brown, Reeves, and Sherwood 2011). But the boundaries within which 
play is allowed or not stem from a multitude of other relationships such 
as local community or culture among many. It is the discussion around 
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some of these different boundaries, enhanced by and through play, which 
we now examine. 

5.4.1 Practical expectations around KrishiPustak 

Unsurprisingly there were also expectations around KrishiPustak, which 
were more practical. Some users expressed a wish that KrishiPustak 
would help them address some specific concerns, reinforced by 
expectations over the actual reach of KrishiPustak, as one user expressed:  
“I am told our photos would be sent abroad […] I do not know who 
would see […] have heard that it goes to Facebook”. While we tried very 
explicitly to convey the limited scope of KrishiPustak in this trial, 
previous knowledge of how famous SNS like Facebook played an 
important role in shaping these expectations. 

Some were also hoping that the data would be visible all the way to 
government authorities or village panchayat (local village body): “If 
some people are fighting, we can record and use it as proof” later adding 
he would like to record: “whatever we have done, both good and bad, to 
go to monitoring bodies like police so that action is taken”. Consequently 
some felt this would be a viable medium to alert for issues which they 
needed external assistance e.g. broken roads, or damaged drains. To 
some extent, bringing up these issues to us, the researchers, constituted a 
goal in itself to try and bring about change, as one user put it: “I joined 
because people like you will help”. 

Of course, this type of usage is inline with one way SNS have been used 
with social media activism, namely through Twitter, being another often 
lauded component of SNS (Gerbaudo 2012). These expectations are also 
inline with what they might expect from our organizational arrangement, 
primarily working towards socio-economic development goals. But what 
we find more interesting is how the users themselves are deliberating 
over the types of usage they would like technology to fulfill in their lives, 
both in hopes for positive impact, but also some concern. 

5.4.2 Concerns around misuse and privacy 

Despite some excitement and high expectations as to KrishiPustak’s 
potential, with a user even suggesting government visibility over the 
produced data, there were also discussions around misuse and privacy: “I 
do not post family photos because they may object to it”, mentions one 
user. Despite a total of 76 posts displaying people, there were other users 
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echoing similar concerns: “Women’s photos may be misused. This has 
happened and I have advised them [other farmers] not to do so”. And 
these concerns extended beyond the pictures and into worries about libel: 
“Some times people may speak non-sense or badly about others”. 

These concerns were extended through a comparison with the more 
established Facebook by one of the mediators:  “Facebook is being 
misused. Will this also be misused? In that case I do not want to do 
family posting”. Previous hopes regarding the reach of the system, as well 
as its utility to address pressing concerns, arguably builds on the same 
ideas, which these concerns build on. Despite KrishiPustak being the first 
SNS most of these users interacted directly with, it is obvious that debates 
around SNS at large, and particularly Facebook have entered the 
conversation long before. Perhaps through traditional forms of media or 
through informal conversations, these discussions had started and 
framed some of the thinking around SNS, long before KrishiPustak. 

Privacy concerns like the ones expressed here exist within SNS in other 
places as well, and have shown to vary significantly over time (Ellison and 
Boyd 2013). They have certainly not been a great hindrance when we look 
at the fast and wide adoption of SNS around the world. While they seem 
to provoke, at least in some cases a certain reluctance, what we see here is 
that this is the first time this discussion is being held with first hand 
experience. The bounded play space provided by KrishiPustak, and its 
exploration, leads users to question the boundaries themselves (boundary 
work), deliberating over issues like appropriateness and implications of 
reach. This is done both drawing on previous knowledge they had from 
popular SNS, but also, for the first time, through their own exploration 
and interaction. The opening for playful use, as opposed to a more narrow 
focused usage for a specific goal, stimulates that discussion, creating a 
deliberative space compelling users to question and explore it. 

5.4.3 The role of the mediators 

The mediators played a fundamental role in the deployment of the 
system. They were fundamental in increasing the reach of the application 
minimizing deployment costs, as well as providing assistance with using 
the technology. But their role as the gatekeepers to the system was even 
more relevant to discussions around boundaries. They are BAIF 
employees, meaning their relationship with the local populations is one of 
work, but they are also spending a significant amount of time in these 
villages often having a home there. Their relationship with the local 
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population is thus more complex. We will look at how this interaction 
enabled and influenced the boundary work and play. 

In fact, it was clear that the mediators took this role very seriously, and 
were very conscious about the place they held within the community: 
“They know me. I do cross breeding. So they respect me”, mentioned 
Dharma, while Mohan, another mediator mentions: “It is a plus point for 
me. When we meet farmers, and they are allowed to use it, it makes 
farmers excited. They respect me”. This position was first and foremost 
important to recruit users and allowing them to engage more confidently 
in this interaction, as one user commented: “Beeregowda [the mediator 
in question] said that it is good for me. He made the account for me. It 
must be for good”. Apart from the explicit incentives we provided to the 
mediators to assist in this study, the feeling of doing something valuable 
to the community was often mentioned as a direct incentive in itself: “It is 
useful to me when I go on work. I can take information from one place 
to another. When they make comments, I can show it back to these 
people and to some others also. It is useful to them. By doing like this, I 
can help people”. This motivation was partly visible once we rolled out 
those explicit incentives and still observed some usage of the system 
(albeit moderate amounting to about 15 new users, 10 comments and 2 
posts), suggesting that the motivation to engage went, to some extent, 
beyond the explicit incentives themselves. As we suggested in paper II 
included here, it is important to involve the local communities to alleviate 
some of the tensions which arise around play and technology. The 
successful involvement of the mediators in this case, as being positive 
agents of change may be instrumental to appease a priori concerns over 
whether the technology is adequate or not. We see this echoed by Shivaraj 
who participates to: “Help illiterate people and those unaware”, or 
Ravishankar who feels the system: “brings people together”. Harnessing 
the motivation and capital of key elements in the community helps soften 
some of the work and effort involved in making people feel comfortable 
inhabiting this new technological space, particularly when the goals are 
so open and unspecified. 

Of course, the position and role of the mediators also conditions and 
frames use in specific ways. Not only are they working for BAIF, but they 
are also, in a way part of the system itself, which brings with it some other 
roles, such as curation, as Beeregowda mentions: “If somebody has not 
done well, I would comment and send it”. In a way there is no simple 
solution to these issues, play occurs within boundaries, rendering some of 
those boundaries more obvious and discussed. There is no way to 
completely free oneself from them since play cannot occur outside any 
type of structure. We want to incentivize a deliberation over the value of 
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using systems like KrishiPustak, a boundary work which will shape future 
use and help the technology find its place within the community. By 
designing the system and designing the deployment, and specifically 
bringing in the mediators, we are able to open up for this discussion in an 
unique, opening up for the boundary play as well as the boundary work. 
Every element, mediators included, of the deployment will both enable 
and condition different aspects of usage, but involving the local 
communities, or at least some of its members, proved fundamental in 
recruiting users in a trustworthy manner to a safe play space, where this 
play and deliberation can begin to take shape. 

5.5 Summary and designing for play 

We have seen some of the ways in which our design for KrishiPustak 
provided an arena for playful engagement with ICTs on a different level 
from what our user group was used to. We see how boundary work 
emerges at the edges of what is considered acceptable, as well as how 
some of these discussions unfold to define the space that a system like 
KrishiPustak could occupy in people’s lives. We will return here to reflect 
on how the design process helped achieve these goals. 

In paper II in this thesis, we have suggested some aspects to consider 
when thinking about play in developing settings. These are both to help 
alleviate some of the tensions which emerge around play, as well as to 
more generally provide a way forward to designing for play in developing 
settings. These lessons were: (1) to engage intimately with the 
materiality of inexpensive ICTs, (2) reformulate design insights on play 
from HCI into ICT4D and (3) to engage local communities. We have kept 
these under consideration when designing, and designing the deployment 
of, KrishiPustak. The first insight is rather straightforward, certainly if we 
are hoping to provide playful value in ICTs for contexts such as Rah, we 
need to consider and engage with low-cost mobiles, ICTs and unstable 
infrastructures. Design methods need to be such as to gain deeper 
understandings of the digital materials at hand, and how they can be 
harnessed for designing for play. In fact, many of our methods in HCI 
already take such issues seriously (M. Bell et al. 2006; Sundström et al. 
2011). Sundström et al., offer ideas for how to take materials into the 
design process when the focus is on experience (Sundström et al. 2011) 
and could easily be used in these settings. By experimenting with low-cost 
technology and creating what the researchers call Inspirational Bits, both 
designers and people inside the community are allowed to have fun with, 
and take advantage of, what is already there. The mobiles used in 
KrishiPustak’s deployment were not inexpensive, but by building on the 
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mediator network, each device could be used by dozens of users. While 
this may not necessarily be an optimal solution for a final system, it 
helped us make this rich, colorful, interactive experience available to our 
user group, with a limited number of devices. 

Our second proposal was to revisit insights on play design from HCI. 
Lindley and colleagues, when designing Wayve, a system that allows a 
combination of multimedia sharing between households, and they found 
that users enjoyed self-expression, being witty and expressing themselves 
artistically (Lindley, Harper, and Sellen 2010). By providing an open 
surface (Höök 2006) for users to inscribe their own meaning into the 
system is one of the hallmarks of modern SN systems (Ellison and Boyd 
2013) and one which we wanted to provide with KrishiPustak. This is 
inline with Gaver’s proposals on ludic design, in that it should not “be ‘for’ 
anything, but instead offer a range of possible actions and meanings for 
people to explore” (W. W. Gaver et al. 2004). By designing technology 
that does not have an obvious narrative or intended meaning – that is 
ambiguous – users explore them through play to inscribe them with their 
own meanings. But structuring the play space is important for that open 
attitude to emerge as well as Lindley and colleagues suggest: 
“combination of a clear structure with openness” (Lindley, Harper, and 
Sellen 2010). This is inline with game design theories (Salen and 
Zimmerman 2004), as well as with Huizinga’s, Caillois and others’ 
notions that play only occurs within a specific set of boundaries. In order 
to open up for play, we must however make that space clearly articulated 
in the design of KrishiPustak, we did this by creating the tagging system. 
Understanding that we were deploying our system in a setting used to 
other forms of technological deployment and institutional interaction, 
openness alone may not articulate clearly the possibilities for play. 

Our third and final recommendation was to engage openly with the 
local communities where the technology will be deployed. Resistance or 
rejection of new technology is not only to be expected, but is also 
something which should be taken seriously. While our main goal here is 
to inspire others to think about play when designing technology in an 
ICT4D setting, it would of course be ill advised to dismiss the concerns 
expressed by locals and the community. While many of these stems from 
conservatism around technology, which, as technologists, we may believe 
to be largely unfounded, to bring play one must engage with these, and 
bring in these voices for discussion. By building on intermediation 
through respected members of the community we see how this helps 
building trust around the system’s use. But we also see how the mediators 
take on a gatekeeping role, stimulating discussion around the system’s 
usefulness, and while we would rather have a system where users do not 
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necessarily need to have their content vetoed by others, at this stage, we 
see how the mediators role, as members of the community was 
instrumental in delivering the system, opening up for play and 
stimulating boundary work. 
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6 Discussion and conclusions 

From the initial ethnographic fieldwork in Vanuatu, to the 
implementation and deployment of KrishiPustak, much of my 
understanding of technology use in developing countries has changed. 
The initial work (represented by the three first papers included in this 
thesis) focused largely on how to draw inspiration towards thinking about 
mobile interaction design, discussing issues of bodily interaction, 
playfulness and privacy, through the lens of recent and disruptive 
technological change. While this work could have focused on several 
distinct aspects, the idea of prioritization between needs, desires, and 
who gets to make those decisions were issues I was trying to reason 
around throughout all of my work. On a personal note, during the time I 
spent on the field, whether in Vanuatu or in India, I was struck by how 
the communities of expats12, many of which working for development 
agencies, seemed quite physically and socially distinct and separated 
from the communities which they were interacting with. I do not say this 
necessarily under a negative light, as I do not pertain to know the full 
extent of the dynamics that exist in the work conducted by the different 
parties, and a lot more poignant analysis has been written about 
postcolonial and representationalist attitudes in development work, such 
as in Arturo Escobar’s work (2011).  

My point here is less to speculate about intentions or oppressive power 
structures, but rather to explain why this concern with play became the 
focus of this work. By framing play as a freedom, inspired by Sen’s notion 
of freedom, I try to appreciate three of its different roles the instrumental, 
arguably the one most discussed in previous work, while not 
compromising on its intrinsic importance. By doing this, the constructive 
role of play appears as a novel aspect for consideration within the 
community. In this final section I build on this framing, and the previous 
discussions, to propose three different topics for further discussion and 
consideration in ICT4D work. First why play may appear only timidly in 
ICT4D work, as well as in HCI more broadly, together with a discussion 
over why it may be so. Secondly, I will then proceed to build on Sen’s 
notion of the constructive role of freedoms to discuss further play’s 

                                                             

12 Expats, being short for ”expatriates” and referring to someone away from their own home 
country. The notion of expats was actually in itself somewhat hard for me to come to terms 
with, since, as suggested in a recent Guardian article, it seems to apply only to white 
people, or westerners. This felt to me like it creates unnecessary postcolonial undertones, 
finalizing that separation: http://www.theguardian.com/global-development-professionals-
network/2015/mar/13/white-people-expats-immigrants-migration  
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constructive role. Finally, I will conclude with a discussion on designing 
for play, possibilities as well as its limitations. 

6.1 The timidity of play in HCI and ICT4D 

While playfulness is all around us, and arguably accounts for the 
overwhelming amount of motivations we have for acquiring and 
interacting with modern technologies, its focus within research around 
the design of such technologies, whether in ICT4D or HCI more broadly, 
is sparse, at best. And while, as mentioned, researchers have documented 
such aspects in their investigations of ICT use in developing countries 
(Kolko et al. 2014; Ling and Donner 2013; Horst and Miller 2006), the 
academic research required in understanding how we can provide those 
opportunities for play is not at a stage where one sees a significant body 
of work around the issue. At her keynote at the CHI Conference in 2010, 
Genevieve Bell reminded us how the community fails to take seriously 
aspects of technological life such as sports, religion or sex, which account 
for a major slice of what people want technology to do for them (Bell 
2010). 

It seems to me that there are two aspects of play, namely the derived 
enjoyment and the intrinsically motivated engagement, that may be the 
source of some resistance in incorporating this work within academic 
thinking of technology design, whether ICT4D or HCI. The enjoyment 
aspect, as Brown and Juhlin argue is one, which has been out of the scope 
of general academic concern: “Researching pleasure presents a range of 
peculiar challenges. It is not just that pleasure is often a routine and less 
established part of our lives than work. It is not just that enjoyment 
seems like something tinged with doubt. And it is not just that pleasure is 
distributed throughout our lives in hard-to-access packages. The main 
challenge is that pleasure itself is something that academics and 
researchers are systematically trained to ignore” (2015). This brings us 
the autotelic aspect – there can be a challenge in looking at activities like 
enjoyment in that the academic perspective can come to imbue them with 
perhaps excessive intellectualization and a priori ideological imperatives. 
This may help explain why issues of sex or enjoyment may be 
underserved within academic thinking of technology, given the rather 
controversial or divisive stances on these issues as well as ideological 
overloading. Of course this is an unfair representation to those who have 
indeed researched into these issues. For instance we have seen work on 
the relationship between religious faith and technology (Wyche, Aoki, and 
Grinter 2008; Gaver et al. 2010) or understanding of sex toys within HCI 
(Bardzell and Bardzell 2011), as well as those who have studied robots 
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(Fernaeus et al. 2010; Jacobsson et al. 2013), horse back riding (Höök 
2010), sports (Nylander and Tholander 2014) or hunting (Juhlin and 
Weilenmann 2008) amongst others, by treating the subject matter as 
interesting in its own right. But these are still arguably a very small 
proportion of the work produced and remain fringe topics within the 
community.  

Within ICT4D we do see a recent body of work hinting at exactly the 
lack of play within ICT4D work, for instance by bringing up issues of 
paternalism (Chirumamilla and Pal 2013; Arora 2012), perhaps ICT4D as 
a field, or at least the branch of ICT4D focusing on the design and 
deployment of technologies is slowly entering what in HCI has become 
known as “third-wave” HCI (Bødker 2006), i.e. the stepping out not of the 
office, strictly speaking, but of a focus on technology use primarily 
centered around work and tasks. As in HCI, more broadly this does create 
challenges for funding and legitimacy. In ICT4D, where many of the 
projects revolve around addressing specific needs, most of which will 
strike us as more pressing than entertainment, fun or gaming, one may 
struggle with addressing issues of enjoyment or play. While I do not have 
a solution to this problem, I do have a suggestion: perhaps the significant 
amounts of resources spent by the poor in precisely those things, should 
serve as an indication to the amount of resources the community should 
spend in dealing with those issues as well.  

The issue with not tackling play upfront carries with it many 
implications, of which two are particularly relevant to my work: one 
which technology writer Evgeny Morozov has termed solutionism 
(Morozov 2013) and one of honesty. The first one, the problem of 
solutionism has to do with a rush to action and problem solving, the idea 
that it is somewhat easier, or more appealing to frame issues around 
problems which could possibly be solved through, in this case, 
technology, rather than engaging with the situations more fully (Morozov 
2013). The implications for academic research, and HCI/ICT4D more 
specifically, is that propositions of addressing urgent needs through 
clever technological designs and interventions (such as even in the case of 
serious games) may come across as more properly packaged and more 
serious, than to address more elusive aspects of say enjoyment. And one 
of the risks, in that case, is that may end devaluing the activities 
themselves, and at times framing facets of technology use like enjoyment 
as a mere means towards a goal. The way priorities are then established, 
become then anchored in models which set strict precedence between 
needs, such as Mazlow’s hierarchy of needs, which is not only highly 
contested, but which, as Sen argues, feeds perversely into arguments 
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which will devalue soft goals, such as freedom or democratic values, in 
favor of social and economic progress (Sen 1999). 

The second implication, that of honesty in our accounts, takes us back 
to the understanding of the activities themselves, as they unfold.  When 
we avoid tackling sex, sports or religion as activities in their own rights we 
may misunderstand and misrepresent the motivations and actual 
implications of those kinds of technology use. We may risk relegating the 
debate around games and social networking strictly to issues of social 
isolation, attention span or addiction, as in the digital natives debate 
(Bennett, Maton, and Kervin 2008), preventing us from a deeper and, for 
a lack of a better term, more honest, understanding of those activities. 
The discussions and worries we see in Rah and during the deployment of 
KrishiPustak, are proliferate in all ICT4D work. A recent Pew research 
report shows that in the developing world there is a high degree of 
skepticism as well with regards to social networking, with many fearing 
negative moral implications of engaging in this type of technology use 
(Pew Research Center 2015). As academics, it is our duty to be honest and 
dissect what is there – not fulfill the societal or political agendas of what 
should be there. Our job is to provoke discussions on those boundaries, 
not to establish a priori what is good and bad, legitimate or illegitimate. 
Indeed, as Gauntlett argues if we do not challenge pre-existing moral 
expectations we may end up as part of conservative projects that seek to 
blame technology for social problems, rather than address deep routed 
social injustices (Gauntlett and Hill 2002).  

While, for instance, framing technology around educational benefits 
(for instance in the case of the famous One Laptop For Child (OLPC), may 
help ease a technology into a community by attenuating some of the 
concerns around it and suggesting positive benefits, it perhaps minimizes 
other aspects of technology use, such as in the case of the OLPC which 
has been largely deemed as a failure for not achieving those educational 
outcomes (Cristia et al. 2012). One question one can perhaps ask about 
the OLPC, beyond whether it was successful in its educational outcomes 
or not, is whether that framing is in itself unrealistic to begin with, and 
whether the OLPC may have had other benefits which may be harder to 
argue for and remain underappreciated. It may be that the conversation 
in academia is not yet populated with frank discussions of technology use 
around the simpler and more basic forms of play.  
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6.2 The difficulties of tackling play head-on 

This said, the difficulties of tackling play as a primary concern are 
multiple. One concern revolves around which interpretation we want to 
attribute to a certain phenomena. For instance a survey undertaken in 
Tanzania reported that fewer than 15% of mobile owners believed that the 
benefits of owning mobiles justified the costs (Mpogole, Usanga, and 
Tedre 2008). Richard Heeks comments on this work, hinting that a richer 
story is waiting to be told: “Um . . . so if you believe that guys, why on 
earth do you own a mobile?” (Heeks 2008). There seems to be a 
mismatch between the actual ownership of the device, and reports of 
utility or burden. We encountered similar situations in Rah, where many 
deemed the mobile superfluous, and still there was an overwhelming 
acquisition and significant enthusiasm of it. Explanations where the 
devices fulfill a specific pressing need are somewhat easier to report on 
and advocate for, particularly in resource-constrained communities. And 
this is precisely one of the issues (which I myself grappled with 
extensively): how to report back from Rah, focusing on play rather than 
other more pressing socio-economic issues. And to be honest, there is 
plenty of evidence that mobile technologies do indeed possess the 
potential for socio-economic improvement. In Vanuatu, evidence exists 
for the positive impact of mobile technologies in supporting 
small/medium-sized businesses (Sijapati-Basnett 2009). This echoes 
research in development at large, where correlations have been drawn 
between GDP increase and mobile phone uptake, for instance in some 
African nations (Waverman, Meschi, and Fuss 2005), or states in India 
(ICRIER 2009). But by constricting our analysis to this narrative alone – 
that technology must in some way correlate to socio-economic 
development as a way of legitimizing itself – is to, at best, relegate play to 
an instrumental function thus obfuscating the role of play more broadly. 

Play is important, because people value play. As Richard Heeks points 
out: “The significant amounts being spent by the poor on mobiles 
indicate that phones have a significant value to the poor […] we [the 
ICT4D community] have long known […] that ‘poverty’ is not just about 
money and, hence, that poverty interventions and tools can usefully 
target more than just financial benefits” (Heeks 2008). Others like Song 
have pointed out how in other developing settings, people spend more 
than 50% of their income on personal access to ICT despite this 
representing an effort considered as excessive (Song 2009). Whether or 
not those financial efforts are legitimate or excessive, is certainly open for 
debate, and is a debate that people are having in Rah, India, and is one 
where ICT4D pitch in through their technological interventions. But the 
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boundary work between acceptable and unacceptable uses of ICTs needs 
to be scrutinized for as it unfolds in people’s everyday lives, rather than 
judged based on a priori value judgments. 

Here I would like to re-emphasize that my main assumption is that 
play is important because, as a freedom, it comprises an intrinsic value 
that people actively seek. As Nussbaum reminds us, play is a capability, 
which is severely hindered amongst many in the developing world, 
particularly women (Nussbaum 2001). Opening for play opportunities, 
should not only be regarded in an instrumental light but as a goal in itself. 
The instrumental uses of play, while targeting important goals and 
laudable when they provide engaging and fun experiences, constitutes 
play as another way to bring more work, perhaps burdening the users, 
rather than providing unapologetic opportunities for playful engagement. 

6.3 Constructive opportunities of play 

The boundaries, which surround the play activity, have been negotiated 
and defined through different cultural lenses, different practices, over 
time. Those boundaries cannot simply be dismissed, as to allow 
unobstructed access to play – not even when we find them oppressive or 
restrictive. Challenging dichotomies, such as play/work or 
legitimate/illegitimate that are of intrinsic importance to the play activity, 
is hard work, and constitutes a sensitive activity (Nippert-Eng 2008). 
Play is as equally restricted by as made possible through those 
boundaries. Play does not exist in a material or cultural vacuum (Nippert-
Eng 2005). They are nonetheless boundaries we would like to (at least 
sometimes) challenge and discuss as that could lead to an e.g. enhanced 
agency as Nussbaum discusses. Boundary work can be a motor for 
constructive deliberation. Amartya Sen discussed capabilities, such as 
democratic and economic freedoms, by framing their importance in three 
distinct ways: their constitutive, instrumental and constructive roles (Sen 
1999). Play certainly has that constitutive importance, in that its 
importance lies in the activity itself, the premise this work is based on. 
We have also discussed how ICT4D has brought in play from an 
instrumental perspective, recognizing its role in achieving other goals, 
particularly in education (Kam et al. 2009; Raza et al. 2013; Schwartz et 
al. 2013). 

But the boundary work spurred by play also entails a constructive 
element. It brings into question societal values, project goals, as well as 
our understanding of peoples’ needs and desires. To outright dismiss 
play, as it was done in the Our Voices project, may amount to a poor 
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understanding of user needs, and this is certainly a situation no one 
desires within any user-centered project. We have seen how KrishiPustak 
spurred discussions around the legitimacy of the use of private pictures, 
which partly fed to already existing debates within the community likely 
linked to knowledge about Facebook and other SN systems. We have seen 
how users question, through play the uses they would like to see 
technology serving, attributing purposes to KrishiPustak not intended in 
the design, such as reaching government authorities to report 
misbehavior or infrastructural issues. By designing KrishiPustak so that it 
allows for non-prescribed use (Höök 2006; Schwartz et al. 2013), we are 
able to elicit some of these discussions, and more open engagements, but 
to explicitly and carefully craft play experiences we are able to elicit more 
specific reflections around the boundaries surrounding people’s lives 
around technology, enabling a broader discussion within ICT4D, 
involving the end users. This is what I mean by the constructive power of 
boundary work: to question categories, values and norms in and through 
the play activity itself. 

6.4 Designing opportunities for play 

We have discussed earlier how opening up for play in our designs 
requires crafting and taking into account the context of deployment, as in 
the case of KrishiPustak, where we can help encourage play in a context 
marked by work dynamics, by making the boundaries more visible. 
Openness was the driving force behind the Hole-in-the-Wall project 
(Mitra et al. 2005), and has been an important concept to think about 
playful engagements with technology both in ICT4D or HCI more 
generally (Marsden 2009; Gaver et al. 2004; Höök 2006). This builds on 
the assumption that the user will seize the opened opportunities for play, 
and is close to Kaprow’s understanding of free play. But the play 
experience may at times require further guidance, and sometimes crafting 
that extra guidance, may result in better play experiences, such as in the 
more obvious case of modern computer games. But another reason why 
extra guidance may be necessary to open up for play is because, as in the 
case of KrishiPustak, we need to create that space by partly providing a 
contrast with the previous way of doing things. This requires an 
understanding of play as an assemblage (Taylor 2009) of different 
elements, or actors, both human and not (Banks 2014), to identify the 
existing boundaries, as well as the ones which we want to open up. In the 
case of KrishiPustak, the institutional framing which helped realize the 
project by reaching users and mediators, was also important to consider 
since it so heavily frames how the users will perceive the system they are 
being provided with. Change in dynamics in this case, as discussed, is 
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likely to be met with resistance given the ways in which people were used 
to interacting within those arrangements (Van Maanen 1983). Riplay 

But this complex assemblage that constitutes play also has elements, 
which are harder to discern, identify and address. Socio-economic 
circumstances, cultural norms and values, and a variety of other aspects, 
significantly more sensible and difficult to identify, are just some of the 
circumstances, or boundaries which will allow, disallow or frame the 
ongoing play and attitudes towards the different forms of play. Returning 
to Martha Nussbaum’s statement that: “Burdened, often, with the ‘double 
day’ of taxing employment and full responsibility for housework and 
childcare, they [women] lack opportunities for play and the cultivation 
of their imaginative and cognitive faculties” (Nussbaum 2001), reminds 
us of the importance of opening up opportunities for “play and the 
cultivation of their imaginative and cognitive faculties”, for which 
technology design certainly has a role to play, but also how this is part of 
a whole which will not be tackled by design alone, no matter how 
carefully considered it may be. In ICT4D, opening opportunities should 
be considered an important factor of technology design and deployment. 
Returning to Ratan and Bailur’s analysis of Our Voices, we are reminded 
of Ramesh’s statement: “We might be giving a programme about an 
agricultural scheme, which the government might have for him, which 
might significantly increase his yield, but he’s not interested in listening 
to it, because it’s boring”. How much more work can we impose through 
technological interventions, without considering the opportunities for 
opening up spaces for play, as a relief from the work that the recipients so 
much desire is a question to take seriously?  

In paper II we discuss how play can be spurred from the simplest 
interactions. In ICT4D it is well-documented how systems are used well 
beyond the design and deployment intentions, as well as the creative ways 
in which systems get “subverted” for entertainment purposes (Ratan and 
Bailur 2007; Smyth, Etherton, and Best 2010). This is certainly true and 
creativity in these matters should not be downplayed, but as designers of 
technology, taking play seriously means also that we should craft 
interactions that are pleasurable rather than expecting users to have to 
work harder in order to derive that pleasure from systems not designed 
for it. To provide such opportunities we may need to challenge existing 
boundaries through design (as with the tagging system in KrishiPustak). 
But we may also need to provide safe alternative boundaries as well. 
KrishiPustak spurred some discussion and concern, reminiscent of other 
discussions around technology and SN-systems at large. Involving the 
mediators as part of the deployment design was one way to make those 
boundaries safer, or at least feel safer, for users to participate in. We still 
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need to remember, in any case, and regardless of the strategy used to 
provide play opportunities in the design or deployment, that the actual 
use of the system will already be framed by other factors, outside the 
system design, often beyond the scope or full understanding of any 
technological intervention. While Nussbaum’s writing on the plight of 
women and the lack of opportunities for play, inspires us to think about 
how to create those opportunities, it should also remind us that these are 
not simple issues we can design ourselves out of, and so any 
consideration of technology design, while trying to blur and shift some of 
these boundaries, should also respect the complexity of the existing 
circumstances.  

6.5 Summary 

The overall goal of this thesis has been to revisit and broaden up the 
discussion on play, to suggest some of the reasons why it is such a 
difficult topic for ICT4D, and in fact research at large, to deal with. We 
have looked through some of the possible reasons why a more full 
engagement with play remains underserved, while of course keeping in 
mind that this a subset to a much larger discussion. We have suggested 
how play can be designed for, and the inherent limitations of thinking of 
this as merely a design problem, as the conditions and boundaries for 
play are part of a much wider and assemblage. I have also argued for a 
role to Sen’s (1999) understanding of capabilities in helping bridge some 
of these concerns, and indeed complement our understanding of play as 
having a constructive role within the field as well. All the while doing this, 
I tried to stick with an understanding of play which is based on the 
assumption that it is indeed a fundamental freedom that we have reasons 
to enjoy, or aspire to enjoy, and as the discussion becomes multilayered 
with play framed and understood in different ways, it should not distract 
from this main point. 

6.5.1 Revisiting questions 

My work in Vanuatu illustrated some of the prevalence of play, as well as 
how it unfolds by questioning its own boundaries, and bringing into light 
discussions over its own legitimacy, but also, through its explorative 
function, sheds light into other issues which bound the play and are of 
relevance for designing digital technologies more broadly. This feeds into 
the first question posited in in the introduction: 
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1) How does playfulness around new technologies unfold in 
developing settings? What are the issues/tensions it raises 
within the communities? Which of these connect to, and should 
be a concern for ICT4D? 

We have seen how it unfolds, and the intrinsic motivations why it is 
such an important aspect of human interaction with modern 
technologies. But we have also seen how it is a heavily discussed topic, 
and how in itself, it creates tensions and resistance. Some of these may be 
more or less legitimate than others, but many of them can help inform 
ICT4D design and deployments. ICT4D should engage more with play 
because it is such a central aspect of people’s lives, and particularly in 
developing contexts, where opening up opportunities for play should not 
be seen a secondary concern. It is rather one of the fundamental ways to 
directly improve people’s lives and a freedom, or capability, which should 
be respected and encouraged in its own right. Associations like Clowns 
Without Borders13 embody this kind of approach, unapologetically 
bringing pleasure to the lives of thousands in the developing world. This 
leads us to the second and somewhat more practical question: 

1) How can we address these issues in ICT4D design and 
deployments? What is the role of design in opening up 
opportunities for play? 

Game studies or insights on play from HCI can help inform and guide 
successful technology design and deployments. But we are reminded that 
the context is important, particularly when the context is not geared 
towards play. In developing settings where opportunities for play may be 
lacking, it becomes important to consider what could be limiting those 
opportunities, and in turn making sure the design and deployment both 
open these playful spaces, encourage users to inhabit them and help 
alleviate concerns which may exist with doing so. This said, it is equally 
important to remember that design has only a limited (albeit important) 
role in addressing these issues, which stem from complex cultural and 
social norms, well beyond those which can (and perhaps at times should) 
be solely addressed through design. This leaves us with the last question 
around the reasons why ICT4D should actively pursue these goals: 

                                                             

13 http://www.clownswithoutborders.org/  
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2) Why should ICT4D (and HCI) engage more closely with 
designing for play? 

The obvious answer, which pervades this work, is of course, because 
ICT4D, particularly in its interventions, is in the business of 
understanding, but ultimately improving people’s livelihoods. One of the 
ways this can be done is precisely through opening up opportunities for 
play, particularly important as we mentioned when they are severely 
lacking, as can happen with socio-economic deprivation amongst other 
factors. But we have seen another added value, which is the constructive 
component. Play is done within boundaries, often highlighting and 
placing those boundaries under question. Some of those boundaries are 
physical, but many are cultural, social or even connected with the ICT4D 
dynamics themselves. Play has thus a potential for increasing deliberation 
around those boundaries, involving all the parties in the process, 
increasing transparency and even honesty in discussing these issues. 

6.5.2 Final remarks 

Any general statement on ICT4D or development and priorities is, by 
definition, hiding the specifics that lie in the different projects. This work 
is a provocation to challenge what assumptions pervade the different 
projects and ICT4D thought, as well as how are those assumptions made 
and where does their legitimacy lie. Different projects will have wildly 
different merits, and passing judgment on a diverse field as ICT4D, where 
I worked only in rather small scoped projects is something, which I try 
not take lightly, but which I believe could spark an important discussion. 
By pushing the boundaries of our understanding and acceptance of play 
as a topic of academic concern, in its most basic forms, I argue for play as 
an essential freedom throughout this work.  

It is also noticeable how my own personal values manifest themselves 
in this work, not only in the concept chosen, play, but also in the attempt 
to address it, resisting reduction to other goals. The adoption of an 
ethnographic approach itself, and my role and participation within the 
fieldwork itself, also brought some of these values to the foreground: my 
previous work on bodily interactions, and my somewhat bodily 
unreadiness in the field, as well my life as an academic within technology 
studies concerned over issues of privacy. But mainly as someone who was 
personally surprised by the prevalence of play and struggling to reconcile 
that with my own previous morals and cultural background, as well as my 
understanding of development work, and ICT4D more specifically.  
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During the writing of this document, specifically towards the end of it, 
a tragedy occurred in the territory of Vanuatu, with cyclone Pam causing 
a great deal of damage which will take tremendous effort, as well as aid 
and external assistance to recover from. This event, coupled with my 
already existing resistance in openly discussing play, has made it all the 
more challenging to consider the importance of the topic, and the reasons 
for discussing it. Emphasizing play risks distracting from the seriousness 
of other issues, but underreporting play risks affecting the way we think 
about people’s lives more broadly which carries in itself structural and in 
the long term, damaging, consequences as well. Reporting on this 
sensibly should include concerns of not misrepresenting people’s plights 
and their situations. Poverty and resource constraints are to be taken 
seriously. The reason why they are usually portrayed in a grave manner is 
because they have severe consequences in people’s lives. That being said, 
it is equally important to avoid rushing towards pre-defined sets of goals 
or needs, which tend to obfuscate other facets of life, like pleasure, 
entertainment, fun, or more broadly, play. These are important aspects of 
our lives, and must be included in any thinking around technology use.  
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ABSTRACT 
Since we started carrying mobiles phones, they have altered 
the ways in which we orient our bodies in the world. Many 
of those changes are invisible to us – they have become 
habits, deeply engrained in our society. To make us more 
aware of our bodily ways of living with mobiles and open 
the design space for novel ways of designing mobiles and 
their interactions, we decided to study one of the last groups 
of users on earth who had not been exposed to mobiles: the 
people of Vanuatu. As they had so recently started using 
mobiles, their use was still in flux: the fragility of the mo-
bile was unusual to them as was the need to move in order 
to find coverage. They were still getting used to carrying 
their mobiles and keeping them safe. Their encounters with 
mobile use exposed the need to consider somaesthetics 
practices when designing mobiles as they profoundly affect 
our bodily ways of being in the world.  

Author Keywords 
Embodiment, movement, experience, ethnography 

ACM Classification Keywords 
H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation 

General Terms 
Design 

INTRODUCTION 
To most of us, who have incorporated mobile telephony in 
our everyday lives, it is hard to see the role that this tech-
nology plays in our everyday practices. As the mobile 
evolves and becomes increasingly pervasive, society and 
individuals adapt, creating new social rules or modifying 
bodily behaviors. The ways in which we place our mobiles 
on our bodies or on the environment, how we hold them 
when engaged in different activities or how we situate and 
orient our bodies when in conversation, are all part of the 
ongoing process in which people, society and the technolo-
gy, through the ongoing interactions, adapt and exert mu-
tual influence. But has shown by Shklovski et. al. [17,18], it 
is sometimes easier to expose practices when they are in 

change – as in their studies on how electronic communica-
tion practices change when one moves to another house. As 
Shklovski et.al put it: “It is through this experience of being 
unsettled that we explore the processes of behavior adjust-
ment” [18].  Another example would be the way we realize 
how much our everyday practices revolve around a mobile 
or the Internet much more intensely the day we are sudden-
ly deprived of them. In certain parts of Vanuatu, their prac-
tices were in such a flux, as they were exposed to mobiles 
for the first time – their use was therefore changing, adapt-
ing, and in some sense more accessible to study. 

We conducted a 2-month long, design-oriented, explorative 
fieldwork study in the islands of Vanuatu, where the diverse 
mobile scenery ranged from high penetration, to no penetra-
tion whatsoever. We looked for ways in which the mobile 
related to life in the areas we visited, concerning bodily 
orientations, the need to change physical behaviors, physi-
cal environment and implications for cultural values. Our 
focus in this report will be on bodily aspects of interacting 
with mobiles in a particular area, The Banks, where mobile 
telephony came just days before our arrival.  

In this report we look at issues regarding the fragility of the 
device in the setting, and how ni-Vans are dealing with it. 
Afterwards we will go through issues of mobility and im-
plications brought about by new invisible landscapes. We 
will then develop these themes in a more detailed analysis. 

PREVIOUS WORK 
Our aim with the work presented here is to provide inspira-
tion to design for novel bodily orientations and interactions 
with/through mobile technology. Originally, HCI spun off 
from ergonomics through its focus on the cognitive aspects 
of interaction. With the turn to third-wave HCI and its focus 
on experiences [2], we are now in a sense turning back to 
considering the body in interaction. But contrary to the 
main focus of ergonomics, instead of documenting and 
altering routines, finding error-free ways of involving oper-
ators in the complex beast of man and machine as a unity, 
or measuring how the body has its limitations, this turn 
back to bodily interaction entails a new focus. The renewed 
HCI interest lies in designing for experiences – beyond 
efficiency and task completion [5,13]. Although in some 
respects ergonomists were, and still are, more sensitive of 
the body than HCI, given their concerns on the integrity of 
the body and integration of function and movement. 
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Recently, we have started to see other studies where HCI 
researchers attempt to observe different cultures or com-
munities of practice, for insight on how to design for novel 
bodily experiences. There are ethnographic studies about 
hunting culture [9], skaters and golfers [23], horseback 
riding [7] to citizens constrained by electronic surveillance 
bracelets [24]. These studies repeatedly tell us that bodily 
experiences have been undervalued in ICT design and that 
there is little knowledge on how to address them.  

The study by Tholander and Johansson [23], on skaters and 
golfers show that those practices do not distract their users 
from being in the world together with their skateboards or 
golf clubs. Tholander and Johansson convincingly argue 
that interactive technologies that aim for physical interac-
tion too often force users to interact through some type of 
screen interface, taking away focus from the environment. 
Instead of interacting with others around us or with the 
surrounding nature, we focus on the screen  

The study by Höök [7] provides a rich account of how 
horseback riding involves all our senses, at moments in-
volving us in centaur-experiences – feeling as one with 
horse and environment. Her point is to show both how 
impoverished interaction with many of our interfaces are 
compared to the sensory richness of riding, and also how 
impoverished our descriptions of interactions are, the lack 
of an agreed upon language for describing interactions.  

Troshynksi and Dourish, in their study on paroled sex of-
fenders who are required to wear a GPS tracking electronic 
bracelet on their ankle [24], show how this technology 
constrains their bodies in ways beyond that of the original 
intent of the technology. A considerable amount of work is 
put into preserving the technology intact during everyday 
routines like showering, and their mobility in the environ-
ment is considerable constrained, among other implications. 

All of these studies point to limitations in the ways we think 
of today’s wearable and mobile technologies and their im-
pact on bodily behaviors and practices. Often missing out 
on designing for much richer experiences. Some even claim 
that the technologies we wear today treat our bodies in a 
negative way [10]: “Electronics, robotics, and spintronics 
invade and transform the body and, as a consequence of 
this, the body becomes an object and loses its remaining 
personal characteristics, those characteristics that might 
make us consider it as the sacred guardian of our identity” 

But all bodily experiences with digital technology are not 
impoverished, limiting or painful. There have been attempts 
to design for various aesthetic experiences: Schiphorst’s 
soft(n), where design of physical interactive artifacts is 
done from a somaesthetic perspective [16], Sundström et. 
Al.’s eMoto, where SMS is enriched with emotional cues 
through gesturing [22], or Moen’s design for the joy of 
moving in her BodyBug system [14], to just name a few.  

A major issue for both the design work and the studies of 
bodily experiences lies in exposing and articulating bodily 

experiences. As Höök expresses it after trying to describe 
her horseback riding experiences: “I [have] tried to provide 
an account of exactly how I was sitting, which muscles were 
tensed, how I balanced on my sitting bones, the direction of 
my head and vision, the position of my legs and the tension 
in arms and hands. Still, the experiences I am trying to 
describe are wordless, and putting detailed descriptions of 
them still fails to cover the complexities and the uniqueness 
of my embodied experience.” [7] 

In our Vanuatu study, we will only scratch the surface of 
the bodily experiences, re-orientations and changed practic-
es the people we met were experiencing as they started to 
use mobiles as part of their everyday life.  

RESEARCH SETTING AND METHODOLOGY 
The whole of the research project was conducted during 2 
months in the country of Vanuatu. In particular, the results 
presented in this report, focused on The Banks islands, in 
Vanuatu a northern group of Islands part of the Torba prov-
ince (see Figure 1). The choice of site was based on locally 
obtained information where we looked for a place where 
mobile telephony was just becoming a reality. 

 

Figure 1 : Map of Vanuatu 

Vanuatu is, since 1980, a sovereign, independent nation 
located in the South Pacific. Prior to that it was a territory 
jointly ruled by the French and English, in a setup that was 
known as Condominium [15]. Until that time Vanuatu was 
known as the New Hebrides. Vanuatu is populated by 
around two hundred thousand ni-Vanuatu [1] (or ni-Vans) 
spread out throughout approximately eighty islands. Vanua-
tu’s cash economy is largely dependent on its main export, 
copra, the meat of the coconut intended for oil, and tourism. 

The capital, Port Vila (located in the island of Efate), is one 
of the two only urban areas in Vanuatu (along with Lugan-
ville in the island of Espiritu Santo). In both places, the 
penetration of mobile telephony is high [20]. There are two 
companies providing mobile telephony in Vanuatu: TVL1, 
                                                           
1 Telecom Vanuatu Limited: The old telecommunication 
monopoly. One of the two main players in the Vanuatu 
mobile scene. 
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the former communication monopoly, and Digicell, which 
is commonly known to have been the driving force of this 
modernization by challenging TVL’s monopoly. 

The place this reports refers to, The Banks is a group of 
islands, part of the Torba province. The local capital is 
Sola, located in the island of Vanua Lava. Cargo boats do 
not come here often and people often feel that they are the 
last in Vanuatu to experience change and novelty. 

Around the time we arrived in Motalava, a TVL tower was 
installed and GSM service was launched. This tower was 
meant to serve the whole Banks group, although its cover-
age is still far from reaching all places. We spent a little less 
than 2 weeks in the island of Rah, which is very close to the 
island of Motalava (almost being one and the same, Mota-
lava often referred to as “the mainland”). We then spent 
some days in Lalntak and Sola, in Vanua Lava. 

The fieldwork was done with a combination of methods. 
We conducted ethnographic observations; taking notes, 
pictures and video whenever we could (sometimes the 
weather conditions or lack of assuredness that it was ac-
ceptable to take pictures or videos, limited these last two 
data collection methods). We conducted short formal inter-
views along with many informal ones. The notes are direct 
citations from what we were told, when in Bislama or 
French translated into English. In here, we will focus on 
observational data alongside of fragments from informal 
interviews often in the form of narratives [12], since they 
come closest to describing the richness of the kinds of bodi-
ly descriptions we aimed to capture. To illustrate the find-
ings we describe specific encounters. We found these to be 
representative, and a solid basis for a detailed analysis, of 
what each theme may suggest and imply for mobile design. 

The Banks is a group of islands of varying dimensions 
(Figure 2). Everyday bodily practices have evolved within 
this environment. Crossing over water in a dugout canoe or 
diving to catch lobster might not be an everyday mundane 
activity to most of the readers. It is so in The Banks though.  

 

Figure 2: Map of the Torba province 

We will look at four different themes in which it is relevant 
to understand how the mobile fits in this setting: the act of 
crossing over water, the everyday bodily practices involv-

ing a decision of going in the water and the unpredictability 
of finding oneself inside the water. We will then look at 
similar issues but this time beyond the water. 

On the water 
Being on water is an everyday mundane activity for people 
in Rah and Motalava. Crossing back and forth between the 
two islands, for instance, is very common. From children 
going to school and back twice a day (because of lunch 
time), men and women going to meet family members, to 
buy and sell something or to take care of any other busi-
ness, this is a basic activity, especially for inhabitants in 
Rah, given the reduced demographical and geographical 
dimension of their island and the presence of the airport in 
Motalava. Most of the crossing between the two islands was 
made using a dugout canoe, which was locally known as a 
“Taxi”. The canoes mentioned, or “Taxis”, are built from a 
single tree trunk, and for reasons of stability, most of them 
were balanced using a lateral log, tied to the main one with 
the help of auxiliary logs and rope (Figure 3). We will now 
look at some encounters between the mobile phone and 
these practices.  

 

Figure 3 : Dugout canoe 

One day, crossing with a ‘Taxi’ from Motalava to Rah 
(Figure 4), Brian crossed paths with Brian’s younger broth-
er Suva who was heading in the opposite direction. Brian 
made some gestures to Suva, in a seemingly mocking way, 
as they would be often ‘pulling each other’s leg’ in a friend-
ly way. Suva stood up on the canoe and screamed with a 
challenging tone, then throwing one of his Croc’s (the fam-
ous brand of rubber sandals) in the water, close to the canoe 
where Brian was probably in the hope of hitting him with 
some of the splash from his Croc in the water. The shoe hit 
a couple of meters from Brian’s canoe, he immediately used 
the paddle to maneuver the canoe around and intercept the 
fallen shoe. As he was approaching the shoe, floating in the 
water, he stopped paddling taking the paddle inside the 
canoe, just letting it “glide” with its existing momentum. 
He stretched his body in the direction of the floating shoe, 
leaning over the side of the canoe. He held on the canoe 
with one hand while his other arm reached out for the shoe. 
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At the time, his mobile phone was hanging 
and was still inside the canoe, but as he st
phone was pulled higher and higher agains
of the dugout and was now facing a pos
water, which Brian did not seem to be real
ment. Suva, who was half standing on his c
the whole situation, yelled out something 
made him sit back in a very sudden move, 
to rock slightly. They both screamed to ea
smile, as if saying “that was a close one”, B
phone and looking to check if it was wet
“oh, I was lucky” with a smile. 

Figure 4 : Brian crossing from Motalava to R

Brian had apparently completely forgotten 
the mobile phones hanging down from his n
an extremely common way for people in R
phones around. He was engaged in an every
Jorege put it at one time: “sometimes we j
look at something, or to get some water o
[…] we forget that we have the phone on o
ter] and then the phone goes in the wat
generalized laughter]”. 

Brian’s example and Jorege’s statement a
how the practice of wearing the mobile 
around the neck has been at odds with their
tices. It also shows how their practices an
already begun shifting in a way that it a
presence and protects it. 

Everyday activities in the water: fishing a
Being on water is not the only way that ha
the mobile phones. Being in the water was
ryday mundane activity in Rah and other p
as you can see in Figure 5. Fishing was
plunging all the way inside the water, so
evening, with the help of battery operat
flashlights, sometimes during daytime, de
kind of catch they were aiming for.  
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st the inner wall 
ssible dip in the 
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canoe, looking at 
to Brian, which 
causing the boat 
ach other with a 
Brian holding his 
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Rah on a ‘Taxi’ 

 the presence of 
neck, which was 

Rah to carry their 
yday activity. As 
just lean over to 
out of the canoe 
our chest [laugh-
ter [followed by 

are examples of 
phone hanging 

r everyday prac-
nd attention has 

accounts for this 

and swimming 
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s equally an eve-
parts of Vanuatu, 
s often done by 
ometimes in the 
ted, waterproof, 
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Figure 5 : Group of people walkin
island to the ot

At one time, while we were by the 
talking and watching over Brian 
canoe, someone came to call Brian
to some issue elsewhere. Given th
gaged in he was feeling sweaty and
for a quick swim, telling us to wai
his flip-flops and then proceeded t
As the water level reached his knee
ing all around due to his running, 
ting ready to jump right in. All o
step, turned around and ran back to
time removing the phone from ar
handed me the phone, smiling and s

Another incident was narrated to u
cerning Jorege: “people’s life here
the food that we have and we get 
lucky to have this many resources 
criticism of the lack of respect that 
this natural advantage][…] but peo
attention to what they are doing
[pointing at Jorege] [pause, lookin
gelooks at me with a guilty smile] 
running in the water with the phon
I have to shout for him to stop? [P
has this happened?[people around
into laughter and snapping their f
ers’ in a typical ni-Van way of doin
has occurred]”. Before Father Ro
Jorege himself had complained ab
mobile devices by saying: “somet
and remember in the last minute 
The phone! [pause] then I have to
phone someplace else.”.  

Whether for a long period of time
also for just regular split second
possibility that the phone would 
was most likely as the mobiles th
not of very high quality or water-re
ties that are part of everyday life an
themselves to without much prepa
attend to in a very quick fashion. T
the fragility of the device they are n
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es, and water was splash-
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The acts of avoiding letting the mobile dip into the water – 
as in the canoeing examples above - have to be seen not as 
isolated bodily behaviors, but in a larger context of also 
changing the ways they engage in mundane activities 
around water. Arguably just leaving the mobile on the sand, 
at the shore, is a bad idea, since the sand, or an animal, such 
as a crab, may cause damage to it. Having the mobile 
present becomes a central concern causing practices to 
evolve around it. 

Unpredictable water encounters 
In Rah, Brian had already told a story in which “one day, a 
fat woman was crossing with a bag of rice, and when she 
was coming out, the canoe tipped over [everyone started to 
laugh] and her phone and rice got full of water […] the 
phone was not working anymore”. This made us particular-
ly aware of those situations in which one does not intend to 
and in fact does nothing to have to go in the water, but the 
circumstances so dictate. 

Our own exposure to the environment made it easier for us 
to emphatically experience how living surrounded by water, 
in your daily life, exposes our electronic equipment to so 
many risks. We were also carrying a wide selection of elec-
tronic equipment, ranging from digital cameras, Dicta-
phones, video camera, mobile phone, and chargers. 

One encounter occurred when some children took us to the 
other side of the island, to show us how big (or small) the 
island was, as well as to show us how the island, outside of 
the village area, was. Once we arrived to the other side, the 
water level had already changed and was slightly higher. 
The children immediately suggested that we should return 
to the village by going back in the water, which was around 
a meter deep, and walking around the island, as that would 
be now easier and faster than trying to take the same path 
back. The children did not have a mobile phone or any 
other type of electronic equipment with them. I2 had 
brought my digital camera along to document this trip. 
What happened was that I found myself holding the camera 
on my hand, away from the water, to keep it dry, while 
maneuvering my way over the reef. To walk on the reef one 
requires balance, especially when the water is still relatively 
shallow. Although ni-Vans had an extraordinary balance, 
when compared to us they were still vulnerable to the reef 
as the many wounds on their bodies witnessed. Falling on 
the reef can be extremely painful and most often results in 
skin cuts. The sharp and slippery nature of the reef means 
that one’s full bodily focus typically goes into not falling 
and hurting oneself as that is usually the main priority. To 
do that one must walk carefully, trying to feel where the 
bottom is good enough to stand on, while at the same time 
using your arms to keep the balance. 

                                                           
2 Here, the term ‘I’ refers to the personal experience and 
personal camera of the first author. 

The problem was that now, a part of one’s body, in my case 
the hand that was carrying the digital camera, is somehow 
restricted. This part of your body can also not get wet. This 
results in having to split attentions between not getting that 
specific region wet, and keeping yourself from hurting 
yourself. In my case, the fear of wrecking the digital cam-
era, alongside with the documentation still in it kept my 
focus on the hand while sometimes it was almost impossi-
ble to resist the temptation of getting that hand wet in order 
to stabilize myself and facilitate the balance. 

What all these episodes show is that one cannot always plan 
when to get into the water. There is a need to be ready for 
situations as they occur and to have one’s body free to do 
full-body activities. In certain environments, such as every-
day life in a place such as Manhattan, one can reasonably 
expect not to be plunged into water. Of course other restric-
tions follow from the environment, such as placing the 
mobile in a place protected from pickpockets for instance. 
What this implies is that in one setting a group of places 
emerge as “safe” to incorporate a mobile: pockets, neck 
lanyard, backpack, amongst others. But, in settings where 
the same assumptions cannot be made, then the same “safe” 
behaviors do not follow. This is not merely a one-way rela-
tion between the environment and what behaviors it allows 
for, but equally what the technology is and what behaviors 
it affords or constrains. 

What is aimed at, with the narration of these encounters, is 
not to say that a water-proof mobile is the solution to all the 
problems, although it would probably be a welcomed fea-
ture by people in Rah. First, water is not the only danger 
around as we will see in the next example. Secondly, mere-
ly adding a waterproof layer to the mobile would only be 
addressing some of the concerns one might have regarding 
bodily orientations around mobiles.  

“A World where things get easily broken” 
As we mentioned earlier, water was not the only danger in 
regards to the mobile phones. To work in the gardens is a 
big part of the everyday ni-Van life. With the exceptions of 
the urban areas, where people dispose of little or no land of 
their own, in all the other islands of Vanuatu, people have 
land, sometimes relatively far from their homes, to which 
they walk to and back regularly and where they cultivate. 
These lands are called gardens. 

Garden work is hard, physical work. It involves cutting 
branches and trees. It involves cleaning of the cultivated 
areas. It involves climbing trees to gather fruits. People will 
have to carry what they collect for long distances, back to 
the villages. All this is very demanding, and is done in a 
setting that is harsh on mobiles.  

Jorege showed us his garden, carrying his mobile in his 
hand. In gesturing, he almost lost it (its neck-strap got stuck 
on a bush) and we asked Jorege why he did not have his 
phone in his pockets? Jorege was wearing shorts at the time 
which had two pockets on the sides and two on back, as 
well as two lower in the legs. He answered: “if you… you 
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put the phone in your pocket […] then it can fall [he bends 
over to illustrate himself doing garden work, close to the 
floor, such as cutting lower weeds with a machete] you are 
like this, [continues to make hacking moves], then the 
phone falls down [making gestures with his hand coming 
from his pocket and down to the floor, showing that by 
bending over, as it is often required of garden work, that 
the phone could just slip out of the pocket]”. 

The nature on the islands was not always soft as the sand. 
We experienced this when we were climbing up a hill, close 
to an active volcano, in Lalntak (Vanua Lava). At some 
point the path was crossed by many rivers of hot sulfuric 
water. This water came down on the rocks creating a po-
lished effect on these rocks, giving them different shiny 
colors, but also making them extremely slippery. I crossed 
with the help of the boys, but they would mostly just jump 
and run from rock to rock. Suva, one of the boys who had 
come from Rah to take us to Lalntak, was jumping around 
quite often, with his mobile phone always in his hand, try-
ing to call Rah, every time there was a bit of network along 
our way. At one point he slipped on one of the rocks, while 
hopping over one of the streams, and his leg went back, 
making him fall to the front. As he felt he semi-opened his 
arms falling on his chest, keeping the phone in his hand, 
with his arm stretching out from his body, keeping the 
phone safe throughout the fall. He did not seem hurt and 
screamed in success displaying his intact phone. 

The best way to sum this up, in the words of Father Lewis: 
“this is a world where things get easily broken”. To this 
world, ni-Vans were accustomed to. Their bodies were in 
general very strong and they possessed a great amount of 
balance in that setting. Their adaptation is of course not 
perfect or risk-free. The mobile may at times introduce 
extra fragility, as they will have to add it to their own bodi-
ly fragilities. In order to protect the mobile, as the example 
above shows, Suva risked hurting himself. 

These encounters bring to the forefront the effort that must 
be put into caring for this fragile extension of ourselves. 
The lack of experience with this device forces people in 
Rah to adapt their bodily postures, in order to protect it, 
stiffening their bodies in different and unusual ways. At the 
same time it shows us the value that is put onto this new 
technology, as they reflect and pay attention to the ways in 
which this novelty is to be preserved.  

MOBILITY 
“The mobile phones are making people lazy”, said Father 
Robert during one of our meetings, “the young ones do not 
want to help their parents in the gardens anymore, all they 
want is to make play-play3 with their mobile phones”. Fa-
ther Robert also said that people were spending money 

                                                           
3 “Play-play” is Bislama for an attitude of what some might 
call “playfulness” that is playing without the implication of 
rules or goals. 

superfluously on calls when they could just walk over to 
each other as they are so close: “these two [pointing to-
wards Jorege and Joe.] they waste 1000 Vatu4 in two days 
[…] they bought their phones at the same time, and so they 
only remembered each other’s [phone] number [this is 
because one’s number was obtained by adding 1 to the 
other’s number and vice-versa] so they were always calling 
each other. [Both started laughing along with the crowd] 
They are laughing, but this is serious, they waste money just 
to call the other and ask ‘is the kava ready’ and the other 
replies ‘yes it is ready’ and they are just some short dis-
tance from each other, sometimes they even see each other 
while they are talking […] only because they do not want to 
move”. 

This cost issue could be considered a serious threat to their 
very low-income level and existing economy. We are not 
putting a value on calling a friend for asking about kava or 
when to meet next. Neither is there anything wrong with 
making calls without any specific grand purpose in mind. 
Perhaps the issue here is more to do with dealing with a 
habituation to the rate and charging system of mobile tele-
phony. In the long run, they will know where and when 
they will be able to do this given the costs. 

Another more straightforward way to interpret these en-
counters is by concluding that given the mobile’s possibili-
ties for far reaching conversation, without the necessity of 
physical mobility, it brings about, as a consequence, a situa-
tion where people tend to move less and become more se-
dentary. What we saw though, and what we will look at 
next is a different story. One which shows a number of 
examples of mobiles actually promoting moving around, 
sometimes creating the necessity for physical movement 
itself, sometimes by allowing for new possibilities which 
themselves entail physical mobility. 

The work of looking for reception 
Coverage was far from global in The Banks. Depending on 
where you were, geographically, in relation to the tower 
installed by TVL, you would get different qualities in the 
reception. Weather conditions were also of great impor-
tance as Frelal points out “sometimes, if it’s cloudy, we 
don’t get reception at all, for days”. It was very common to 
have people going around looking for reception in the most 
varied ways. 

One illustrative way in which this is relevant, happened 
when a group of men were playing cards by the beach, 
sitting in a circle and using a mat as table, and Jorege got a 
call. He stands up, and reaches for his phone. He looks at it 
to try and identity who is calling him, clicks on the answer 
button using the other hand than the one he was holding the 
phone with, and places the phone next to his ear: “Hello?... 
Hello?” and then after a small pause with a significant 
higher volume of voice “Hello? Yes! Kaspa!” it was his 

                                                           
4 1000 Vatu at the time of our stay was around 10 USD. 
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brother in Port Vila calling. He places his free hand on the 
other side of his face, covering his eardrum with one of his 
fingers and starts walking away from the card game and 
towards the water. He then starts speaking in local language 
(Motlav), which I did not understand at all. He wanders by 
the water, going back and forth speaking very loudly, see-
mingly unconcerned with the environment around him. 
Everyone could distinctly overhear the conversation. He 
had a short conversation, at times he would lower the vo-
lume of his voice significantly and, at other times he would 
speak loudly again. Sometimes he would drift further away 
where we were, and sometimes he would just wonder freely 
relatively close to our position. For more than one time, the 
call was abruptly interrupted, this was noticeable at a dis-
tance by the amount of times he would shout “Hello?” 
louder and louder, and then looking straight at the mobile in 
front of him eventually pressing the necessary buttons to 
realize a new call or waiting for his brother to call again. He 
finally hung up the phone for good and headed towards me. 
After telling me that it was his brother, he reiterated the 
complaints he himself had persistently made clear to me 
regarding the quality of the reception: “You see? I call and 
‘Hello! Hello!’ then nothing” Jorege complained, “I call 
again, and again… sometimes I call ten times just to say 
‘how are you’, but then I spend ten calls”. This was a result 
of the uneven spread of coverage throughout the island and 
beach, creating this behavior of walking around, looking for 
reception and spending some extra money in the process. 

But finding reception was sometimes much more difficult. 
Jimmy lived in a place that was just opposite from the side 
of Vanua Lava that can see Motalava, and hence on the 
opposite side of the island where reception exists, which he 
claimed to not be a big problem: “here we are very lucky, 
we get reception not far from here […] in some places 
people do not get reception at all”. As our phone did not 
pick up any reception at all in the whereabouts, we asked 
what he meant: “well, on top of the hill [pointing to the 
direction] we can get very good reception, we just walk 
there and make our calls from up there […] we go there 
almost every day”. We asked about the distance to that hill, 
to which he nonchalantly replied: “oh, just about 2-3 hours 
walk”. 

Climbing on a coconut tree is, on a physical level, a very 
demanding task. Children up to a certain age seem fitter to 
do so: “me, I do not climb so much anymore, the ‘pikinini’ 
oooh [making a gesture of admiration] they do it all the 
time, with no problem”, said Brian regarding climbing up 
coconut trees, “if you want to take a picture, I can do it, but 
since I am older [he was around 28] I don’t do it so much, I 
am more heavy”. Most often children or young people 
would do the climbing. To climb is similar to climbing a 
pole where there are no hooks for the hands and feet. One 
must embrace it with the arms and legs and then perform a 
snail like movement up, where the arms hold the tree while 
the legs move up and vice-versa until you reach the top. If 
you were carrying a bush-knife, as was the case when Jerry 

did itto cut out some leaves (the coconuts you could twist 
them around their attachment until it wore off and broke), 
then he would add, to the sequence of movements described 
above, the act of successively stabbing the knife higher and 
higher up on the tree trunk. In Rah we heard that in other 
islands in the Banks, where the reception was not as good 
as in Rah, people were climbing the trees to get reception: 
“they climb the coconut tree just to talk on the phone”, said 
Jorege while others around laughed at the situation, “when 
they are up there they can talk, but they cannot drop the 
phone”, this lead the others to laugh even more and snap 
their fingers together, in the Vanuatu way. 

We saw that people start moving through their available 
landscape in different ways, such as climbing the trees or 
walking up hills to get reception. We write ‘available land-
scape’ because climbing up trees or walking, on a daily 
basis, 3 hours up a hill are not part of the available land-
scape to most. As mobile telephony settles in, people dis-
cover and orient themselves vis-à-vis this new superposi-
tion in landscapes, between the geographical landscape and 
the invisible coverage landscape. With better coverage, 
these orientations might decrease, but from our own expe-
riences, we know that they always persist to some extent. 

ANALYSIS 
We do not want to propose packaged solutions to the appar-
ent mismatches between existing practices and the incorpo-
ration of a new device, that have become clear in the en-
counters described above. Instead, we want to expand and 
open up for reflection and inspiration to design on both the 
form and interactions with/through mobile technology from 
a bodily perspective. We do not want to provide simplistic 
design implications that would narrow down the design 
space [6], but draw attention to some of the cracks and 
creaks in the interaction that we may want to revisit in our 
design processes. 

Also of note, and to make this clear, we do not want to 
suggest that ni-Vans represent pre-mobile civilization as a 
whole. For our aims, Vanuatu simply represents a place 
where exciting things happened, when mobiles were intro-
duced, which we found relevant to analyze. We also want to 
stay away from judgments on the value of mobile technolo-
gy in Vanuatu, apart from noting that it seemed desirable, 
for most people, despite the high financial costs. 

Above we identified the four following themes: 

Fragility: adjustments to mobile fragility – in particular in 
relationship to our own fragile bodies 

Somaesthetic implications: tensions in posture or muscles 
from wearing mobiles 

Coverage landscape: discovery and orientation vis-à-vis the 
invisible coverage landscape and its relationship to the 
environment 

Competing for bodily space: wearing the mobile requires 
finding a ‘space’ on your body where it can be worn 
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Fragility. It seems obvious that the ni-Vans need more 
robust mobiles, preferably waterproof ones. But this will 
only take us so far. Their mobiles will still require care to 
have their battery loaded, not lose their mobile in the sand 
when running into the water, or getting smashed against a 
rock. Ni-Vans are used to adapting their movements to a, in 
parts, fairly rough environment with rocks, thorny bushes, 
uneven sea bottom, and so on. The mobile will move focus 
from caring about their own bodies to caring about an ob-
ject, as if caring for a fragile being like a baby. We see this 
in the way we react when tripping with a laptop in our 
hands, for example, and the way we orient our bodies to 
protect it. It seems to us that the design of the mobile was 
never created to nurture that kind of relationship.  

As we all know, the shape of an object will evoke certain 
understandings, and bring about certain behaviors– it entails 
affordances that we may take advantage of in our design 
processes. But it will also evoke certain experiences and 
sensual connotations. As pointed out before [8,16,21], we 
need to cultivate a deep understanding of the materials we 
use to build our artifacts from. Only then can we design for 
experiential qualities arising in the interaction, as it unfolds 
over time and space – its dynamic gestalt to quote Löwgren 
[11]. In this setting, we see a need for design that purpose-
fully exposes the mobile device’s fragility to evoke feelings 
of caretaking. But that design needs to take the totality of 
the mobile shape and material qualities, such as network 
coverage, cost, or address book, into account. It is not only 
the outer physical shape of the mobile that needs to change 
in order to make it wearable. In addition, a new design 
needs to consider the experiential qualities as they unfold in 
settings as the one we see here, in Vanuatu.  

Somaesthetic implications. Somaesthetics [19] is, accord-
ing to Richard Shusterman, a pragmatist philosopher, the 
study and understanding of how to improve our bodily, or 
somatic, agency. His view is that we need to focus on, be-
come more aware of, train and find a sensory-aesthetic 
appreciation, similar to how we must study any other sub-
ject at which we want to excel. He discussed how certain 
movements, brought about through critically aware somatic 
training, are good for us. Schiphorst has tried to translate 
his insights into design: “In the context of interaction, so-
maesthetics offers a bridging strategy between embodied 
practices based in somatics, and the design of an aesthetics 
of interaction for HCI.”[16] 

In this study, we may note how people in Rah sometimes 
had to perform movements that clashed with their everyday 
bodily practices, when canoeing, fishing or bathing in the 
sea. The rigid body postures required in order to stop the 
mobile (dangling from a string around your neck) from 
dipping into the water, brought about experiences of fear, 
rigidness of posture and sudden muscle tensions. Similarly, 
the painful posture of stretching one arm above your head 
while swimming creates for an uneven, asymmetrical 
movement.  

For many bodily practices, we need to train our bodies, 
strengthen certain muscles or stretch limbs to make them 
able to freely move in certain directions. Some of that ma-
chine-like training may harm our bodies in the long run and 
needs to be better addressed in the design process, in par-
ticular by the field of ergonomics. But perhaps our aim 
should not only be to avoid designing technology that 
harms us, but to move beyond that, and design for somaes-
thetic experiences. By exposing the bodily practices that the 
mobile device brings about, we can see that some of them 
are not, (and will not be even after substantial co-evolution 
with the cultures norms and practices) somaestehtical 
movements. In our view, we can see that this is true also in 
more mature bodily practices around mobile devices. By 
explicitly addressing the somaesthetics in the design 
process, through, for example, studying practices such as 
yoga, Alexander-technique, or Feldenkrais, as proposed by 
Shusterman [19], we may end up with better, more aestheti-
cally pleasing, bodily practices around mobile devices.  

Coverage landscape. The seams in network coverage, has 
been discussed extensively in the HCI literature. Some have 
seen lack of coverage, signal strength, GPS coverage, etc., 
as resources to design rather than problems. It has been 
named seamful design [3,4] – the idea being that by expli-
citly exposing seams one can create novel exciting functio-
nality. But what is interesting in this case is how willing ni-
Vans are to go to places which for most of us would be 
inaccessible, in order to enjoy mobile interactions. 

In the formation of seamful design, this kind of enforced 
movements, making people climb a hill for 3 hours in order 
to reach a point where they can make a phone call, is never 
really discussed. Obviously, any technology that is brought 
into cultural, social and bodily systems of practices will 
generate a different evolvement of the whole that might 
take some time before some of the main awkwardness in 
the interaction fades away. Having to climb that hill to get 
to a point where there is reception seems similar to the 
situation where a landline phone would be on top of that 
hill, which contrasted with the enthusiasm of people who 
already had access to nearby landline phones but were still 
happy to walk the distance in order to use their mobiles. 
What we want to challenge here is the assumption that 
mobile communication in itself augments the readily avail-
able landscape, rather it superimposes other layers of dif-
ferent landscapes (coverage, socially accepted places, pri-
vate places), that we should consider in the design process, 
not as mere limitations but as resources for design. 

We have focused on the types of evolvements that some of 
the everyday bodily practices in Rah will undergo due to 
the introduction of this technology. And to make it clear, 
this is not meant to be a negative assessment of the intro-
duction of this device in any way, if anything, the contrary. 
The mobile phone enables a kind of proximity with geo-
graphically far away family members, which before was 
difficult and sometimes impossible. It enables new business 
opportunities and dynamism in coordinating with other 
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business partners, such as in the sales of kava, or being 
more interactively updated on when ships might come to 
export a variety of local goods, such as kava, copra or 
handcrafts. It allows for coordination with tourism offices 
and tourists themselves in order to better accommodate 
them when they come to Rah for a visit. All of these 
represent fundamental sources of income for people in Rah, 
and the importance of the mobile phone in the development 
of any of these points should not be underplayed. 

What we want to point out instead, is that the mobile phone 
results in a deep transformation of existing concepts and 
structuring of time and space constraints, in an unprece-
dented way. It reshapes social, economic and bodily prac-
tices in Rah. The whole pattern of movements and ways of 
being in the world can be drastically changed. At the same 
time that the mobile phone allows people in Rah to be in 
proximity with far away relatives and friends, enlarging in 
some ways their available landscape; it also shortens it by 
forcing them to be in specific places in order to get recep-
tion. In the same ways, phones allow any of us, mobile 
phone owners, to call friends while miles away, but it also 
forces us at times to remain on the same physical place 
while our phones are charging, or to switch rooms inside 
our homes to improve the quality of reception. 

Competing for bodily space. The bush-knife is a pervasive 
tool in Vanuatu. Carrying it at hand is a very common way 
of dealing with it, whether to cut through the bush, to go 
work in the gardens, it is the one tool people in Rah seem to 
carry with them at most times. Carrying it in pockets in 
their backs was sometimes observed but only rarely. The 
most common way one would see the knife would be hang-
ing down as an extension of one’s arm. Even small children 
are seen carrying knifes, sometimes by demand of their 
parents when the knife is not in reachable distance and they 
ask the children to bring it. Sometimes the children are only 
barely bigger than the knife itself. 

This idea that ni-Vans are already habituated to carrying 
around a physical artifact with them most of the times, by 
growing their whole lives around it, brings out the question 
of how do they find space on their bodies for another one? 
This idea perhaps accounts for some of the placements that 
we observed as well as for some added awkwardness in 
appropriating this device into their practices. 

One inspiration that one can take from this, is how then, to 
think of mobile as more than a handheld? As something 
different than an artifact which requires dominant hand 
usage? Perhaps one thread of thought that can arise from 
this is to think about non-dominant hand usage or non hand 
usage at all. Possibly in ways that can free our hands for 
other purposes, such as balancing as in some of the exam-
ples seen above, or engaging with other artifacts which 
have already claimed that bodily space. 

Looking at these results. Our aim in this paper is to leave 
our findings open enough for others to reflect and build 
upon, and yet practical enough that implications for design 

can be immediately withdrawn. For example fragility ap-
peared as one of the issues in this paper, but instead of 
simply arguing for a more robust build of the mobile, we 
suggested that other alternatives were possible, such as 
creating designs which afford different ways of caretaking 
for the mobile. And yet this is just one of the many views 
that can arise from the themes under discussion. 

Further thoughts. Our attentive reviewers have hig-
hlighted the importance of connecting issues of social order 
in relation to somaesthetics and somaesthetic practices, and 
the fact that somaesthetics is in itself a culturally grounded 
lens to understand these practices. Although these are issues 
of major importance, we feel they would be too broad to 
address in this work of limited scope. We nevertheless 
wanted to acknowledge these remarks as they are of un-
doubted important for a future, in-depth look at these and 
other somaesthetic practices. 

CONCLUSION 
All this said, we want to reinforce the idea that the specific 
ways in which mobiles are being adopted in Rah is a sec-
ondary concern of this paper, compared to exposing the 
ways in which everyone in and outside of Rah, needs to 
adjust their bodies and practices around this device. The 
encounters in Rah help expose some of these adjustments. 

We need to better understand how technology, like mobiles, 
alters our bodily ways of being in the world: the movements 
of our body, the stiffening of certain muscles, the way we 
move through the landscape, how we appropriate it, wear it 
and find bodily and social space for it. Obviously, this 
process is developing over time – we get a socio-digital 
material (or socio-bodily-digital material) that is over time, 
more or less, fitted to the setting. But, by altering the de-
sign, we might alter body schemas to be better adjusted to 
social norms, bodily practices, but also better adjusted to 
what is somaesthetically pleasing – giving rise to better 
experiences with the device.  

Driving forces such as the miniaturization of technology 
and the starting metaphors of fixed phones and the personal 
computer, to some extent, as well as business considera-
tions, have been much more relevant to the design of mo-
bile technologies than studies on the relationships between 
these technologies and our bodies. This study suggests that 
there are lessons to be learned, and even practical design 
implications, if we address mobile design from a bodily and 
somaesthetic perspective. These, in turn, might add a great 
deal of value to the user. 

By studying early stages of adjusting to a new technology, 
or when technology use is in flux for some other reason, 
some of these processes are more clearly uncovered. Later 
they become engrained with our behaviors– becoming 
harder to see those adjustments, and address them in design.  

In a sense, we are proposing a move back to the ergonomics 
careful and considerate care for our bodily ways of being in 
the world, but without putting a machine-like perspective 
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on what the body is or could be. Instead, we have exposed 
the need to consider somaesthetics practices when design-
ing wearable technologies in general and mobiles in par-
ticular. 
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ABSTRACT 
We set out to explore and understand the ways in which 
mobiles made their way into an environment—Rah Island 
in Vanuatu—for the first time. We were struck by their 
playful use, especially given the very limited infrastructure 
and inexpensive devices that were available. Based on our 
findings, we discuss tensions between playfulness and utili-
ty, in particular relating to socio-economic benefits, and 
conclude that playfulness in these settings needs to be taken 
as seriously as in any other setting. Additionally, we formu-
lated three challenges when designing for play in similar 
settings: (1) engage intimately with the materials of inex-
pensive ICT; (2) revisit design recommendations for play-
fulness to ensure that they can travel/translate into other 
cultures; and (3) alleviate existing tensions. 
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Playfulness; third wave HCI; ICT4D 

ACM Classification Keywords 
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INTRODUCTION 
The rapid pace of mobile device adoption in the developing 
world is evidenced by some astonishing figures: it ac-
counted for nearly 4 billion subscriptions in 2010, and 
represents a segment of nearly 70 mobile subscriptions per 
100 people, approximately 73% of all global subscriptions 
[39]. While acknowledging that the ‘developing world’ is 
not a monolithic, all-encompassing term [31],  for the past 
years, the growth and adoption of mobiles in such areas has 
been of increasing interest to the research community [33]. 
This comes as no surprise, as this penetration of a technolo-
gy into communities which have traditionally been at the 
margins in the adoption of innovative, and more specifical-
ly digital, technologies, is unprecedented.  

To contribute to our understanding of why the mobile is so 
desirable and what we can learn from that when designing 
technology, we focus on some of its non-instrumental uses 
and what we may call a playful attitude towards interaction 

(elsewhere [10] we have published an analysis of the data 
focusing on bodily re-orientations and somaesthetics).  

This paper refers to lessons learned during our fieldwork in 
Rah, a small island in Vanuatu (a Melanesian nation in the 
South Pacific), where mobiles were introduced for the first 
time just as we arrived. Below we start by uncovering some 
of the different types of playful modes of appropriating 
mobiles we observed. We then discuss tensions that 
emerged between these playful uses and other, more in-
strumental goals, which some viewed as being of a higher 
importance. There is a similar ongoing discussion within 
the field of Information and Communication for Develop-
ment (ICT4D) on the tension between ‘needs’ and ‘desires’ 
of those receiving ICT. We see reminiscences of this utility 
vs. playfulness tension also in the HCI field. We conclude 
that design for playfulness needs to be taken seriously for 
all user groups, no matter their socio-economic status. 

Based on these insights, we formulate three design chal-
lenges: (1) intimate engagement with the materials of inex-
pensive ICT; (2) revisit design recommendations for play-
fulness to ensure that they are relevant and useful cross-
culturally; and (3) the need to alleviate existing tensions.  

PLAYFULNESS 
Play, playfulness, or being playful, are complex terms to 
define and understand. It has often been downgraded, both 
in our language and in the study of human behavior, as 
Riezler points out: “We say ‘merely playing’ whenever we 
are not serious […] the ‘merely’ points to a deficiency, to 
something that is absent in playing” [28]. In many languag-
es, such as Greek, there are even terms that differentiate a 
type of ‘mere play’ (��������, associated with trifle pursuits, 
of no real value) from other types of play like: �	
��� for a 
sports match or election campaign.  In Bislama (the most 
widely spoken language in Vanuatu [25]), the term used for 
such ‘mere’ play is plei-plei and it is often associated with 
frivolous pursuits, children or child-like activities. 

In his classic text Homo Ludens, Huizinga talks about play 
as a foundational aspect of culture [15]. He does not mean 
that it is a manifestation of culture, but rather as preceding 
and constituting it. He separates ‘play’ from ‘ordinary life’, 
seeing it as an act of freedom, orderly, and pursued for its 
own sake. Similar to Huizinga, Riezler argues that we need 
to move away from the idea that playing should be seen as a 
means to reach something else—of higher importance—and 
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instead should upgrade it to a valuable goal in itself [28]. 
He connects the ability to play to ‘freedom’ or ‘liberation’.  

The pursuit of play for fun and enjoyment as an autotelic 
activity (pursued for its own sake) has been addressed by 
many classical psychologists, most recently by Apter who 
emphasizes the importance of these activities in his Rever-
sal Theory [1]. This also resonates well with Csikszentmi-
halyi’s influential concept of flow [8], and the pleasure 
found in such activities, pursued for their own sake, and 
rewarding in and of themselves. 

Brown & Vaughn provide an in-depth analysis of the many 
different types of play existing in humans and animals 
alike, as well as the different dimensions of its importance, 
from ‘normal’ brain development to a transformative force 
capable of improving people’s lives dramatically, vital for 
survival. They empasize the importance of playing, stating 
that “the opposite of play is not work, it is depression”, and 
urge us individually to do a search within our own personal 
histories in order to empower ourselves [6]. 

As pointed out by Lindley et al.,[21], play and playfulness 
are complex concepts that seldom are properly unpacked in 
HCI, despite the fact that quite a lot of attention is given to 
what Bödker names “third wave HCI” [7]– that is, focusing 
on experiences, emotions, fun, and play rather than solely 
on utility, work, and work-oriented group communication. 

Others have brought attention to playful, autotelic activities, 
for example Juhlin and Weilenmann’s work on hunting [18] 
or Jeffrey and Shaowen Bardzell’s work on sex [2], both of 
which focus on the activities themselves, helping support 
the growing interest in the domain. Indeed, later in the pa-
per we will come back to some of the design recommenda-
tions for playful or ludic engagement brought forth by HCI-
researchers, such as in design for playfulness [21], design 
methods aimed to bring playfulness into the process 
[11,23], playfulness as expressed in game play [29], or 
ludic engagement [12]. Our aim here is to emphasize the 
importance of play in every setting and situation, showing 
how these same design recommendations could be applied 
to open up for less expensive technologies for playful use. 

ON SELECTING THE LOCATION AND PROCESS 
We conducted 2-monthes of field work between January – 
March 2010 on Rah Island in Vanuatu, a Melanesian nation 
in the South Pacific composed of approximately 83 islands. 
In Vanuatu mobile penetration varied greatly. Some loca-
tions such as the urban centers of Port Vila (the capital) and 
Luganville had full and reliable coverage, while some vil-
lages and even full islands had absolutely no coverage.  

There were two people directly involved in the study: the 
first author, a PhD student in HCI, and an MSc student in 
anthropology. The partial sponsorship of an anthropology 
student was intended to provide the study with a much-
needed sensibility for conducting fieldwork. We also con-
sulted with an anthropologist who had spent a longer period 
of time in Vanuatu and who accompanied us in the field.  

The field work reported here took place on Rah Island 
where the first mobile tower began operating the day of our 
arrival. This was a fortunate coincidence. Rah Island is part 
of The Banks group, one of the most northern island groups 
in Vanuatu. There was no centralized electricity production, 
making digital technology uptake and usage particularly 
challenging for this community, consisting of approximate-
ly 96 members [38]. The fact that very few people had 
regular income also made us curious as to the obvious de-
sire people had in acquiring these technologies. Most mo-
biles were introduced in Rah, by the company TVL, which 
sold an old Alcatel model as part of a promotional package 
months before there was any network. 

During our fieldwork approximately 50 pages of notes from 
ethnographic observations were gathered, around 1300 
pictures, and about 4 hours of video. The latter was more 
difficult to collect due to different situations that made it 
inappropriate and/or impolite to film. We also conducted 10 
semi-structured interviews with different people in Rah and 
held an open assembly with most of the population (re-
quested and organized by one of the chiefs) where we ex-
plained the purpose of our visit, answered questions, and 
collected notes from the public discussion that emerged. 
Quotations were translated from the Bislama and French 
into English by the researchers.  

The data analysis was conducted by the two authors who 
invited several research colleagues to openly discuss differ-
ent portions of the data. The playfulness aspect of the mo-
bile phone introduction in Rah was one of the topics which 
spurred the most discussion and interest. Other results from 
this study have been reported in previous work (such as 
bodily practices around mobiles [10]). Here we focus on 
insights into non-instrumental, playful practices that people 
engaged in, and that partly seemed to justify the enthusiasm 
around this technology. 

PLEI-PLEI IN RAH 
Let us now turn to our fieldwork and the different ways in 
which people in Rah engaged in plei-plei around mobiles, 
starting with the obvious–playing games–and then moving 
step-by-step from playing by oneself to more social play.  

Although introduced immediately upon our arrival, some 
people in Rah, in particular the younger generations, 
seemed to already be quite savvy mobile users from day 
one. Wondering how that expertise had been developed, we 
learned they had already begun using their mobiles before 
the network was in place. In fact, we observed this behavior 
around other villages in the neighboring island, Motalava, 
where network connectivity was mostly not yet available. 
We saw people walking around with their mobiles, fully 
charged, despite the lack of connectivity. We asked our-
selves: what were people doing with their mobiles? 

Game play 
The games on the mobile were without a doubt one of the 
most appealing features used in this offline mode. The 
phone most people owned came with a version of the clas-
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sic game Tetris. We had the chance to witness many times 
people sitting around playing the game on their mobiles: 
“The pikinini [Bislama term for children] spend the whole 
day playing on the mobiles… they don’t want to work any-
more…” complained Fajo. In fact this idea that it was main-
ly the children playing the games was one that we came 
across a variety of times, but this was far from the whole 
story; through helping many adults with phone-related 
problems, we observed what was being used on their mo-
biles, and many times, we noted the game Tetris set on 
pause. When explicitly asking about this, younger ones 
would mostly smile and nod in acquiescence, whereas 
adults would typically deny this usage, despite our direct 
observations of grownups engaging in the game playing. 

Playing with ringtones 
Music and multimedia were, in general, a very desirable 
aspect of mobile phone interaction. Unfortunately for most 
people, the devices they possessed supported nothing more 
than polyphonic ringtones. But the fact that most phones 
only supported very simple sounds did not mean the people 
were hesitant to make extensive use of this capability. In 
fact, people would be playing with these ringtones at all 
times, switching between different ringtones to listen to 
them. During our weeks in Rah, ringtones were permanent 
and ubiquitous. This was indeed one of the most contrasting 
aspects in Rah, where one was surrounded by dense bush, 
water, and nature in general, and yet from all directions one 
could hear a cacophony of ringtones. This could last until 
late in the night and would begin again very early in the 
morning. Of course the novelty aspect played a role here, 
and similar behaviors were observed in developed and de-
veloping countries alike. Still we couldn’t help but be re-
minded of the enjoyment of even the simplest interactions. 

Playing through tweaking 
Exploring the mobile phone in all possible manners, even 
without any connectivity, was also prevalent. People were 
constantly changing wallpapers, color schemes, and ring-
tones, and they would then show the new look of their mo-
biles to others. This aspect was not only quite visible 
around Rah by simply observing people walking around 
and tweaking their devices, but became all the more appar-
ent by the frequent requests we would get to fix people’s 
mobiles. Usually, we were asked to fix the phones as the 
owner believed that it had been physically damaged from 
water exposure or some other cause, but that was rarely the 
real reason for the problem. Most times the problems were 
due simply to ‘over-tweaking’: sometimes the language was 
changed into an unknown language, and people would be 
lost trying to get it back to English or French, while other 
times the sound was set to a minimum and people assumed 
that the speaker on the mobile was broken, while still other 
times the contrast on the screen was set to levels that led 
people to believe that it had broken. As in the previous 
accounts, though we want to focus and learn from these 
behaviors, that is not to say they are purely specific to Rah 
and some may even be familiar to the reader.  

Playing with limited interaction 
Other interactions were performed in the absence of mobile 
credit. Unlike the previous accounts, this happened where 
there was connectivity but where people lacked credit on 
their phones to perform any interactions with an associated 
cost. Complaints regarding the high costs of calls were 
frequent, but it was noticeable that, despite the lack of cre-
dit, people were placing the mobiles to their ears, often-
times phoning the free mobile services.  

Everywhere we could hear ringtones, this time as a result of 
incoming messages. The primary reason to keep the mo-
bile’s battery charged was of course largely due to the pos-
sibility of receiving both incoming calls and messages, but 
this was not the only reason. Instead, people were, for ex-
ample, checking their available credit using one of the free 
services. This would tell them not only the money available 
for calls, but also the number of free SMS available, a part 
of the starting promotional package included with the ac-
quisition of the mobile and the corresponding SIM card.  

The activity did not seem to be the monitoring of the exact 
amount available that spurred this interaction, since the 
regularity with which this was performed was such that the 
credit would not vary significantly and often, not at all. 
What seemed more interesting was the possibility of having 
a two-way interaction, free-of-charge. Perhaps the sensation 
of receiving replies following requests, of performing 
commands which echoed back, was satisfaction enough.  

For instance, this pleasure in small interactions was also 
noticeable when people constantly monitored the state of 
their network coverage, an activity that sometimes lead to 
real-life debate about it: “Look, now I have no network 
again”, Jorege, one of our informants, would say at times 
when confronted with no signal, or “Here I have one stick”, 
referring to the bars/sticks on the top-right corner of the 
screen, indicating the signal strength. 

Finally, there was plis kolmi (Bislama for ‘please call me’). 
This is a service often present in both developing and non-
developing countries alike, and it allows for one to send a 
message to another person with the content: “plis kolmi 
[number of sender]”. In Vanuatu it was free and extensively 
used. From a request for someone to call back, to a specific 
signal prompting a predefined action, such as ‘When I give 
you a missed call come to the market’, the possibilities of 
this service are very much open-ended. This feature has 
been documented to serve a wide variety of purposes, most 
notably in Horst and Miller’s description of a set of social 
practices around this functionality in Jamaica, including its 
role in supporting romantic relationships [14]. 

In Rah, the usage of the “plis kolmi” service was frequent, 
generally to send signals such as calling people over for 
kava (a root used to make a traditional beverage), and 
represented yet another free mode of interaction people 
seemed eager to explore. 
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Playing with coverage 
Playing with network connectivity itself was often turned 
into a playful activity, as looking for reception in a peculiar 
and often irregular landscape (see Figure 1), made limited 
coverage a near constant. One such encounter occurred 
when we were walking along the hills leading to Mount 
Suretamate volcano near Lalntak, in Vanua Lava. As we 
were heading deeper into the bush, we were also moving 
away geographically from the location of the TVL tower, 
the only one providing service for the entire region. Many 
obstacles presented themselves, such as hills, streams, rocks 
or dense vegetation. After such obstacles, Rob, who had 
brought his mobile along with him, would scream that he 
had reception. This would be followed by laughter or sur-
prise among the others present, including ourselves, for the 
simple and surprising fact that the network would still reach 
these areas. When there was no network, he would move 
about in the nearby landscape, climbing rocks and up trees, 
raising his arm, trying to find a point where there would be 
reception again, and in finding it, he would scream success 
once again. This went on until the point where there was no 
more network to be found, at which point he stopped check-
ing his mobile as frequently. 

 

Figure 1: Searching for reception 

It is interesting to notice people trying to make sense of the 
invisible landscape of coverage, by mapping it to their rea-
dily available landscape, such as coconut trees, hilltops, and 
the middle of the water. Similar to Rob in the example 
above, people did this in a playful manner, almost like a 
game in which the goal was to find where the network con-
nectivity began and ended. Exploring network coverage in 
harder to reach landscapes constituted an extra challenge. 
This was done with great enjoyment and entertainment for 
all present, and became a kind of challenge in the landscape 
to find connectivity as it became more and more scarce. 

Playing with information 
Exchanging information and knowledge are vital compo-
nents in any culture, and the ability to verify the veracity of 
information is a challenge that pervades every society. 
Though it is well beyond the scope of this work to analyze, 

dissect, and evaluate the full length of mechanisms and 
practices to share and verify what is trustworthy informa-
tion that have evolved throughout time, mobiles have now 
entered the equation, changing how information and gossip 
travels between groups of people in the different islands. 

We first became aware of the complexity of information 
exchange in Rah, and the ways in which it was not imme-
diately revealed or evident to us, during a hurricane warn-
ing. The winds were strong and many people told us they 
heard a hurricane was forming. Traditionally people re-
ferred to this as “coconut news” or “coconut wireless”, in a 
joke about the unreliable nature of the rumors, and beyond 
that, it was very hard to verify whether or not that was true. 
Anxiously we tried to contact friends in Port Vila, without 
success given that the network was unavailable, most prob-
ably in connection with the cloudy weather. This serves to 
illustrate not only that we were completely at a loss when 
faced with this situation, being absolutely powerless to 
confirm or disconfirm the information, but that people in 
Rah seemed to deal with this with much greater ease, being 
more used to dealing with, and evaluating, this sort of more 
nebulous information exchange. 

One episode, which partly exposed the novel aspect of the 
mobile in the process of exchanging information, came 
about upon the reception of an unusual SMS: “One boy is 
drinking the blood from a young girl in Freswota Park. 
Come and share with your friends”. This was the message 
that we, and others, received on our mobiles, while we were 
visiting The Banks islands. What struck us after getting this 
message was not so much that the mobile was used to 
spread stories whose veracity was doubtful, but rather the 
fact that this vampire story became the main topic of con-
versation for several days. It seemed that people had an 
overall difficulty in, not only confirming the authenticity of 
this story, but also dealing with this information in a more 
general sense. Many asked us about it, since they lacked a 
reliable source to confirm. We proceeded to call some of 
our contacts in Port Vila but failed to get an absolute con-
firmation about the story in question. What seemed for us to 
be much more pressing information to verify (the hurricane 
warning) was dealt with easily by the people in Rah, whe-
reas the episode described in the message, seemingly of a 
less urgent nature from our perspective, inspired much 
greater of anxiety and curiosity. For the vampire story, 
people came to us for confirmation whereas for the hurri-
cane news, we were the ones anxiously asking for news.  

While we, the researchers, and perhaps the reader, have a 
certain worldview in which hurricanes represent a pressing 
concern whereas the vampire story does not, this represents 
a particular perspective, and we are unable to fully unpack 
the perspective people in Rah have towards these episodes. 
What we could tell was that the vampire story provided the 
topic of conversations for the next several days, fueled 
intense debates, jokes, and comments about the narrated 
episode, and at the very least, added to the life in Rah dur-
ing those days, in a playful way. And what was obvious 
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was that the introduction of the mobile represented a 
change to the local social life in Rah which seemed to be 
both welcomed and appreciated. 

Social play 
People in Rah would often pass along SMS with greetings 
or with jokes. For instance, we were the recipients of mes-
sages with various original ways of wishing “Good night”. 
Encouraging such behavior was the fact that everyone had 
received 1000 free SMS to send as part of the startup pack-
age provided by the telecom operator. But sometimes, those 
messages were not only sent to friends and acquaintances. 
We received a significant number of calls which we as-
sumed to be wrong number. At first, given our very limited 
knowledge of Bislama, it was impossible to establish any 
kind of communication. We were subsequently informed 
that it was very common for people to call randomly chosen 
numbers, sometimes to ask for money, but most commonly, 
to make conversation and to start a friendship. A local, who 
had lived in Port Vila, told us that “I met many girls this 
way [laughter].  Young boys and girls do this a lot to meet 
new people”. While on a bus in Port Vila, we also heard a 
radio show in which the host hosted a debate around this. 

In Rah perhaps given the generally compact geographical 
distribution of their pre-existing social networks, there may 
have been an added motivation to adopt this interaction. 
This compact nature was emphasized to us by Jorege, who 
told us that one of the kids had set up his contact list along 
with many others, and given that everyone received their 
phones at the same time, this resulted in everyone having 
almost the exact same contact lists.  

We also heard different accounts of forbidden romantic 
encounters being secretly mediated via mobile. With Rah 
being a small island with a small population, one can im-
agine this being not so easy to effect, but the phone seemed 
to assist people in accomplishing that, to the point that Fajo 
complained about this, stating that: “Many mobiles already 
ended up in the toilet because of infidelity” and that young 
boys and girls were engaging in these sorts of encounters, 
making it harder to control their ‘inappropriate’ behaviors. 

Another aspect is that this social play was occurring within 
geographically compact networks. Fajo pointed out the 
proximity of many of thee interactions: “They [Jorege and 
his brother in law, present during our talk] call each other 
all the time, just to say: The kava is ready’ [Both burst into 
laughter]”, when they lived a couple of dozen meters away.  

We argue that it is difficult to try and derive meaningful 
instrumental value from these encounters and rather that it 
is important to view these social play interactions as pos-
sessing intrinsic value, being entertaining in themselves. 

Playing with the surface aesthetics 
People complained extensively about the phone most were 
provided with, and many usability issues were brought up. 
For instance, some options were misunderstood leading 
people to erroneously erase information. Despite our own 

experience with mobiles, developed over many years of 
use, we often found it difficult ourselves to help people 
revert some of their mistakes. The usability and clarity of 
options was substantially lacking. As can be noted from our 
discussion, there was not much entertainment value 
“straight out of the package” in these mobiles, the only 
game being Tetris. Most entertainment value discussed, 
people had to create themselves.  

On a level of visual aesthetics, the surface of the phone did 
not please people in Rah, particularly because they all 
looked the same. To distinguish them from one another, 
people placed stickers on their phones, adorned them with 
different types of lanyards and we even saw a case where 
someone made a burn mark with a cigarette on the mobile’s 
casing to differentiate it from the others (see Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: Two different decorations on two different phones 

People in Rah had heard about mobiles before they were 
available on the island and some, who, for example, had 
visited Port Vila recently, had even experienced them. This 
engendered some false expectations regarding the types of 
phones they were going to have access to: they were ex-
pecting more multimedia possibilities, cameras, as well as 
internet access. None of those aspects were found in the 
available devices, making people generally disappointed 
with the phone itself. 

Summary: forms of play 
Despite their limited functionality, unstable infrastructure, 
and lack of usability and appealing aesthetics, people in 
Rah engaged in many kinds of plei-plei with their devices. 

Loosely building on Lazzaro’s characterization of the emo-
tional reasons why we play games [19,20] and without 
attempting to claim that we necessarily understand the un-
derlying emotional reasons why people in Rah engaged in 
these playful behaviors, we see reminiscences of her four 
categories: easy fun, hard fun, people fun and serious fun.  

Hard fun involves getting rewards after figuring something 
out, such as solving puzzles in Tetris. Easy fun concerns 
explorations and “wanting to figure it out, excitement and 
adventure, liking the sound of cards shuffling”. This maps 
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to what happened in Rah when exploring the network cov-
erage, the joy gained from simple interactions with the free 
services for credit balance, and calling unknown numbers. 
People fun, or social bonding, was apparent in how they 
phoned friends in a nearby house just to ask if the kava was 
ready, or sending good night SMS. Finally, by serious fun,  
Lazzaro refers to those activities that provide meaning and 
value that might change players. This was perhaps not yet 
available in what people in Rah were able to access 

By drawing a parallel to Lazzaro's work, our aim is simply 
to point out that many of the behaviors in Rah are very 
similar to those we already know of in HCI, even if their 
form is shaped by the specifics of the technology and condi-
tions in Rah. 

TENSIONS IN RAH 
As can be seen from the data analysis, people in Rah en-
gaged in many playful activities, ranging from playing 
games, changing ringtones, engaging in social play, to per-
sonalizing their mobiles to change their surface aesthetics. 
Many of these behaviors are effects that we recognize from 
first encounters with mobiles in other countries [22]. Still, 
there are playful behaviors specific to Rah, and we would 
like to pay special attention to those. 

An economically constrained community 
One might argue that these playful behaviors are due to the 
fact that, for most people in Rah, the mobile represented 
their first interactive digital device. It is not surprising then 
that people enjoyed all these interactions, no matter how 
basic they may appear to those who have long enjoyed 
digital interactions and perhaps would not spend the same 
amount of time switching ringtones or wallpapers on their 
phones. But there are some reasons why we perhaps should 
not dismiss this behavior so lightly, one being the fairly 
substantial cost these behaviors also entailed. 

The only activity necessary to keep the device running was 
to charge its battery. While in some countries this might be 
trivial, it is not so in Rah. In Rah there is no centralized 
electricity generation and the remaining alternatives are not 
always available and/or affordable. Two methods exist, 
with the first consisting of charging the mobile using solar 
power. These devices are relatively expensive to a family in 
Rah, and at the time cost around 6.000 Vatu (roughly $USD 
60 USD) for the simplest available solar charger in Port 
Vila.  Among the population of 96 people [38] with around 
50 mobiles reported, only four solar-powered devices for 
charging mobiles were encountered.   

The second means available for charging was gasoline 
generators. Fuel was relatively expensive, costing between 
200-500 Vatu ($USD 2-$USD 5) per liter, and was not 
always available. Running the generator with approximate-
ly 50/100 Vatu worth of fuel yielded a charge for “one or 
two [power] bars [(the ones displayed on the screen for 
battery level)] […] [which] lasts for less than one day” as 
Bryan put it.  The costs for either method were roughly 
similar to the other. 

In either case, both possibilities are very expensive, in a 
place where income of families is very low and extremely 
unstable. This was not just a concern that we express as 
observers but was coming from within the community it-
self. Although it is difficult to estimate the income per 
household, as there is no reliable data and the income in 
most cases is extremely irregular, it is worth noting that 
only two households reported having income from salary, 
and six reported owning their own business [38].  

Critical voices in Rah 
There was an ongoing debate in Rah on how to approach 
this technology, and the interplay between work and play: 
“Young people do nothing but play games!” complained 
Fajo, “They do not want to help their parents in the gardens 
anymore […] games are just a waste of battery”. These 
complaints were not just aimed at young people: Fajo also 
attacked the trivial usage of the mobile among adults: “They 
[Jorege and his brother-in-law who were present during 
our talk] call each other all the time, just to say: ‘The kava 
is ready’ [Both burst into laughter] […] They laugh! But 
this costs money! They call each other when they could just 
walk over or shout”. These concerns were often echoed 
throughout Rah, someone even telling us that “the constant 
ringtones and calling distract from work” going as far as to 
say that “the mobile did not solve any problem” since they 
had the shortwave radio, which was free, and landlines, 
which were cheaper. Thus, in contrast to the enthusiasm, 
there was a debate going on which not only dismissed the 
mobile as trivial but also as an economic burden. 

In short we want to point out that people in Rah were con-
cerned about how to best live their lives in light of the 
changes that come with the arrival of new technologies. 
Such discussions resonate with those occurring within our 
own culture on how people spend too much time on com-
puter games or how social isolation may result from too 
much time online [26]. 

Expectations on socio-economic gains 
Watson suggests in a similar study of an isolated island 
community in Papua New Guinea (another Melanesian 
country) that isolated communities (such as Rah) may bene-
fit little on a socio-economic level from information and 
communication technologies [35]. But even if it at this early 
stage it would be nearly impossible to observe such impact 
in Rah, it would also be both wrong and premature to dis-
miss that potential out-of-hand. People looked for those 
opportunities as well, such as Jorege, for instance, who ran 
a kava business in Rah. He told us he provided most of the 
kava consumed there and in Motalava as well. His planta-
tions, however, were located in Vanua Lava, an hour or two 
away from Rah by speedboat (a regular boat with an en-
gine). The reason Jorege wanted his plantation in Vanua 
Lava, as opposed to Rah, where he also owned land, was 
due to the fear of children stealing the kava, which was not 
an issue in his home village of Lalntak in Vanua Lava.  

This business model implied regular trips between the isl-
ands. The main limitation for this was the cost of chartering 
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a boat, which could rise to a prohibitive amount. The mo-
bile, for Jorege, presented an opportunity for a more dy-
namic management of his business: “I need the mobile to 
contact Lalntak and ask for more kava when it runs out”. 

Summary 
Jorege is a clear example of how the playful attitudes to-
wards mobiles were not the whole story on the mobile’s 
desirability. While we focus on playfulness in this paper, 
we do not want to dismiss the potential socio-economic 
benefits and other uses that may come from the introduction 
of ICTs. In fact, research in Vanuatu suggests that owner-
ship of mobile telephony can provide valuable assistance to 
small/medium-sized businesses [30]. Other research in 
developing countries has made correlations between in-
creased GDP and mobile phone penetration, both in some 
Africa nations [36], as well as within states in India [17]. 

In this paper, we rather offer a complementary analysis and 
discussion on a different motivation for technology, specifi-
cally mobile phone, adoption, which resists a purely socio-
economically based explanation. Playfulness, enjoyment, 
entertainment and fun are valid, and perhaps even the most 
valid, desirable aspects of mobiles. 

A SIMILAR DEBATE IN ICT4D 
Despite the fact that we are studying a community within 
the developing world, and dealing with the introduction of a 
form of ICT, we must explicitly state that our aim and do-
main is not within ICT4D. However, we found that there is 
a discussion taking place in the ICT4D research area, re-
garding welfare, agency, instrumental use of technologies, 
and socio-economic burden/benefit which follows similar 
lines as the tensions we observed taking place in Rah. 

One example we found interesting is discussed by Ratan  et 
al., describes how a farmer in India who was provided with 
a video system for watching educational videos about farm-
ing, was instead using the system to watch a famous soap 
opera [27]. When the researchers accidentally found out 
about it and confronted the farmer, he said that he was so 
tired after a day’s work that the last thing he wanted to do 
was to watch educational crop-growing videos. In this we 
see a tension between high level goals regarding the im-
provement of one’s socio-economic status through an 
ICT4D intervention and what was seen as a more trivial 
appropriation of that system. Furthermore, we can see 
people working to appropriate and use technology for pur-
poses other than those which would seem more appropriate 
given the improvement of their socio-economic conditions. 

Heeks, who is an authority within the ICT4D field, has also 
discussed this tension in a blog post called “Mobiles for 
Impoverishment?” [13]. Heeks presents a series of articles 
on mobile uptake in the developing world and discusses the 
aspect of economic burdening that these devices may have 
versus their real or perceived socio-economic benefits. He 
concludes however that: “the significant amounts being 
spent by the poor on mobiles indicate that phones have a 
significant value to the poor”. He then proceeds to appre-

ciate that “we [the ICT4D community] have long known 
[…] that ‘poverty’ is not just about money and, hence, that 
poverty interventions and tools can usefully target more 
than just financial benefits”. This tension between per-
ceived value and the financial efforts expended by the poor 
to acquire these technologies is visible in other developing 
countries, as Song points out, where people can spend more 
than 50% of their income on personal access to ICT [32], 
despite this representing an effort some would consider as 
excessive. In counterpoise, a survey undertaken in Tanzania 
reported that fewer than 15% of mobile owners believed 
that the benefits of owning mobiles justified the costs [24]. 
Heeks comment on this—“Um . . . so if you believe that 
guys, why on earth do you own a mobile?” [13] — evi-
dences that a richer story is waiting to be told. 

The ICT4D community has been debating this tension be-
tween perceived needs, desires, and appropriation of tech-
nology to fit those desires, and in this paper we argue that 
playful interactions are part of just such desires.  Smyth et 
al., sum up this problematic by raising the question: “Are 
needs really more urgent than desires? Who defines which 
is which? Do researchers exaggerate the urgency of ‘needs’ 
due to their own biases and preconceptions?”  [31]. 

TENSIONS IN HCI 
It is interesting to draw the debate seen in both Rah and 
ICT4D into how generally in HCI, we also debate, or avoid 
debating, the preponderance of digitally-centered use fo-
cused towards social media, entertainment, games, and 
pornography, and whether this is a rational choice vis-à-vis 
the financial means in our society. Rather, the debate on 
these issues focuses on social isolation and wellbeing – or if 
one so pleases, happiness.  

As Bell pointed out in her keynote to CHI2010, we have 
avoided (with some few notable exceptions) documenting 
practices and designing technologies for religion, sports, 
and sex, to name but a few [4]. These aspects, in particular 
sex and pornography, represent a very large part of internet 
usage. However, serious acknowledgement within HCI is 
not yet present, for instance in the share of publications. 

We take to mean that, in debating people’s desires towards 
technologies and their perceived necessity and utility, the 
HCI field should begin a concerted effort towards research 
on, and design for, playfulness in both more traditional as 
well as within economically constrained settings. In review-
ing our data on plei-plei in Rah, we find that the devices 
had very few inbuilt opportunities for playful, entertaining 
and creative engagement, such as games for instance.  

At the same time, people were still able to be very innova-
tive and playful with what was available to them. New 
solutions can often be built on top of such creative innova-
tions. Donner, for example, points to how the service plis 
kolmi mentioned above, was built after people started 
‘beeping’. Beeping refers to making a ‘missed call’. This 
possibility (often not costing any money), has been adopted 
in a wide variety of ways, for business, for supporting rela-
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tionships or for signaling events, as Donner points out [9]. 
The ‘call me’ services were deployed since they helped to 
unburden the network from all the ‘missed calls’. 

As we can see, people appropriate technologies, sometimes 
resulting in a redesign of these same technologies. We ar-
gue however that people should not have to work so hard to 
get enjoyment from their devices. This calls for important 
additions to the research agenda in third wave HCI. 

EXTENDING THIRD WAVE HCI 
We propose adding three goals to the third wave research 
agenda to fit with settings as those in Rah: 

1. Engage intimately with the materials of inexpensive ICT.  
2. Revisit design recommendations for playfulness to en-

sure that they can travel/translate into other cultures. 
3. Helping to alleviate existing tensions.  

1. The materiality of inexpensive technology 
The first, admittedly simple, insight is that if we are going 
to design for playfulness in contexts similar to Rah, we 
need to engage with what low-cost mobiles and ICT, unsta-
ble infrastructures, and poor network coverage affords. Our 
design methods need to be such that we gain a firm under-
standing of what those digital materials offer when design-
ing for play, seeing limitations as opportunities for design.  

And, in fact, many of our methods in HCI already take such 
issues seriously [5,34]. Sundström et al., offer ideas for how 
to take materials into the design process when the focus is 
on experience [34] and could easily be used in these set-
tings. By experimenting with low-cost technology and 
creating what the researchers call Inspirational Bits, both 
designers and people inside the community are allowed to 
have fun with, and take advantage of, what is already there.  

The ideas on seamfulness by Chalmers and colleagues [5] 
also focus on how to take advantage of technology that is 
not always perfect. For example, turning the lack of con-
nectivity in the seams between Wi-Fi hotspots into possibil-
ities for games. The playful search for connectivity Rob 
engaged in could easily be turned into a game thriving on 
the specific conditions that exist on an island like Rah [10].  

To support personalization, aesthetics, and personal expres-
sivity, we could, even for low-cost mobiles, allow for sim-
ple changing of wallpapers, ringtones and casing, by im-
proving the interface to the mobile’s settings, adding soft-
ware for creating your own ringtones, and so on.  

In short, this paper can be viewed as a call for an intimate 
engagement with the technology at hand and how it unfolds 
in the environment where it is used, in our design processes. 

2. Reformulations of design insights 
Designing for playfulness in settings like Rah is not only a 
matter of figuring out how to turn deficiencies and con-
straints in the available technology into possibilities for 
design. We also need to review what has been said in gen-
eral about how to design for playfulness to evaluate if it still 
holds when we move it from a technologically advanced 

society into a developing country. Our second proposal is 
therefore to revisit prior design insights on how to design 
for ludic engagement [12] and playfulness [21] and trans-
late them into settings like those in Rah.  

We might argue that the insights on how to design for play-
fulness should be generic enough to travel across different 
contexts, cultures, and settings – and indeed some of them 
do – but there are, of course, also differences in how playful 
activities with technology, or through technology with 
others, unfold depending both on the design itself but also 
on the cultural settings where it is placed.  

We note, for example, that those who have tried to design 
explicitly for playfulness often recommend designing for 
some form of openness that allows for appropriation; this 
often addresses the issues of how subcultures develop their 
own forms of play. Lindley et al., express this as a “combi-
nation of a clear structure with openness” [21]. Which in 
their case is a messaging system named Wayve that allows 
for certain combinations of multimedia to be sent between 
households that have the Wayve hardware. When deploying 
Wayve in the U.K., Lindley et al. found that users enjoyed 
self-expression, being witty, and expressing themselves in 
artistic ways. The openness of the Wayve platform allowed 
them to create their own forms of playful interactions. This 
is similar to what Höök argues on how to design for appro-
priation [16]. We need to open ‘inscribable surfaces’ in our 
designs that users can fill with content. Those surfaces are 
more easily appropriated if they are familiar to us. When 
we can recognize ourselves, sometimes by how others ex-
press themselves, sometimes through recognizing our phys-
ical selves in them, we become engaged and playful.    

When addressing ludic engagement, Gaver et al., also talk 
about openness but in a slightly different form, connecting 
it to ambiguity. Their position is that a ludic design should 
not “be ‘for’ anything, but instead offer a range of possible 
actions and meanings for people to explore” [12]. By de-
signing technology that does not have an obvious narrative 
or intended meaning – that is ambiguous – users have to 
explore it and create their own narratives. This in turn en-
courages ludic or playful engagement. In a sense, contrary 
to Lindley and Höök, this builds on processes of defamilia-
rization [3]. Many of Gaver’s designs are in tight dialogue 
with technological debates and developments in our society, 
for example, on how to design technology for the home. As 
such, they might not translate easily to settings like those in 
Rah, where there is still no discussion on home automation.  

However, translating these insights on openness, ambiguity, 
familiarity, and defamiliarization into what could be viable 
in places like Rah shows some interesting potential.  

First, the data we captured in Rah reinforces the insight that 
open, inscribable, surfaces spur appropriation: looking for 
reception in the landscape based on the connectivity icon 
spurred both play and exploration, rendering new meanings 
to both the landscape and the connectivity function. Simi-
larly, the ‘tweaking’ behavior used the settings in the phone 
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in playful ways, allowing for personal expressivity and fun 
beyond their intended meaning. But, as noted above, the 
settings menus in these particular mobiles did not always 
lend themselves as easily to this. Still, both the connectivity 
icon and the settings functionality became open ‘surfaces’ 
or ‘interactions’ that were inscribed with meaning beyond 
the original design intentions. 

Second, no matter which group of users we choose to de-
sign for, be it people in Rah, teenagers with limited income, 
or middle class people in a wealthy nation, we will encoun-
ter culturally and contextually specific issues that determine 
what those users find playful. Either we must design very 
tightly-drawn applications, like specific games, specific 
provocative digital art pieces, etc., closely in sync with each 
group’s practices, or leave surfaces open for appropriation.  

3. Alleviating the tension 
In supporting playfulness we need to consider the tension 
and concerns expressed by people in Rah and ICT4D on 
how resources are spent. Concerns on economic burden and 
time spent on playfulness are legitimate and, while we can-
not solve all the underlying concerns through technological 
interventions, we can at least suggest some directions which 
might contribute towards better alternatives. 

People in Rah were often using the mobiles to communicate 
with people at a close distance. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth tech-
nologies may provide an alternative here; if people could 
communicate without needing to resort to the network, 
given the compact nature of their social network, they could 
cut costs significantly. Zuckerman suggests that the Wi-Fi 
infrastructure in developing countries, put in place to sup-
port internet access as part of the One Laptop Per Child 
(OLPC) initiative, could be used as a means to connect 
mobiles, helping to avoid costs [37]. In Rah there was no 
such infrastructure, though one can imagine potential Wi-fi 
hotspots being placed for local communication. 

People in Rah and Motalava were not directly involved in 
the process of building and maintaining their communica-
tion infrastructure, but some expressed a strong desire to do 
so. Jorege mentioned that they could have placed a cheaper 
tower in Rah, rather than the one in Motalava, built upon 
the “Big Rock” in Rah, a promontory rising well above the 
rest of the island: “We already have the tower [pointing at 
the rock], we just need to put the device on top, and when-
ever a hurricane comes we can bring it down [so it does not 
get damaged], then we can place it back up again”. 

Rather than waiting for companies to take the full initiative, 
residents wanted to help this process as it would ultimately 
benefit them as well. Partly this wish was based on prior 
experiences of the long down times for the older, pre-
existing landline infrastructure that, as people pointed out, 
could stay down for months at a time. 

This tension will always occur to some extent as these tech-
nologies cost time and money, so even if some of the ten-
sion can be alleviated, some debate is likely to remain. 

CONCLUDING REMARK REGARDING SERIOUSNESS  
In the introduction, we noted how playfulness tends to be 
downgraded in our society into “mere play” [28]. Through-
out our paper, you can see how this degradation of play and 
playfulness has colored our analysis, our arguments for 
getting involved with the plei-plei in Rah, our design sug-
gestions, and our constant worry about how plei-plei can be 
allowed, in limited ways, without consuming valuable re-
sources: resources which could be better used for something 
else – for the serious, for the real. Turning back to Riezler, 
he urges us to question the whole idea that we should take 
seriousness for granted and see play only as an addition. 
Instead, he says, play is humanity’s triumph:  

“Man’s playing is his greatest victory over his dependence 
and finiteness [...]. He can also play, i.e., detach himself 
from things and their demands and replace the world of 
given conditions with a playworld of his own mood, set 
himself rules and goals and thus defy the world of blind 
necessities, meaningless things, and stupid demands. Reli-
gious rites, festivities, social codes, language, music, art – 
even science – all contain at least an element of play. You 
can almost say that culture is play. In a self-made order of 
rules man enjoys his activities as the maker and master of 
his own means and ends. Take art. Man, liberated from 
what you call the real world or ordinary life, plays with a 
world of rhythms, sounds, words, colors, lines, enjoying the 
triumph of his freedom. This is his seriousness. There is no 
‘merely’”. – Riezler, p 513 [28]. 
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Abstract. This paper deals with the implications of the socialness of private 
communication. Drawing upon ethnographic observations of first time mobile 
phone users in Rah, an island in Vanuatu, we revisit the debate on how the mo-
bile phone reconfigures private and personal communication. Our observations 
show how the advent of the mobile phone disrupts and challenges existing prac-
tices around how private communication is managed on the island. These ob-
servations are used to open up a design space where we explore the socialness 
of personal, private communication. Drawing on the analysis, we discuss three 
directions for future thinking of mobile interaction design: (1) designing for 
spatial awareness; (2) designing for transience and (3) designing with temporal-
ity. We expand on these to discuss the notion of digital patina, which we argue, 
is an exciting topic to explore for the design of personal, social communication. 
Keywords: Privacy, personal communication, social communication, transi-
ence, temporality, translucence, awareness, design.  

1 Introduction 

Mobile telephony has opened up for different forms of socio-technical reconfigura-
tions wherever it has sprung up. We have seen a variety of reports and publications 
that account for the ways old forms of socialization and power are challenged, open-
ing up for radically new forms of engagement, which are still developing and taking 
different shapes. Studies from places as distant as Sweden [1, 2], the Philippines [3], 
Japan [4], Jamaica [5] or Israel [6] among others, despite providing us with rich and 
diverse pictures, also point to similar, emerging behaviors, some of which we will 
follow up on in this work. One such aspect that has been suggested early on was that 
mobile phones would allow for more private communication, since it was thought of 
as a personal device, rather than, for instance, a device going into people’s homes or 
workplaces [7, 8]. 



In this paper, we wish to revisit this discussion, and in doing so we draw upon a set 
of observations from an ethnographic study conducted in Rah Island, Vanuatu, a na-
tion in the South Pacific. Particularly, we observed how the mobile phone reconfig-
ured private communication on the island, thereby disrupting and challenging existing 
practices for how people communicated. The observations from the field allow us to 
rethink the way that privacy is considered in relation to mobile phone use, and enable 
us to open up a design space dealing with the socialness of private communication. 
We use this argument as an inspiration to consider design implications on how to 
explore the socialness of this type of communication.  

We will analyze two situations in which mobile communication was at odds with 
expectations on privacy: the persistent nature of digital data and the layering of differ-
ent spaces in communication. Using three concepts from Social Translucence: visibil-
ity, awareness and accountability [9], as a lens, we argue for three design domains 
worth exploring in HCI: spatial awareness, temporality and transience. We conclude 
by introducing the concept of digital patina, as a possible consequence of the explor-
ing the domains introduced, and an exciting one to unpack in HCI. 

2 On the study and approach 

The data used as a starting point for our discussion in this paper are part of a larger 
ethnographic study conducted in Rah Island, in Northern Vanuatu, in February 2010. 
The data was analyzed with the help of colleagues, through different sessions (or 
workshops) where we analyzed bits of data trying to map out what the main insights 
for HCI could come from this fieldwork. Other papers have been published on this 
fieldwork, focusing on aspects of bodily orientations around mobiles [10] and play-
fulness and mobiles [11]. The data and insights presented in this paper are however 
mostly undocumented in our previous publications. Before we move on, we will pro-
vide a framing for the study conducted, both in terms of the location, the source of the 
data gathered as well as our particular approach to dealing with ethnographic data in 
an interaction design context.  

2.1 Studying mobile phone use on Rah Island 

Rah Island is a small island of around 189 inhabitants [12] in Northern Vanuatu, a 
Melanesian country in the South Pacific. A cellphone tower had just begun working 
in the area, the very same day the first author, who conducted the fieldwork, arrived 
in the island, The tower was placed in Motalava, a larger island almost adjacent to 
Rah, where one could walk across during low tide, as can be seen in Fig. 1. This 
meant that the almost three weeks the researchers spent in the island were the first 
weeks of GSM connectivity on these islands. Perhaps worth noticing is the fact that 
many mobile phones were already present in the Island, at this time, given that they 
were sold by the network operator months before, as part of a network launching 
promotional package. When the tower began operating, many phones were already 
present, awaiting connectivity. 



 
Fig. 1.Rah Island, as seen from the shore in Motalava. 

Rah and Motalava are two islands where, at the time of the study, there was no 
centralized means of electricity production and where people lived mainly of their 
own agricultural practice with only a small minority disposing of regular financial 
income [12]. The first author spent a total of around three weeks in the Island, during 
which he collected observation data, including around a couple of hours of video, 
almost two hundred photographs and around 30 pages of fieldnotes. He also conduct-
ed four semi-structured interviews, though there was some difficulty in attracting 
people’s time and attention for long amounts of time. The quotes used in this paper 
are thus mostly from notes taken during informal conversations, often in groups of 
more than one person. Some of the data comes from different local meetings, usually 
held at the request of the local community, either for us to explain the purpose of our 
stay in Rah, or as a way for people to express different concerns and requests. These 
meetings were first held under the assumption, which we immediately corrected, that 
we were coming there on the behalf of the telecommunications company. This en-
tailed that they were particularly keen on expressing concerns and requests. 

In this work we focus on the potential contributions that this particular ethnograph-
ic fieldwork might bring to interaction design practice and research. The use of eth-
nography in HCI has been the object of much controversy [e.g 12, 13]. We take a 
particular stance, which is very much design-oriented rather than ethnographic-
centric, concerned more with advancing the field of mobile interaction design, rather 
than theoretical advances in ethnography or advancing the knowledge of a particular 
cultural setting. Thus, we focus on particular bits of data, which inspired our design 
thinking and informed our discussion rather than presenting a comprehensive ethno-
graphic account or “thick description” [15] of the culture and practices in Rah. We 
focus on drawing broader inspiration for design [14], in someway pursuing “ethno-
graphically inspired design”, instead of following a more “ethnographically informed 



design” approach in the strict sense, as if ethnographic work would serve as a sort of 
“requirements gathering”. 

In fact, the informants that will appear in this work are not even seen here as the ul-
timate benefiters (or users) of any potential system, or specific design contributions. 
Rather, in this paper, the fieldwork is drawn upon in order to inspire thinking about 
design in HCI, by unpacking mundane aspects of mobile phone usage in relation to 
everyday privacy concerns and management of secrecy, expressed and illustrated by 
observations in Rah. It is more a matter of uncovering somewhat hidden or over-
looked opportunities within design oriented HCI, which can add value to designing 
for a wide variety of settings, practices and systems. In making this connection, we 
have relied upon visibility, awareness and accountability, all key concepts within HCI 
and CSCW, as formulated by Erickson and Kellog in their social translucence [9] 
approach. This will be expanded upon in the next section. 

2.2 Social translucence as a design approach: Visibility, awareness and 
accountability 

Social translucence [9] is a systems design approach developed over a decade ago, as 
a method to design collaborative systems for large groups [9]. Three concepts are 
introduced which we used to take our observations and move into a design reasoning 
process: visibility, awareness and accountability. Ericksson and Kellogg illustrate 
social translucence with a metaphor drawn from the physical word: a glass window on 
a door, as a way of mediating the social interaction between the outside and outside 
users of this same door. In the case described by the authors, the glass window comes 
as a solution to the problem of knowing whether someone is standing outside the door 
before one attempts to open it, potentially bumping the door against the other person. 
By having the glass window, they argue, one is able to see on the other side and thus 
be able avoid this inconvenient incident.  

Visibility, the first of the concepts, refers to the socially significant information, 
which is now available to people on both sides of the door, that is, the person on the 
other side. That is a property of the glass window within the context in which it was 
installed. Visibility, the authors argue, allows for the emergence of awareness and 
accountability, which will be responsible for the upkeep of the social conventions. 

The awareness that someone is on the other side of the door, helps avoid the in-
convenient situation, as the authors put it: “we have been raised in a culture in which 
slamming doors into other people is not sanctioned” [9]. Thus, by knowing there is a 
person on the other side, one is made aware of a potential awkward incident, and so 
could be persuaded to avoid it. 

This brings us to the third concept, that of accountability. Accountability means 
that each person is aware that the other is aware. Or, in the authors’ words: “I know 
that you know that I know you’re there and therefore I will be held accountable for 
my actions” [9]. So accountability refers to the fact that, regardless of whether each of 
the people involved in that situation (of coming face to that door and ultimately de-
icing to open it), are not only already aware, but they are aware of the other’s aware-
ness, and so deciding to open the door at that precise moment, and ignoring the oth-



ers’ presence, is not only breaking a social norm, but is doing so, knowing the other 
might hold them accountable. 

We found these principles useful for looking at situations regarding privacy and the 
violation of secrecy around mobile phones. Particularly, we were inspired by their 
questions: "What might it mean to have social translucence in a digital system? How 
might making social information more visible actually change the way digital systems 
are used? Why might this be a desirable thing?" These were the main questions, 
which drove our process of harnessing Social Translucence as a generative concept 
for HCI, when looking at situations which are not apparently, or strikingly social. 

3 Privacy, secrecy and mobile communication 

Privacy is a long-standing concern within the field of human computer interaction. As 
argued in the introduction, we wish to draw particular attention to the implications of 
the social character of private communication. It has been argued, as the mobile 
phone was introduced in different settings, that it allowed for more private communi-
cation [e.g. 4, 7, 8]. In contrast to this body of work, more complex pictures have 
been documented, for instance when it comes to sharing of mobile phones. Of particu-
lar importance for our discussion here is the body of work, which challenges this strict 
notion of mobile phones as an individual technology [2] noted how young people had 
various ways of sharing their personal devices. By sharing information on their 
phones, by passing them around or reading aloud, these young people had found in-
teractional strategies to integrate their phones into their social activities, in ways that 
challenge the personal nature of this device. This behavior was such an integrated part 
of their ways of using their phones that those sending messages oriented to the fact 
that others, than the owner of the phone to which the message was being sent, might 
potentially read that message. In a similar vein, there is a body of work describing text 
messaging among this younger age group as a form of gift giving [16], providing 
further evidence to the social character of the mobile phone. Other studies show how 
communication on the phone is not just a social situation involving the person you are 
communicating with, it is also a social situation in other ways. When we are talking 
on the phone we sometimes withdraw from the current situation, but it is important to 
recognize that also that action is a social action [17–19]. 

Obviously, these types of social and sharing behaviors around personal devices and 
information call for more different interactional mechanisms if one is worried about 
preserving a certain degree of privacy, or secrecy, in relation to one’s data and com-
munication. We will return to this point when discussing our material from the field.  

Finally, it should be added that while privacy is a complex and loaded concept 
within HCI, we use the term here in its most commonsensical and mundane sense. 
“Privacy” and “secrecy” are used interchangeably referring to the same phenomenon. 
Along these lines we will also refer to terms such as “eavesdropping” in the common-
ly understood sense of the term, as defined by Black’s Law Dictionary: “the act of 
secretly listening to the private conversation of others without their consent”. We are 



not referring to advanced technological eavesdropping techniques or concepts also 
used in HCI or Computer Science.  

4 Dealing with new means of private communication on Rah 

At the time mobile connectivity was launched in Rah, there was already one landline 
post existing in Motalava, situated fairly close to the shore connecting to Rah. The 
landline had been in use for several years, allowing for phone communication to and 
from outside the island. The arrival of mobile phone connectivity was something that 
extended those possibilities by quite a bit. It was now possible to perform phone calls 
from within the islands as well as calls to and outside the islands from different loca-
tions. These possibilities, in particular of intra-island communication was seen with 
some wit some concern, such as Fajo who wondered: “who knows what the younger 
ones are conspiring? […] It is a very worrying situation”. So even if one could see 
many manifestations of joy over the arrival of mobile telephony, it was also not rare 
to hear these types of concerns. As in any society, these new technologies, and modes 
of sociality between people defied the current state of things and prompted both hap-
piness as well as concern.   

These concerns are supported by studies in other contexts, showing for instance, 
how mobiles have been used by teenagers to create private/secret arenas for commu-
nication outside of parental control [3, 7]. This increase of secrecy, as a side effect 
from the introduction of mobile communications was not the whole story, as we will 
illustrate in the following examples. We will focus on two situations, which inspired 
us to explore this domain: the layering of the physical space, with the virtual space of 
mobile communication and the challenges presented by the persistent nature of digital 
information. 

4.1 Layering of spaces 

As we arrived in Rah, we were conducted to a town meeting so that we could openly 
explain what our study was about, listen to people’s concerns and suggestions, as well 
as answer several questions people had regarding mobile telephony, given its very 
recent introduction. The participation was very broad, and lasted for quite a long time. 
Once people were seemingly satisfied with our answers and justifications we headed 
back to our bungalows to sleep. At this moment, one of the locals came up to us, in a 
very secretive fashion and speaking in a very low tone, as if concerned someone could 
overhear us. This person expressed concerns over the lack of privacy he had experi-
enced with mobile phones: “Before, with TVL [the landline infrastructure was also 
provided by TVL] you can talk, and no one hears […] now, with the mobile phone, 
everyone can hear your conversation”. After that he claimed he had given up his mo-
bile phone and reverted to the landline phone as his only means of phone communica-
tion. This came to us a surprise at first, since we intuitively felt that the possibility of 
moving around in space with a personal device, apparently independent from fixed 
physical locations, would represent an increase in privacy. This was also the concern 



expressed to us by Fajo previously, as well as something documented in previous 
research [8] where the ability to move around with the phone in the physical space as 
well as the ability to conceal oneself are seen as increase in the potential of secrecy, 
rather than a threat to it. 

One can speculate that the usage of the landline, in terms of trust, has been one that 
has been negotiated for a longer time than that of the mobile phones. This may be one 
of the reasons that the landline presented itself as an intuitively better choice. Later, 
Jorege, one of our main informants, complemented this suspicion, by expressing simi-
lar concerns: “everyone can hear when talking on the mobile”, Jorege complained. 
When we witnessed Jorege performing a phone call on the mobile, we began to un-
derstand what the problem was. As Jorege stood up to answer the phone, he walked 
back and forth along the seashore, repeating louder and louder “Hello! Hello?” He 
then hung up, failing to get a clear communication line, telling us that this was pre-
cisely the problem. The low strength of the network connectivity in certain parts of 
the island and at certain times had certain unintended consequences. This observation 
echoes studies in Western environments, showing how the mobile phone makes peo-
ple behave differently in public places, sometimes in ways that provoke strong reac-
tions (e.g. [20]).  

First and foremost the network issues induced people into concentrating in areas of 
the island where the signal was stronger. Generally speaking this was by the water, 
facing Motalava, where the phone tower was installed. This resulted in large gather-
ings around those areas, of people making and receiving phone calls, as well as many 
just sitting around waiting for potential calls. This immediately made those areas pop-
ulated with many different potential people overhearing conversations, possibly unin-
tentionally. Secondly, and within that area and others, it got people moving back and 
forth while talking on their phones, seeking a better quality of communication, in 
those moments, presumably, the focus was not so much on where they were walking 
or who could be overhearing the conversation, but mainly on having a reliable and 
audible communication channel. Finally, it made people speak louder and louder on 
their mobiles and repeating the same sentences several times, in order to get their 
messages across. What was interesting, in any case was that, rather than simply allow-
ing for a private, intimate sphere of communication, it resulted in a distancing from 
the physical situation, causing a loss of awareness of the surroundings, as well as 
one’s own tone of voice and so on. Although it is also the case that the speaker is still 
attending to the local environment in certain ways, this can be seen as a form of “ab-
sent presence” [21],  

This example from the field illustrates a situation in which the intersection of dif-
ferent spaces, such as the space where people are physically present and the space 
where there is network connectivity, intersecting to generate an awkwardness in re-
gards to privacy, very different from the challenges presented by the landline, geo-
graphically fixed, phone. While we have discussed in previous work how this differ-
ent layering of landscapes impacts the way bodies orient themselves in space [10], 
here we examine the implications for the intersection between private and public. 

Drawing on social translucence, one can see how the visibility of others could be 
immediately present, yet, given this “absence presence”, an extra effort is required to 



keep track of both the communication on the mobile and keeping a constant aware-
ness of others in the surrounding. We will draw on this in the discussion later by ex-
tending the concept of visibility, not just to other people but the network itself, treat-
ing the network coverage as relevant social information for this particular interaction. 

4.2 On the persistent nature of digital data 

Given the prevalence and enthusiasm around mobile telephony, it was clear that there 
were many desirable aspects to them in comparison to the landline. One such aspect, 
highlighted by Jorege, addressing the previous concerns around lack secrecy and in-
termittent communication, was the SMS. In fact the SMS had two advantages from 
Jorege’s perspective. One was that, given the often-poor quality of the network signal, 
the SMS represented a single packaged communication unit that would go through 
completely or not, allowing for a potentially less ambiguous form of communication. 
The other advantage was that it assured Jorege that “no one listens to what I [Jorege] 
say”, and thus allowing for a more private mode of communication. 

As we will now illustrate, that was not the whole story when it came to SMS com-
munication. To illustrate this issue we relate an encounter from the field, of a young 
couple, Lisa and Robert who, for about eight months, had been in a secret, and other-
wise forbidden relationship with each other. We do not intend to unpack all the cul-
tural complexities of the forbidden nature of their relationship, nor is it of added value 
for the purpose of this paper. Suffice is to say that, prior to the arrival of the mobile 
phone, as Lisa told us, communication and arrangement of meetings between the 
young couple was made possible by using close friends as couriers. Despite their 
cautionary measures, one night, Lisa’s sneaking out from her parents’ house to visit 
Robert did not pass unnoticed, and her relationship was exposed to the whole com-
munity. At that time, and in order to avoid further problems they assured their parents 
and the community that they would stop seeing each other. 

When mobile phones arrived to the island, at the time of our visit to Rah, the ro-
mance was still active. The couple was taking additional measures now, to ensure 
secrecy, and they saw the mobile phone as an opportunity to do so. Without the need 
to engage others in their secrets, Lisa and Robert were now using SMS to communi-
cate: “I text him every morning to wish him a good day”, Lisa told us. Although they 
were now able to communicate directly with each other, without the need of frequent 
physical proximity, and despite no one else being involved in their secret anymore, 
the usage of SMS turned out to have flaws of its own. Perhaps underestimating her 
father’s technological skills, she left her mobile in the house one day, and while she 
was away her father went through her phone’s inbox, and found out that Lisa and 
Robert were still involved in a relationship. 

Perhaps as a consequence of this episode, as well as other concerns, and despite the 
relative novelty of mobile communications, the concern over phones as facilitating 
this type of forbidden relationships were echoed throughout our interviews in Rah: 
“boys are meeting girls in secret”, said Fajo, “[mobiles provide] easy access for boys 
to call girls”, echoed Fali. Other situations around married couples were also report-
ed: “mobiles have been causing problems inside the family […] already five mobile 



phones went to the toilet for causing conjugal disturbances”, concerns echoed by 
Fajo: “it is recent [the arrival of the mobile] but already causing disturbances […] 
maybe someday will cause divorce […] married people are calling other married 
people and arranging meetings like that”. Communication embodies the primary way 
in which individuals engage in extra-marital, or infidelity affairs [22], with studies 
reporting how SMS plays a role in starting romantic relationships [3, 23]. 

These situations put the spotlight, on the gap that exists between expectations of 
secrecy, which could be expected from a mobile phone, particularly if used as a per-
sonal device, and the harsh reality of the fragility of that secrecy once it is violated 
and exposed. The persistent nature of the data in the mobile, whether SMS, call logs, 
or others, accumulates as a kind of lifelog, with a value and fragility, of which we are 
not always aware. A study in the Philippines reported cases of infidelity, where simi-
lar fragilities are reported [3]. 

These types of observations show how personal communication, and even the more 
secret and private type of personal communication, involves social elements. Receiv-
ing and storing an SMS in this context, is not just a social situation involving the per-
son who was the intended recipient of that message, but by looking at eavesdropping, 
it becomes a social situation with the eavesdropper as well. We draw on social trans-
lucence to consider this less explored facet of sociality in mobiles. In terms of visibil-
ity, the act of eavesdropping may be conducted in a way which would make it impos-
sible for the “victim” to see, such as in the case of Lisa’s father. Unless she had 
caught him red-handed, in the eventuality that he wouldn’t have found any sensitive 
material in her phone, his actions would have gone unnoticed. The SMS however is a 
perfectly visible and shareable [2] bit of social information. What happens is that the 
owner of the message can be easily deprived of any awareness of the eavesdropping, 
while the eavesdropper may easily remain unaccountable for his or her actions. 

5 Designing for awareness, transience and temporality 

At this stage we would like to acknowledge the legitimate tensions that occur around 
secrecy regarding personal information on the mobile, in Rah, as well as in most other 
places. Issues of privacy, or in this case, a very specific situation of secrecy, eaves-
dropping, social/cultural norms and parental/community control, are of concern to 
most societies where the mobile made its way. In this work, we will stay away from 
the grand issues that are debated in much finer detail and greater complexity in an-
thropological, sociological and privacy studies, among others. Suffice it to say that we 
are not arguing for a disenfranchising of the parent’s role in education, and some level 
of control of their children’s education, as avoiding extreme misconduct, for instance, 
is essential to preserve the child’s need for agency and autonomy, required for a 
healthy development, as documented in psychological as well as HCI literature [24, 
25].  Our aim here is rather to elicit interesting domains to explore in design. 

We reflect on these episodes and discuss three directions, which we find relevant 
for enriching the current state of interaction with mobile devices: spatial awareness, 
transience and temporality. 



5.1 Spatial awareness 

When users communicate with mobile phones, they inhabit several places during the 
same clockwise time: the physical space and the conversational space, and are able to 
shift between them, almost as if occupying both spaces at the same time [26]. Howev-
er, we saw how that flow was disrupted in Jorege’s case. During his phone conversa-
tion, he tried to position his body in places with better network coverage. He also 
raised his voice, as this is an action that makes sense in the physical world whenever 
one has difficulties making oneself heard. The lack of coverage was a disrupting fac-
tor in the conversational space that he was orienting to as part of his mobile phone 
call. As he did this, however, he was also moving in a physical space, occupied by 
others. His body movement forced him to enter public areas where others might over-
hear part of his conversation. The inability to master the invisible coverage space and 
smoothly occupy all these spaces simultaneously could help explain why some want-
ed to drop their mobile phones and go back to using the landline, which is located in a 
very specific physical place.  

With some notable exceptions [2], the interface of one mobile phone is the mobile 
phone is typically used and designed for personal use. However, the mobile phone is 
but one piece of the infrastructure that enables communication. When looking at the 
act of mobile phone mediated communication through social translucence, we can see 
social dynamics in the physical space that would benefit from the properties of visibil-
ity, awareness and accountability. Some authors have commented on the impact of 
mobile communication in institutions, their role in condensing or otherwise restructur-
ing concepts of time and space, and how they have changed global markets or mediat-
ed experiences of remote places [27–29]. Our focus is rather on the ways that mobile 
communications shape individual actions. Mobile phones enable people to take part in 
two places at once, the physical space, where the body is located physically, is some-
times set aside in favor of the conversational space where communication occurs: 
“People talking on mobile phones seem wholly or partially unaware of their surround-
ings” [30], in a state of “absent presence” [21]. Due to this, there might be sometimes 
a ‘friction between mobile users and co-present others’ [31]. This friction has been 
widely noted in a number of cross-cultural studies [26, 32, 33], where authors explain 
how mobile phones temporarily disrupt public spaces for both users and bystanders. 
They also describe the different strategies that people use to create their own private 
spaces, through body orientations, refraining to talk about certain issues, or negotia-
tion of contactability [33]. These studies highlight the complex relationships between 
physical space and the collective and social practices of the people who occupy it. 
Because of this, we argue for a contextual awareness, one that brings elements of the 
physical world into mobile phones (i.e. mixed reality [34]). Early work on interweav-
ing of physical and virtual spaces has tried to design for awareness of the physical, 
using it as a resource in the interaction [35, 36]. 

More interestingly, mobile phone networks occupy a space that reaches beyond the 
personal device. Yet most of its components such as the network cell towers and the 
electromagnetic field they create remain invisible. The landline, on the other hand – at 
least the end terminals where communication takes place – has a known location, and 



is exposed, which makes the user and the possible observers visible.  The network 
coverage space is essential to characterize the mobile phone conversational space 
because, if nothing else, it delimits it. Network coverage can be explicitly manipulat-
ed as in the case of deploying cell signal dampeners in public places, such as churches 
and libraries [29]. This is an example of how a social norm can be enforced through 
technology. The example we have observed in Rah, however, shows us a different 
side: the network coverage was limited due to the landscape of the archipelago and 
the reduced number of cell towers. Rather than enforcing a social norm, the limited 
coverage required people to navigate blindly, trying to find a place with better recep-
tion, especially as few of such well-known places were invariably already occupied. 
In Rah, the notion of “seamlessness” in communication breaks down in a very visible 
way. It is also apparent that the existing mobile phones were unable to provide help in 
defining boundaries and socially acceptable intersections of these different spaces. 
This indicates opportunities for designs that expose the seams of the technology – in 
this case the network coverage space – that mobile telephony rests on [37].  

5.2 Designing for transience 

One of the aspects that struck us in the encounters described, was the persistent nature 
of the messaging communication, the call log, the SMS inbox and so on. These ulti-
mately served as evidence against the youngsters. Of course this is a simplification of 
the complex social norms at stake here, not less significantly the myriad of perspec-
tives on sexuality, infidelity and forbidden love of different sorts [22]. However, what 
inspired us was the mismatch between the amount of information stored in mobile 
devices, its rigid structuring and modes of visualization, with the everyday experienc-
es and memories of people. To frame it within the concept of social translucence, in 
that particular social situation, the information of the phone may be openly exposed to 
whoever happens to get hold of that phone (visible). Awareness may be a challenge, 
in this case, given the often-long time ranges involved, and amount of information 
stored, making it hard for one to immediately grasp all the implications of disclosure. 
Finally, there is, in general no accountability, as visualization of that data by a third 
party is not registered in general (an exception would be in case someone is caught 
red-handed or would leave the phone in a different state than the user expected it to 
be, by leaving the messages open for instance). We will now discuss how these as-
pects can be harnessed, not to address directly the complex issues of infidelity and 
privacy, which require more than a technological intervention to be addressed, but 
rather how we can enrich our current HCI practice using these insights. 

The overwhelming amount of digital information that we accumulate is not a new 
concern, with studies on email overload dating from nearly two decades ago [38]. 
Today, one could look back at years of email or SMS messaging history and get a 
very concrete outline and detailed information on different situations. At the same 
time, the “owner” of that communication history may only remember very fragment-
ed bits of that history, and sometimes none at all. This property of digital information, 
which allows it to be stored in its intact, original form, is undoubtedly one of its most 
desirable properties. With memory space becoming cheaper and, in particular for 



SMS, the information occupying a relatively reduced amount, it may be tempting to 
store information on indefinitely [39]. What we can observe, on a fundamental level is 
that there are obvious differences between human memory and digital device memory 
[40]. This mismatch provides us with opportunities for rethinking how to design those 
systems with inspiration from both angles, particularly in regards to specifically de-
signing, not only for persistence, but also for transience. 

Though it has been argued that our digital possessions, like our physical posses-
sions, help shape who we are, and how we present ourselves to others [41, 42], there 
are plenty of valid reasons for disposing of some those possessions. For instance, 
during romantic breakups [43]. Storage capacity, though as mentioned before seems 
less of a concern today, could still be an issue, with some modern Android phones 
discarding, by default, older messages, once the default cap of 200 is reached. This 
rather arbitrary way of deciding between persistence and transience is one which 
could be replaced, or complemented, with more meaningful ways that take into ac-
count other facets of those bits of communication to determine transience/persistence. 
We argue that there are opportunities to rethink this aspect, in relation to HCI in gen-
eral, not only to address the specific issues around privacy, but rather to enrich our 
everyday interaction by, for instance helping us make immediate sense of our digital 
possessions, such as SMS messages [38, 44]. Given that, like physical possessions, 
not all digital possessions embody the same meaning or importance to their owners 
[45], there are two elements which we would like to explore, and see more explored 
in designing personal communication systems such as mobile phones. One is to look 
at how often those possessions (or SMS, in the particular case presented in this paper) 
are accessed, or looked at. This expression of the past activity in the present visualiza-
tions and representations is already existing in how systems such as Google, prioritize 
their search results. Another possible, albeit potentially more complex, approach 
would be to mine the data for meaning. By doing this in simple ways for instance, one 
could differentiate between long messages charged with emotional terms, for in-
stance, from a shopping list or a mundane communication bit such as “call you right 
back!” Both of these are rather simple examples of domains we hope to see further 
explored in HCI. 

5.3 Temporality 

The previous discussion on transience invites us to think about visibility, awareness 
and accountability, in the context of privacy, by suggesting the direction of increased 
personalization and meaning of persistent data in personal communication systems. 
We would like now to extend that discussion to the broader concept of temporality. In 
particular, we consider the often-similar way in which information is presented in 
digital devices, where timestamps are usually used as the main structuring scaffold, 
whether for logs, display of messages and other interactions within digital technolo-
gies. These ways of structuring interaction are highly impersonal and universal. These 
universal modes of structuring are part of what results in such an open visibility, by 
making all the data comprehensible, while not drawing on the concepts of awareness 
and accountability. 



Time and space are inseparable, synoptic concepts that constitute the fabrics of our 
perception [46, 47]. According to Merleau-Ponty, it makes no sense to talk about one 
without the other [46]. Time is generated by movement, or changes in space and in-
versely; space exists and changes with time. This phenomenological account of time 
is different than the clockwise account of time, which is most prevalent in current 
mobile systems. The latter is intended to be independent from our perception and 
activity, it is the time measured by clocks and calendars and the one we mostly use to 
communicate and understand other people. The universal synchronization of clock 
time has its roots in managing railroad traffic, perhaps one situation in which it would 
make immediate sense. 

At times it seems as if we draw on these past constructions of time, and do not 
question them in the context of the designs that will be built into. As design guru John 
Chris Jones puts it: “The time dimension, if we may call it that, is left to take care of 
itself” [48]. In the following, we discuss a few ways that time can be used as a re-
source in the design process. 

5.4 Time as a resource in design 

The second example from our fieldwork shows how a series of communication ex-
changes between two lovers, happening in a private space over a long period of time, 
can be disrupted. One is able to gaze into the past and observe all the conversation 
since the moment of its inception, as if time had collapsed. Although being personal 
in this context, the mobile phone has no mechanisms for protecting the privacy of the 
space where the conversation existed. The way the mobile phone stores the conversa-
tion, linearly, makes it easily readable by anyone. Mobile phones, in their design, tend 
to adopt the linearity of clocks and calendars and represent content based on a concept 
of clockwise time, which unlike phenomenological embodied time is space and con-
text independent. Harper et al. draw on a similar distinction by Bergson, on temps and 
durée. The former more connected with the linear, objective, clock time, and the lat-
ter, reflecting a more experiential aspect [49]. As seen in studies on the Facebook 
timeline, linear modes of representing time can also cause awkwardness on an experi-
ential level, for instance when photos are posted a long time after the event they refer 
to [49]. 

It is precisely on these experiential aspects we would like to draw on for design. 
We can find inspiration in already known modes of experiential time, relevant to our 
everyday experiences, such as cyclic modes of experiencing time, day/night cycles, 
yearly cycles and circadian rhythms, to name a few. In HCI work has been done, for 
instance on how to design for reflection on personal experience [50, 51]. The Affec-
tive Health system [51], where biodata is represented in a spiral, in an analogy to 
cyclic modes of representing time and drawing on memory recall and reflection on 
past events, is an example of attempts to make what is now digital data into represen-
tations which are more meaningful to users. The scheduling system named Kairo-
scope, also builds on this experiential mode of time to build a scheduling system 
which only assigns specific times to nearby events and uses a pie-chart-like interface 
to represent one’s scheduled events [52]. 



The focus of the works mentioned is not specifically aimed at addressing issues of 
privacy and secrecy. However, creating and exploring these personal representations 
around time, has been thought of as designing for empowerment [53], rendering rep-
resentations which are directly meaningful, only to the “owner” of the data. Privacy 
comes as a side effect of thinking about designing more personalized experiences of 
time. In future work we will explore how to create representations around SMS mes-
sages, which are not represented around a linear representation of the time at which 
the messages were received, but rather on other aspects, such as “time spent” looking 
at each message, and how often they are looked at, the last time they were accessed 
and so on. It is these directions which we find interesting to explore in HCI, since 
they can create representations which connect better to the users’ experience and 
memory, as has been discussed in HCI [54]. 

5.5 Beyond time 

Extending on the previous discussion, one could imagine dropping time in design 
altogether. It seems like, in many cases, time is more an inherited attribute, which 
receives no attention in organizing data and representations in several of these sys-
tems. If not properly justified, one could wonder “why include time altogether?” Ra-
ther, one can look at more meaningful ways to visualize and organize the same infor-
mation. Perhaps the frequency of looking at a certain message, briefly discussed 
above, and altering the ways in which messages are visualized for instance, could be a 
simple example of how we can think about logs without necessarily designing around 
clock time, whilst providing potentially more value and meaning to the user. 

Worth to notice is that also in this case, one would be implicitly adding elements of 
accountability. That is, if someone were to look on another person’s messages and 
that activity would be reflected on posterior visualizations of those same messages (as 
is the case with organizing messages around the frequency of visualization), then the 
element of awareness would be present, since by the mere act of eavesdropping 
would be posteriorly visible to the owner of the mobile, in the case of the SMS inbox. 
The eavesdropper, if knowledgeable on the workings of the system, would also know 
that their activity would be perceived later on by the owner of the mobile (who made 
the owner aware of this activity), thus adding an element of accountability. That ac-
tion then becomes formed by the decision of whether the potential gains in doing so 
are higher than the potential dissatisfaction from the other party. Again, we are by no 
means suggesting that this is a good solution, to address the situation exemplified by 
the case in Rah. One could in fact speculate that it probably would not have changed 
the course of events, since the community would have confronted the youngsters with 
the incident in question once possessing that knowledge. However, one may wonder 
whether the person looking through the phone’s messages would have avoided it so 
with fear of not finding anything relevant and be subjected to the potential anger of 
the other party whose privacy was just violated. 



6 Towards an understanding of digital patina 

In this paper, we have dealt with issues of spatial awareness, transience and tempo-
rality. We have seen how these can be used as a way of thinking about mobile interac-
tion design in a generative way. This discussion is not a silver bullet in addressing 
these issues; in fact they are not intended to be solutions at all, since we do not define 
those encounters as “problems” to be solved. Rather, they illustrate interesting oppor-
tunities for research in HCI and thinking about design for mobile devices. As a final 
remark we would like to discuss some of the potential contributions that drawing on 
temporality and transience can contribute to HCI and digital interaction design, spe-
cifically, the notion of digital patina. 

Patina is a term referring to decay of physical artifacts, which has been known to 
add charm, and sometimes increased attachment or cherish for those artifacts [44, 55]. 
In interaction design we have seen inspiration from this, particularly in the form of 
bringing aesthetic, often visual, elements from real world materials, often thought of 
as developing patina, such as metals or leather, into the designing of visual elements 
for mobiles or computers at large. Some have referred to this type of inspiration as 
digital patina [44], since it is about bringing the elements of real world patina into the 
design of digital artifacts. However, we argue that there could be something much 
more specific to digital patina, than this skeuomorphic take on digital patina. Perhaps 
the temptation of adopting this approach is to draw on analogies, or metaphors, from 
the real world, which may remind us of different artifacts, and thus potentially evoke 
certain emotions [44], such as a leathery casing of an old agenda. However, as new 
generations, or other cultural contexts have not been exposed to those artifacts, these 
appropriated forms of patina may not maintain the same relevance. 

Explorations around temporality and transience, for instance, and particularly 
forms of visualizing those dimensions in digital systems, may offer some insights into 
this domain. If we rethink simple aspects such as how logs and lists of messages are 
organized, how messages are kept and deleted, we may start getting particular forms 
of treating digital information which may “age” with the user and their interaction. 
Playing with the ageing of these structures, as opposed to perfectly conserved linear 
representations around universal, clock-based, timestamps, might be one way to being 
seriously considering what patina means for digital information. The unlimited ability 
to perfectly replicate data, a characteristic pertaining to digital data, makes the explo-
ration of patina, and more generally of digital data, a most exciting direction to pursue 
in HCI research.  
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ABSTRACT 
Modern technologies allow for unprecedented and highly 
desirable opportunities for play, fun and entertainment. 
Information and Communication Technologies for 
Development (ICT4D) often address development issues 
through designing and deploying technological solutions, 
which some have argued to underappreciate the role of 
play. We designed a Social Networking system for low-
literate rural users in South India, with the goal of opening 
opportunities for play, within an ICT4D setting. We show 
how play is enacted within dynamic boundaries both 
enabling and restricting play, focusing on the role of (1) 
designing play, (2) expectations around technology and (3) 
the role of the organizational and human infrastructure. We 
argue that play is fundamental, and should be designed for 
within ICT4D interventions, essentially as a legitimate 
human pursuit. But also that play has an important 
constructive role to add to the field through encouraging 
deliberation over norms, values and priorities. 

INTRODUCTION 
Enjoyment is an essential aspect of life. Children and adults 
alike play to explore the world around us, to distract 
ourselves from less than pleasant aspects of everyday life 
or, more plainly, to enjoy. We watch movies, play games 
and engage in creative activities, and modern ICTs, like 
smartphones, present us with unprecedented opportunities 
for playfulness and entertainmentment. Play doesn’t always 
come easy however, and in the field of Information and 
Communication Technologies for Development (ICT4D) a 
body of work has recently emerged questioning why play 
seems underappreciated within the field [1, 5, 9, 42].  

KrishiPustak (KP) is a Social Networking (SN) system, we 
designed for low-literate rural populations in Hunsur 

district, South India [23]. While in many ways this was a 
typical ICT4D research project we have worked through 
design to open opportunities for play, and indeed make the 
system primarily about enjoyment and personal use. We 
evaluate the ways in which play occurs within those 
designed, institutional and cultural boundaries, as well as 
how those boundaries themselves are challenged. We build 
on Nippert-Eng’s understanding of “boundary play” and 
“boundary work” [24] to discuss the particular dynamics 
involved around play within an ICT4D setting, why it is 
important to engage with play through the design and 
deployment of technology, but also the constructive role of 
play in providing a deliberative space in which values and 
priorities are actively discussed by all the parties. 

Play is an elusive phenomena discussed differently across 
disciplines [14]. We begin by providing a common 
understanding of play to guide our analysis as well as how 
play has been discussed within ICT4D so far. We then 
describe the system, both the functionality so the reader can 
follow discussion on usage, but mainly focusing on how the 
deployment and designing of the system was crafted 
provide this play space, which will be a main focal point in 
the results and discussion. We then turn to an evaluation of 
how play occurred during the deployment followed by the 
boundary work, which it spurred. We end by discussing the 
importance, opportunities and limitations of designing play 
in ICT4D, as well as the constructive importance of play. 

PLAY AND ICT4D 
Our understanding of play builds first and foremost on a 
common understanding of play, as for instance in The 
Oxford dictionary, which defines play as to: “Engage in 
activity for enjoyment and recreation rather than a serious 
or practical purpose” [31]. The notion of play as 
something, which does not serve a serious or practical 
purpose, has its roots in early scholarship on play, as far as 
Huizinga’s Homo Ludens, where he defines play as “a free 
activity standing quite consciously outside 'ordinary' life as 
being 'not serious' but at the same time absorbing the 
player intensely and utterly. It is an activity connected with 
no material interest, and no profit can be gained by it. It 
proceeds within its own proper boundaries of time and 
space according to fixed rules and in an orderly manner.“ 
[16]. While play is contentious with other influential 
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thinkers like Bernard Suit or Alan Kaprow arguing that play 
has distinctive features from things like games, which are 
more bounded by rules and other goals [18, 45], we take 
these to fall within our understanding of play but focus 
rather on the more commonly discussed features of play as 
bounded, distinct from ordinary life, pursued for enjoyment. 

Boundary play and boundary work 
Nippert-Eng discusses how the boundaries within which 
play occurs, determines the play itself [24]. Children 
playing around a dog cage, one of her examples, allows 
children to fall in and out of role, as dogs, around the 
framing provided by the cage. The cage provides 
boundaries within which play occurs, but also spurs work in 
defining what those boundaries are, for instance when a 
child pursues pretending to be a dog outside the cage, once 
the play is over, being reprimanded by the other players, 
who feel they are now outside those boundaries, making 
that play no longer legitimate. With other more complex 
examples, Nippert-Eng illustrates how the boundaries both 
define and allow for play, but also how play itself becomes 
boundary work, that is, a discussion over what the 
appropriate boundaries for play are, when they are 
transgressed, and whether it is legitimate to shift those 
boundaries or not. Of course the physical boundaries of the 
cage, physically manifested and visible, could very well 
represent other boundaries. Societal boundaries over where 
it is appropriate to play, for instance a playground, cultural 
boundaries, making certain topics sacred and inaccessible to 
play with, and another multitude of boundaries which both 
allow a space for play, but which also restrict it, and which 
through play can, and arguably should, be constantly 
renegotiated and deliberated upon. 

Issues with play in ICT4D 
While the research around ICT use amongst developing 
communities, suggest that a great deal, if not the majority, 
of ICT usage is dedicated to personal uses, gaming or 
entertainment (a comprehensive overview can be found in 
[42]), some have argued that it has been difficult to 
acknowledge it in ICT4D [1, 5, 34, 42]. To illustrate this 
issue we turn to a project called OurVoices, which deployed 
technology, in rural India, to allow farmers access to 
educational videos on agricultural practices. Ratan and 
Bailur extensively discuss this project, which was initially 
lauded as a success, later on being labeled as a failure once 
it was deemed that farmers were mostly using the 
technology for entertainment purposes: “We can either 
approach community radio as what the community wants. If 
you make it that way, it will be music only. But at [the 
donor agency] we can’t justify all this equipment to play 
music all day. There has to be a development angle”, 
reports Ramesh, the project manager [34]. This resulted in a 
rollout of the technology, highly desirable by the local 
population and causing great disappointment and 
inconvenience. Perhaps as problematic are the implications 
that this has for the evaluation of project itself, as Ramesh 

further discusses: “It is hard to know if people are really 
listening. In a survey, if we  …ask whether they watch TV or 
listen to us, they say yes. […] The minute they see us, they 
tell us what we want to hear. They say yes, yes we listened. 
They feel guilty for choosing entertainment over 
development, like something which is good for them” [34]. 
While causing feelings of inadequacy amongst the target 
population is undesirable in any development project, this 
also creates a dynamic where users feel compelled to hide 
their usage, in order to be allowed to use the system in the 
ways they deem it brings value to their lives. 

The complex dynamics of such an episode, involving NGO 
goals, development goals, researchers understanding, the 
way the local population perceive the system, is beyond the 
scope of this work to unpack. Some have argued that this is 
the result of paternalistic attitudes towards ICT4D 
development work [1, 5, 34], while others have argued that 
conflicts in interest may exist, like Smyth and colleagues: 
“Are needs really more urgent than desires? Who defines 
which is which? Do researchers exaggerate the urgency of 
‘needs’ due to their own biases and preconceptions?” [44]. 
Regardless, this is an undesirable dynamic within a project. 

Play as instrumental in ICT4D 
Of course it would be unfair to paint all projects within the 
broad field of ICT4D under the same stroke. Most 
assessments and deployments these days are more 
sophisticated. Schwartz and colleagues, for instance, 
discuss how allowing participants non-prescribed uses (i.e. 
those not defined by the project) of the smartphones handed 
out in the context of a health project, allowed for a more 
honest engagement with participants, as well as serving as 
an added motivation for participation itself [39].  

Other projects have harnessed the power of entertainment 
and games towards achieving development goals within 
ICT4D. The work of Matthew Kam and colleagues has 
developed and designed mobile applications for education, 
which have been proven to be quite successful in achieving 
those goals [17]. Raza and colleagues have developed 
speech based services, which deliver a variety of important 
services using entertainment as a motivation [35], these 
have been widely adopted and successful. 

The harnessing of play and entertainment towards other 
goals, laudable as it is, is not the aspect of play we will 
discuss here. We focus on the fundamental characteristic of 
play, to do with its disconnection from practical purposes. 
We will focus on play, not as an alternative means towards 
more work, but rather explore that dichotomy and the 
implications of specifically designing and deploying for 
play in an ICT4D setting. 

DESIGNING KRISHIPUSTAK 
KrishiPustak (KP) is a mobile SN system, designed for low-
literate, rural populations in South India. We will now 
describe some of its essential features, and motivations, in 



order to design an app, mainly intended to be played with 
and enjoyed. Broader discussion of the design process and 
evaluation has been published elsewhere [23]. Here we 
concern ourselves with understanding playful uses, 
boundary play and boundary work with the app, and 
provide the essential for the reader to be able to follow the 
discussion. This app was built, and deployed in a 
partnership with Digital Green (DG), an organization that 
works with different local organizations around agriculture 
to disseminate agricultural knowledge [10]. One such 
organization, which we worked closely with, was Bharatiya 
Agro Industries Foundation (BAIF), operating in the district 
of Hunsur. This partnership allowed us to reach our target 
group, essentially with no experience with SN systems.  

A rich mobile experience 
Modern SN systems are known to open up for unique 
opportunities for play, personal expression and 
entertainment [6, 8, 48]. While most research on SNS use 
has been done in Western contexts, there is an emerging 
body of work outside these contexts as well [6, 19, 33, 48] 
suggesting the highly desirable nature of such systems for 
personal and entertainment purposes [48]. In their modern 
forms, they are often characterized by rich media, attractive 
visual interface and interaction, and this was an important 
requirement to provide our target group with a modern, 
attractive experience. We thus developed the application for 
a modern smartphone, the Windows Mobile Lumia 820. 
But this presented us with a series of challenges, such as 
lack of available technology for a wide deployment, low 
data connectivity, as well as required technological skills 
from our users, previously unaccustomed to modern 
smartphones. By involving BAIF extension workers, and 
compensating them as technology intermediaries [38], to 
reach a greater amount of users with a limited number of 
devices. This also circumvented issues regarding 
technological skills from our target group, as we were able 
to train the intermediaries to then, in turn, assist the end 
users with the technology. Finally, this helped address the 
fact that most of these villages did not have data 
connectivity, or very weak, the mediators mobility meant 
they would often times come to Hunsur, or other places, 
where connectivity was present. We thus implemented an 

offline, cached, with synchronization occurring whenever 
possible, similar to the approach explored by Zhao and 
colleagues to implement an offline Facebook [49]. 

Interaction design 
The use of a pre-existing modern SNS was inadequate for 
multiple reasons, the first of which that they are heavily text 
based. Given that our target population was low literate, we 
designed all aspects to completely eradicate the presence of 
text. Voice, as an interaction modality for low-literate users 
has been used before in projects like Avaaj Otalo [28]. In 
terms of pictorial forms, previous work has shown how 
hand-drawn like representations (Figure 1), have been 
known to be more comprehensive than photographs and 
abstract iconography [22]. Finally, the whole navigation in 
KrishiPustak was done through icons, again building on 
previous work in the field [22, 29]. The profiles in 
KrishiPustak were thus designed to register and identify 
users based on name (via audio) and the typical profile 
picture, as shown in (Figure 1 (c)), and the content and 
comment generation was possible also via audio or picture, 
as can be seen in (Figure 1 (b)). Again, broader discussion 
on the low-literacy requirements and design has been 
published elsewhere [23]. 

Another common feature of most SNS is to allow users to 
top into streams of user-generated [8], which we addressed 
in two ways: (1) the implementation of a consolidated view 
of all the existing content along a vertical timeline (Figure 1 
(a)), as well as (2) a more selective browsing of content 
from a specific user as seen in (Figure 1 (c)). A final aspect 
that is also common in SNS is the ability to comment on 
generated content, something we wanted, in order to 
increase interaction between users, and which is shown in 
(Figure 1 (b)). Finally an SN system needs to provide a 
uniquely identifiable profile consisting of user-supplied 
content [8], such a profile was implemented in our 
application as seen in (Figure 1 (c)).  For registration, users 
were required to take a picture and record an audio 
introduction. To login, users would select their picture from 
the user list. Authentication was not implemented due 
mainly to complexity, and while certainly important in a 

 

Figure 1: (From left to Right) a) consolidated page, b) Detailed post view, c) Profile page and d) Page with list of users 



final product, we relied on the intermediaries to control 
adequate authentication to some extent. 

DESIGNING PLAY 
Play is not a feature one can simply design into a system. 
While openness in the system’s design and purpose may 
help provide opportunities for play [15, 41], play is also the 
feature of finely crafting for specific opportunities, perhaps 
most obviously in the case of complex games. As with any 
design intention, there are limits as to how much we can 
expect those intentions to be fulfilled, as the system will 
inhabit a context, which will itself determine the ways in 
which it is used. Open designs, in a way, are more likely to 
be inscribed with meanings and uses, which to some extent 
already prevail. In the context of a research project, users 
are also likely to want to perform in ways they feel are 
expected of them [4]. To understand our approach, we will 
thus discuss the setting in which the deployment took place, 
and how, given that context, we tried to design for play. 

Setting and institutional framing 
In order to gain access to a large user group we build on 
previous collaborations with an organization known as 
Digital Green (DG). DG is an independent NGO that 
focuses on training farmers in different agricultural 
techniques, through the production and showing of different 
instructional videos [10]. Digital Green collaborates with a 
wide network of different regional partners, to get access to 
farming populations across India. The way DG goes about 
producing and disseminating the instructional videos is, 
roughly, as follows: potentially interesting techniques that 
DG wants to disseminate, say a natural way of fertilizing a 
certain crop without the use of strong chemicals, are 
enacted and recorded by farmers at a chosen location. Once 
that video is produced, it should be shown to relevant 
populations elsewhere. The way DG goes about achieving 
this is working with a wide network of partners, who are 
engaged in local activities regarding farming. By providing 
pico-projectors and incentives, to the different 
organizations’ field workers, these can display the videos in 
the different communities they have access to, as well as 
collecting feedback over the success and adoption rates of 
the techniques, for evaluation purposes. This has been 
termed intermediation [38], and has been used in other 
ICT4D projects such as DakNet [30] or MOSES [43]. 
Through DG, we connected with one partner, Bharatiya 
Agro Industries Foundation (BAIF), a reputed voluntary 
organization established to promote sustainable livelihood 
in Rural India. BAIF has a center at Hunsur, a convenient 
location from our research institution, in which they employ 
agricultural extension workers who perform cattle 
insemination. Like with other organizations in DG’s 
network, they are trained to support DG’s goals by 
becoming mediators of DG’s technology. 

Making room for play 
Part of the challenge then, from the beginning and given the 
configurations and decisions made above, was how to then 
provide for a playful interaction with this environment. The 
relationship between the farmers, the mediators, BAIF and 
DG was ultimately one around farming practices. The 
mediators, albeit often having a close personal relationship 
with the farmers, were first and foremost engaged in a work 
relationship: BAIF was their employer, the farmers were to 
some extent their clients, and DG compensated them 
financially for their intermediation work. This meant that 
we were deploying this system within a structure already 
configured, and bounded, to accommodate work dynamics.  

One obvious risk would be that farmers restrict their usage 
of the system to, say, generate content solely around what 
we could perceive as useful within these dynamics, and not 
taking advantage of the more ludic sides of KP. Adding to 
that was the fact that we were twice removed from the end 
users themselves, mostly interacting with them via the 
mediators. This meant that while we asked the mediators to 
encourage the farmers to inhabit the system in ways they 
saw as fun, personal or entertaining, the pre-existing 
dynamics (or boundaries) could certainly play a role in 
partly restricting that sort of openings. Our challenge was 
thus to explicitly open a space that encouraged this type of 
appropriation and system usage, to make that boundary 
between farming and ‘something else’ visible and possible 
to transgress, an explicit invitation to do something else. 
The users are already fulfilling multitude of roles in their 
lives, they already engage in as family members, as 
farmers, but also within DG and as participants and 
benefactors to DG’s goals, and as customers to BAIF. We 
are now adding an extra role as participants of our system, 
which we intend to be an enjoyable experience, but which 
still requires of them to yet do something else. This is 
particularly tricky, as we want them to enjoy themselves 
and not worry about our expectations as researchers, 
something that is almost antithetical to the nature of a 
research project where participants are aware they are in. 

In order to invite them into that playful space, we needed to 
make its presence and boundaries more obvious. Rather 
than making the system more open, at the risk of the system 
being used according to previous expectations, we needed 
to challenge those boundaries explicitly in the design. We 
thus created a tagging system, in that each generated post, 
needed to be tagged as “farming” or “personal”, as 
exemplified by the picture of wheat and the representation 
of a person, respectively at the top left of Figure 1 (a) and 
(c). Of course personal is not equivalent to play, nor is it 
necessarily antithetical to farming, specially in a 
community where the that distinction is not as strict, given 
that their place of work, is also their home. In fact, whether 
things are personal, playful or farming, are not clear 
attributes of the activities themselves, but rather frames of 
mind under which people engage in the different activities 
[13, 25]. Our intention was to move away from the farming 



goals, and to inspire users to appropriate the system more 
openly. We worried that play carried negative connotations 
as previous ICT4D has discussed [34, 42], or a too strong 
ludic connotation which may lead users to hesitate in 
characterizing activities as playful for fear of appearing 
frivolous. The personal tagging provided a reasonable move 
away from the previous goals and into boundaries inviting a 
more intrinsically motivated usage. 

DEPLOYMENT AND EVALUATION  
We deployed the system over a total of around 3 months. 
After 8 weeks of usage a second version was deployed with 
minor changes and improvements (check [23] for details 
beyond the scope of this paper). We counted with the 
collaboration of 8 BAIF agricultural extension workers as 
intermediaries. Deployment occurred around villages within 
100 km distance of BAIF headquarters in Hunsur, these 
villages were those the intermediaries visited as part of their 
work. During the total deployment period the system and its 
8 mediators, gathered 340 users, who generated a total of 
542 postings and 192 comments. The audio content was 
transcribed and translated into English and, along with the 
pictures, classified according to recurrent themes. 

Two rounds of face-to-face interviews with end users and 
mediators (after each version of the system was deployed 
and used for a certain period of time) were conducted. All 
eight mediators were interviewed as well as eleven farmers 
(between 21-71 years of age, of which 8 were male and 3 
female) after eight weeks, and with two more mediators and 
two more farmers (one 33 year old female and one 35 year 
old male) at the end of the whole deployment period. All 
the farmers had less than two years of schooling and the 
interviews were recorded after verbal consent. Given our 
lack of Kannada knowledge, we were assisted by translators 
during the interviews (as well as the coding and translation 
of the audio data from KP). All the interviews were 
transcribed in English.  

BOUNDARY PLAY 
The system was used in many different ways over the 
deployment period with a more broad and general report 
published elsewhere [23]. Here we focus on the playful 
aspects of the system’s uptake. A large portion of the 542 
posts generated, during the 3-month trial period, was of 
cattle and fields (respectively 92 and 23). There was also a 
number of pictures posted of people (3), village fairs (35), 
home interiors and exteriors (39) and a variety of other 
subjects such as pictures of children, flowers, street 
vendors, shops, streets, motorcycles, trees or gods (1), 
amongst others. The audio posts were a bit more difficult to 
code since many of them were not clear to transcribe (5) or 
were actually comments to other posts, rather than posts 
themselves, making it difficult to place them in their 
context (25). But there were some songs (18), as well as a 
few daily social activities (4). Reporting problems and 
requesting assistance amounted to 15 postings. Apart from 

this latter aspect, which appeared more frequently in the 
audio posts, overall, we note that a significant amount of 
posts that appear to be non-instrumental. 

Understanding personal use 
The tagging system that was built into the posting of 
content, and which had to be explicitly used, reveals that 
most of the content was tagged as personal, rather than 
farming despite the fact that many of the personal-posts had 
pictures of cattle or fields. To put it in numbers, this 
represented 7% of the total data generated. While the users 
of the system lived and worked on farms, so this is not 
completely surprising, it was still a high number. It is 
interesting to note that a similar study around the study of 
SMS messaging in Rwanda in the context of small and 
medium enterprises, documented by Donner and colleagues 
[6], yielded a similar proportion between personal vs. 
business (rather than farming) messages. 

While we have discussed elsewhere that this could 
represent a misunderstanding by the users of the tagging 
system (given that content tagged as personal conveyed 
content which could be interpreted as farming [23]), what 
seems more prominent here is the blurring between 
personal and farming livelihoods. No dichotomy between 
activities, being it work/play, personal/work or, in this case, 
personal/farming can accurately categorize activities 
disembodied from users’ intentions, as the frame of mind in 
which they engage in the activities ultimately determines its 
nature [24]. In a rural context as we found in Hunsur, where 
users were also farmers residing where they work, this 
distinction is likely to be even more blurred. Another way 
to understand why the data tagged as personal conveyed 
pictures of cattle and crops is to see these ongoing 
conversations as situated in peoples’ everyday lives, and 
specific to those contexts. Along those lines, one can expect 
that, at a first interaction with a SNS, users will want to use 
the materials available in their everyday life for 
conversation – the line between professional and practice is 
blurred. In fact, it would perhaps be counter intuitive to 
expect that the topics diverged strongly from their lives as 
farmers in rather geographically isolated communities. 

But this is very different from saying that people are not 
using these topics in diverse ways. It was noticeable in the 
interviews the amount of judgment that farmers and 
mediators had regarding crops, cattle and practices, whether 
they were good, bad, reprehensible, laudable and so on. 
This shows the centrality of those topics to their everyday 
lives, constituting ultra-rich topics as discussed by Harvey 
Sacks [37]. These represent inexhaustible topics for 
conversation and, as Sacks discusses based on Evan-
Pritchard’s field studies with The Nuer people (and 
specifically their conversations around cows), are far from 
limited. These are pervasive and connect to multiple facets 
of people’s lives, providing rich providing an abundance in 
topics which may be related to farming or personal 
intentions, depending on the frame of mind of, in our case, 



the user posting the picture. As a comparison, a recent study 
on farming communities in the US, which is of course very 
distinct from the kinds of farming communities where this 
system was deployed, has nonetheless revealed similar 
types or recurring topics for conversation [20]. More 
generally, Michael Wood’s anthology of studies around 
different rural communities around the world, both in the 
developing and developed world, echoes this understanding 
of the situatedness and richness of contextual topics [47]. 

It is of course difficult to know the full extent of 
motivations behind the generated data, and the 
corresponding tags. But given that the prior interactions 
with BAIF and DG were framed around farming activities, 
and specifically improving farming practices, we see this 
move away from the farming tag as encouraging. While 
personal tagging cannot (nor should it) be linearly 
correlated with playful usage, we are encouraged by the 
willingness of users to engage in personal generation of 
content, as an indication that they are willing to inhabit 
these boundaries which this new system and deployment 
arrangements has provided for them. These new 
boundaries, while difficult to fully understand in meaning, 
represent a more free and open form of engagement away 
from more narrowly defined goals. 

Suggestions and long term usage 
We should note that a 3-month use of a new technological 
platform such as SNS is not necessarily representative of 
longer-term use. We have seen in most SNS that have 
longer histories of use, that direct experience and aspects of 
personal life, are important aspects of the content 
generation [8], with the possible exception of explicitly 
professional ones such as LinkedIn. Overtime, habits and 
practices around SNS use evolve, building on previous 
practices and experiences. With KrishiPushtak, we could 
not observe such long-term effects, instead we see SNS-use 
in its infancy. We are encouraged by the populating of the 
personal tag, as well as users’ expressed desires for more 
and richer media, namely around entertainment.  

In fact, when the farmers were asked about what they 
would like to see more of, replies revolved strongly around 
the possibilities of viewing Kannada (main language 
spoken in the region) films or songs. As one user suggests 
he would like more: “Film, songs from films […] I can post 
every crop that I grow, like tobacco, poultry, even my 
dogs”. Others wanted to expand he reach of the system 
allowing them to explore places beyond their everyday 
reach: “I joined the system as I have not travelled and 
maybe I will come to know about other places through 
this.” These provide further evidence that users saw 
potential in the system to fulfill entertaining needs, as well 
as the more typical goals associated with social sharing, and 
consumption, of personal information for playful purposes.  

This desire to inhabit the boundaries provided by this new 
playful space, is further reinforced by frequent mentions 

during our interviews that users would like to see their 
“good friends” posts coming up first on the top of the 
general feed (which we ordered chronologically). This 
highlights again, a common feature of SN systems, which 
we had decided not to implement, related to having circles, 
or friend lists which one draws from [8], suggesting an 
understanding of the system beyond instrumental goals. 

Mediators as unexpected users 
Although we did not explicitly encourage the mediators to 
consume or produce content in the system (and actually 
emphasized that the system was meant to be used by the 
farmers) they saw some personal value to the system. While 
some reported that they did not produce content, such as 
Shivaraj: “If had known I would have done. I thought we 
should do only farmers’ posts.” Others posted personal 
content of their own, like Beeregowda who posted: 
“[About] agriculture, because I am very interested in it.” 

But the aspect of their participation, which was most 
notable, was their consumption of content. Not only were 
the mediators actively consuming content, as part of their 
intermediation with the farmers, they weighed in on the 
posts: “A post with a papaya tree, I like it, because it is a 
very short tree but has so many fruits”, said Mithrakumar 
regarding one of his favorite posts.  

While we have little data on these behaviors, it encourages 
that the mediators saw an aesthetic and entertaining value in 
the system. Given that we were in many ways removed 
from the system’s usage (in the sense that the 
intermediaries mediated the quasi totality of the interaction 
between the users and BAIF and as a consequence us as 
researchers) it is important that the mediators themselves 
found a playful value to the system. While we asked 
mediators to emphasize the system should be used for 
whatever purposes people had: music, sharing photos, and 
other personal uses, we were worried that the institutional 
framing, and the intermediaries double function as BAIF 
employees and DG collaborators, could in some ways 
condition use. That they were willing to explore together 
with the users these new boundaries was quite possibly an 
important aspect of the system’s success. 

BOUNDARY WORK 
Part of the interest in boundary play is how it sheds lights 
on those boundaries themselves, resulting in discussion, 
reflection and reshaping of those boundaries, which 
Nippert-Eng calls boundary work [24]. As with the general 
use of play and work, the distinction here is not in the 
activity itself, but rather the frame of mind under which 
people engage with it. We deployed the system, as 
described, within arrangements that were previously geared 
towards very functional relationships towards agricultural 
improvement. As researchers we also exerted an 
unavoidable influence that comes with those dynamics as 
well [4]. But the boundaries within which play is allowed or 
not stem from a multitude of other relationships such as 



local community or culture among many. It is the 
discussion around some of these different boundaries, 
enhanced by and through play, which we now examine. 

Practical expectations around KrishiPustak 
Unsurprisingly there were also expectations around KP, 
which were more practical. Some users expressed a wish 
that KP would help them address some specific concerns, 
reinforced by expectations over the actual reach of KP, as 
one user expressed:  “I am told our photos would be sent 
abroad […] I do not know who would see […] have heard 
that it goes to Facebook”. While we tried very explicitly to 
convey the limited scope of KP in this trial, previous 
knowledge of how famous SNS like Facebook played an 
important role in shaping these expectations. 

Some were also hoping that the data would be visible all the 
way to government authorities or village panchayat (local 
village body): “If some people are fighting, we can record 
and use it as proof” later adding he would like to record: 
“whatever we have done, both good and bad, to go to 
monitoring bodies like police so that action is taken”. 
Consequently some felt this would be a viable medium to 
alert for issues which they needed external assistance e.g. 
broken roads, or damaged drains. To some extent, bringing 
up these issues to us, the researchers, constituted a goal in 
itself to try and bring about change, as one user put it: “I 
joined because people like you will help”. 

Of course, this type of usage is inline with one way SNS 
have been used with social media activism, namely through 
Twitter, being another often lauded component of SNS 
[12]. These expectations are also inline with what they 
might expect from our organizational arrangement, 
primarily working towards socio-economic development 
goals. But what we find more interesting is how the users 
themselves are deliberating over the types of usage they 
would like technology to fulfill in their lives, both in hopes 
for positive impact, but also some concern. 

Concerns around misuse and privacy 
Despite some excitement and high expectations as to KP’s 
potential, with a user even suggesting government visibility 
over the produced data, there were also discussions around 
misuse and privacy: “I do not post family photos because 
they may object to it”, mentions one user. Despite a total of 
76 posts displaying people, there were other users echoing 
similar concerns: “Women’s photos may be misused. This 
has happened and I have advised them [other farmers] not 
to do so”. And these concerns extended beyond the pictures 
and into worries about libel: “Some times people may speak 
non-sense or badly about others”. 

These concerns were extended through a comparison with 
the more established Facebook by one of the mediators:  
“Facebook is being misused. Will this also be misused? In 
that case I do not want to do family posting”. Previous 
hopes regarding the reach of the system, as well as its utility 

to address pressing concerns, arguably builds on the same 
ideas, which these concerns build on. Despite KP being the 
first SNS most of these users interacted directly with, it is 
obvious that debates around SNS at large, and particularly 
Facebook have entered the conversation long before. 
Perhaps through traditional forms of media or through 
informal conversations, these discussions had started and 
framed some of the thinking around SNS, long before KP. 

Privacy concerns like the ones expressed here exist within 
SNS in other places as well, and have shown to vary 
significantly over time [8]. They have certainly not been a 
great hindrance when we look at the fast and wide adoption 
of SNS around the world. While they seem to provoke, at 
least in some cases a certain reluctance, what we see here is 
that this is the first time this discussion is being held with 
first hand experience. The bounded play space provided by 
KP, and its exploration, leads users to question the 
boundaries themselves (boundary work), deliberating over 
issues like appropriateness and implications of reach. This 
is done both drawing on previous knowledge they had from 
popular SNS, but also, for the first time, through their own 
exploration and interaction. The opening for playful use, as 
opposed to a more narrow focused usage for a specific goal, 
stimulates that discussion, creating a deliberative space 
compelling users to question and explore it. 

The role of the mediators 
The mediators played a fundamental role in the deployment 
of the system. They were fundamental in increasing the 
reach of the application minimizing deployment costs, as 
well as providing assistance with using the technology. But 
their role as the gatekeepers to the system was even more 
relevant to discussions around boundaries. They are BAIF 
employees, meaning their relationship with the local 
populations is one of work, but they are also spending a 
significant amount of time in these villages often having a 
home there. Their relationship with the local population is 
thus more complex. We will look at how this interaction 
enabled and influenced the boundary work and play. 

In fact, it was clear that the mediators took this role very 
seriously, and were very conscious about the place they 
held within the community: “They know me. I do cross 
breeding. So they respect me”, mentioned Dharma, while 
Mohan, another mediator mentions: “It is a plus point for 
me.  When we meet farmers, and they are allowed to use it, 
it makes farmers excited. They respect me”. This position 
was first and foremost important to recruit users and 
allowing them to engage more confidently in this 
interaction, as one user commented: “Beeregowda [the 
mediator in question] said that it is good for me. He made 
the account for me.  It must be for good”. Apart from the 
explicit incentives we provided to the mediators to assist in 
this study, the feeling of doing something valuable to the 
community was often mentioned as a direct incentive in 
itself: “It is useful to me when I go on work. I can take 
information from one place to another. When they make 



comments, I can show it back to these people and to some 
others also. It is useful to them. By doing like this, I can 
help people”. This motivation was partly visible once we 
rolled out those explicit incentives and still observed some 
usage of the system (albeit moderate amounting to about 15 
new users, 10 comments and 2 posts), suggesting that the 
motivation to engage went, to some extent, beyond the 
explicit incentives themselves. As suggested in previous 
work, arguing for the involvement of local communities 
when we are dealing with playful deployments within 
ICT4D [9], the mediators reflected upon the usefulness of 
the system, like Shivaraj who participates to: “Help 
illiterate people and those unaware”, or Ravishankar who 
feels the system: “brings people together”. Harnessing the 
motivation and capital of privileged members in the 
community helps soften some of the work and efforts 
involved in making people feel comfortable inhabiting this 
new technological space, particularly when the goals are so 
open and unspecified. 

Of course, the position and role of the mediators also 
conditions and frames use in specific ways. Not only are 
they working for BAIF, but they are also, in a way part of 
the system itself, which brings with it some other roles, 
such as curation, as Beeregowda mentions: “If somebody 
has not done well, I would comment and send it”. In a way 
there is no simple solution to these issues, play occurs 
within boundaries, rendering some of those boundaries 
more obvious and discussed. There is no way to completely 
free oneself from them since play cannot occur outside any 
type of structure. We want to incentivize a deliberation over 
the value of using systems like KP, a boundary work which 
will shape future use and help the technology find its place 
within the community. By designing the system and 
designing the deployment, and specifically bringing in the 
mediators, we are able to open up for this discussion in an 
unique, opening up for the boundary play as well as the 
boundary work. Every element, mediators included, of the 
deployment will both enable and condition different aspects 
of usage, but involving the local communities, or at least 
some of its members, proved fundamental in recruiting 
users in a trustworthy manner to a safe play space, where 
this play and deliberation can begin to take shape. 

DISCUSSION 
We have described ways in which play can be incorporated 
within ICT4D work, explicitly, by creating boundaries 
where play is allowed. We have shown how play emerges 
within those boundaries, opening for forms of interaction, 
which are not usually part of ICT4D interventions. We have 
also seen how some of the multiple boundaries, related to 
the deployment, cultural and others, become apparent, 
discussed and challenged through boundary work. We will 
now return to the importance of designing for play in 
ICT4D as well as the limitations in addressing this purely a 
design issue. We then discuss the important constructive 
contribution play can have towards ICT4D goals, and end 

with a short statement regarding an important limitation and 
in this work, and opportunity for further research. 

Designing opportunities for play 
Designing KrishiPustak using insights from modern SN 
systems, as well as adapting them to our target user group 
was instrumental in achieving the types of playful 
engagements we were striving for. However, it was through 
designing the explicit boundary between the former 
interaction between DG, BAIF and the users, with the 
tagging system, that we were able to encourage this type of 
usage. Considering the deployment context was also 
fundamental with the mediators playing a greater role than 
initially anticipated. We see how the mediators helped 
greatly in creating a safe environment for play, from their 
standing in the communities as well as their own 
motivations to participate. The fact that mediators engaged 
playfully with the system both served as an added 
motivation for use, as well as involving them in the 
boundary work, the discussion around limits and legitimate 
uses which was spurred. The potential to carefully craft and 
design for play is there, and is arguably an essential 
capability which ICT4D can further help develop. 

The notion of capabilities, developed by Amartya Sen and 
Martha Nussbaum, is an influential one within development 
work at large [26]. Play, entertainment, fun and enjoyment 
are fundamental aspects humans strive for. Nussbaum has 
discussed the importance of enhancing opportunities for 
play in the case of women which: “Burdened, often, with 
the ‘double day’ of taxing employment and full 
responsibility for housework and childcare, they lack 
opportunities for play and the cultivation of their 
imaginative and cognitive faculties” [27]. Opening up 
opportunities for play, is not something, which can be 
addressed simply through designing a system like KP, 
Nussbaum is referring to complex social, cultural and 
economic norms and constraints which no technological 
solution can alone address. Play is part of a complex 
assemblage [46], which involves the different material 
aspects, such as the mobile phone or the application, as well 
as the organizational arrangements such as DG and BAIF, 
the human aspects of those techno-social arrangements, in 
this case strongly embodied by the mediators. But it also 
involves social and cultural norms and values.  

In ICT4D, opening opportunities should be considered an 
important factor of technology design and deployment. 
Returning to Ratan and Bailur’s OurVoices, we are 
reminded of Ramesh’s statement: “We might be giving a 
programme about an agricultural scheme, which the 
government might have for him, which might significantly 
increase his yield, but he’s not interested in listening to it, 
because it’s boring”. How much more work can we impose 
through technological interventions, without thinking about 
the opportunities for relief from that work that the 
recipients so much desire is a question to take seriously. 



While there is no easy recipe to design play, concepts of 
openness and playfulness, which have gained importance 
within studies of Human Computer Interaction [2, 3, 11, 11] 
can be of increasing relevance to ICTD [21]. Openness, as 
mentioned, is also not a panacea, since it may encourage the 
system to be used within the already existing norms, and 
ways of working. The existing boundaries, if they restrict 
opportunities for play, may be left unchallenged. We are 
thus encouraged to carefully craft these opportunities for 
play, as suggested in previous work [9]. Previous work has 
shown how users will try hard to derive the desired usage 
from the systems they have available, such as 
entertainment, even when the system was not particularly 
designed for that [9, 34, 44], but we argue that users should 
not need to work so hard to derive the enjoyment they 
crave. And if we are to truly provide explicit, safe spaces 
for play, both the system and the deployment must be 
carefully crafted to challenge the existing boundaries, 
which may restrict play, as well as creating the new ones, 
where play can occur. These boundaries have to do with 
cultural norms, organizational arrangements, or with the 
research project itself [4]. However, the plight of the 
women Nussbaum is writing about will not be solved 
through design, as carefully and sensibly designed as it may 
be. And while we argue here for a design driven approach 
in this paper, design alone, is no replacement for 
deliberation over cultural norms, values, needs, aspirations 
and desires, which brings us to importance of play and 
boundary work as a constructive element in ICT4D work. 

The constructive opportunity of play 
The boundaries, which surround the play activity, have 
been constituted through time and are not merely something 
we can dismiss, even those we may find oppressive or 
restrictive towards a specific group. Challenging 
dichotomies such as play/work, legitimate/illegitimate that 
are of intrinsic importance to the play activity, is hard work, 
and constitutes a rather sensible activity [25]. Play is as 
much restricted as it is made possible through those 
boundaries, not existing in a material or cultural vacuum 
[24]. They are nonetheless, at least some, boundaries we 
often would like to see challenged and discussed, for 
instance to enhance agency and the capabilities of women 
as Nussbaum discusses. Boundary work shows potential as 
a motor for constructive deliberation. Amartya Sen 
discussed capabilities, such as democratic and economic 
freedoms, by framing their importance in three distinct 
ways: their constitutive, instrumental and constructive roles 
[40]. Play certainly has that constitutive importance, in that 
its importance lies in the activity itself, which is the premise 
this work is based on. We have also seen how ICT4D has 
already brought in play from an instrumental perspective, 
recognizing its role in achieving other goals, particularly 
within education [17, 35, 39]. 

But the boundary work spurred by the play activity is one 
which has also a constructive element, bringing into 

question societal values, project goals, as well as peoples’ 
needs and desires. To outright dismiss play, as it was done 
in the OurVoices project, may amount to a poor 
understanding of user needs, and this is certainly a situation 
no one desires within any human centered project. We have 
seen how KP spurred discussions around the legitimacy of 
the use of private pictures, which partly fed to already 
existing debates within the community likely linked to 
knowledge about Facebook and other SN systems. We have 
seen how users question, through play the uses they would 
like to see technology serving, attributing purposes to KP, 
which were not intended in the design, such as reaching 
government authorities to report misbehavior or 
infrastructural issues. By allowing for non-prescribed uses 
[39], we are able to elicit some of these discussions, and 
more open engagements, but to explicitly and carefully 
craft play experiences we are able to elicit more specific 
reflections around the boundaries surrounding people’s 
lives around technology, enabling a broader discussion 
within ICT4D involving users. This is the constructive 
power of boundary work, to question categories, values and 
norms through the play activity itself. 

Limitations 
A final word is needed here with regards to the gender 
representation in this work, skewed strongly towards male 
users. This in part was a characteristic of the setup given 
that the agricultural extension workers were all male, which 
probably played a role as well. This is an issue that deserves 
comment since, as Nussbaum highlights, women are often 
the demographic most deprived of play opportunities [27], 
and while we certainly would like to see that challenged, it 
was not something we achieved in this project. This is 
arguably the most meaningful and pressing direction this 
line of thinking around designing for play, and its 
constructive importance for ICT4D, should take, and which 
we would like to explore in the future. 

CONCLUSION 
We have seen through the deployment of KP an example of 
how play can be designed in ICT4D projects, spurring both 
the play activity itself, as well as constructive deliberation 
over values and norms. While play, entertainment and fun 
require no a priori defense or justification, its constructive 
role should be nonetheless emphasized. Discussions around 
development often revolve around ideological distinctions 
between large plans, or top down interventions, often 
connected with the work of Jeffrey Sachs [36], and piece 
meal interventions, argued to be more bottom up and in 
touch with people’s real needs, usually seen to be 
spearheaded by William Easterly [7]. This is a complex 
debate where play can serve a dual role, allowing bottom up 
deliberation, but which should be seen as a broad capability 
to be enhanced. Either way, play and boundary work is a 
way to give voice to participants which may at times 
grapple with having their voices heard with regards to the 
setting of priorities, goals and recognition of desires.  
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